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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
The lure of inducing mode-specific, bimolecular reactivity through 
selective laser excitation has renewed interest in energy flow processes 
among vibrational, rotational, and translational degrees of freedom in 
excited species. Exoergic reactions frequently produce nonthermal product 
state distributions. On the basis of microscopic reversibility, the 
reverse reactions corresponding to preferred channels of the forward 
reaction should be accelerated when the products are excited into these 
states (1). Studies of infrared laser-induced chemical reactions have 
been based on analyses of product state distributions (2-5). When di­
atomic molecules are reacted with atoms, increased reactivity is sometimes 
observed when the diatomic molecule is vibrationally excited. The effect 
is known as vibrational enhancement, and it can be sizable in some in­
stances. For the reaction 
HCl + Br —> HBr + CI, (1.1) 
rate constants for HCl in the vibrational states v = 0, v = 1, and v = 2 
have been found to be 1 x 10"^, 2 x 10^, and 1 x 10^ liter/(mole sec), 
respectively (6). For the K + HCl(v = 1) reaction using a molecular beam 
apparatus, it was shown that the reaction cross-section for the HCl(v = 1) 
was approximately 100 times that for the HCl(v = 0) at the same mean 
collision energy (4). This latter experiment affirms that vibrational 
enhancement is the source of the increased reaction rates. 
When polyatomic molecules are the reactants in laser-induced reac­
2  
tions, careful evaluation of the relaxation processes must precede any 
interpretation of the reaction mechanism. Once absorbed, mode specific 
energy may become randomized throughout a number of vibrational modes in 
the molecule much more rapidly than the process which breaks the 
originally excited bond. For example, in a reaction between CH^F and 
CI2 (5), CHgF was excited into its C-F stretching mode, and yet the re­
action products were found to be CHgFCl and HCl. Clearly, an understand­
ing of the processes controlling the rates and pathways for vibrational 
relaxation between various modes and degrees of freedom in polyatomic 
molecules is essential to an improvement in our knowledge of chemical 
reactivity. 
Investigation into gas phase vibrational energy transfer of small 
nonreacting molecules in their ground electronic state has been reviewed 
(7-9). Processes involving a small change in the net vibrational energy 
AE and vibrational quantum number Av were found to correspond to high 
energy transfer efficiencies. Consequently, the rate of energy transfer 
among excited vibrational levels should be rapid compared to vibrational 
to transiational, rotational (V-T,R) relaxation rates, since there are 
usually accessible vibrational to vibrational (V-V) pathways with 
relatively small values for AE. An example of this effect can be ob­
served in a pure sample of CH^F. The V-T,R process 
CHGFFVG) + CHGF — CH3F + CH3F (AE = 1049 cm"^ Av = 1) (1.2)  
requires 1.5 x 10^ collisions (10), while the V-V transfer 
3  
CHgFfvg) + CHgFfvg) CHgFfZvg) + CH3F (AE = 18 cm'l, Av = 0) (1.3) 
is extremely rapid, requiring only 4 collisions (11). 
The collision numbers Z cited for equations 1.2 and 1.3 character­
ize the average number of collisions required to effect the respective 
transitions. In practice, several other terms are frequently employed 
for the discussion of energy transfer efficiencies, namely, a rate con­
stant k, cross section a, and transfer probability per collision P (12). 
The collision number and transition probability per collision are 
2 normalized to the hard sphere cross section = ird to yield 
Z = p-1 = (1.4) 
where d is one-half the sum of the hard sphere diameters of the colliding 
molecules. 
Most theoretical results of collision-induced energy transfer are 
based on oversimplified models of the collision. Nevertheless, calcula­
tions based on these simplistic models agree at least qualitatively with 
experimental results for a number of systems (13-15), and, hence, pro­
vide useful models for discussion of the collision process. The Schwartz, 
Slawsky, and Herzfeld (SSH) theory (13), as modified by Tanczos (14), is 
the model used most frequently for the discussion of collision-induced 
energy transfer between two polyatomic molecules or between an atom and 
a polyatomic molecule in their ground electronic states. 
Basic to the development of the SSH theory are the assumptions that 
molecules do not rotate during the interaction, and that they approach 
4  
each other along a straight path. Furthermore, the colliding molecules 
are presumed to interact with each other solely via two surface atoms-
atom s on the first and atom s' on the second molecule. This interaction 
potential is written 
V = exp [.(-r + + gA^.^Qb)]. (1.5) 
where is the displacement of the surface atom s due to the normal 
vibration Q , r is the equilibrium distance between centers of mass of 
the colliding molecules, a is the potential energy range parameter, and 
is a preexponential constant. The sum over a is over all normal 
vibrations of the first molecule, and similarly the sum over b is over 
the normal vibrations of the second molecule. Since the form of the 
potential is an exponential, it can be written as 
V = (1.6) 
where V^(r) = exp(-ar) and V^(Q^) = exp(aAg^Q^). 
The probability that during a collision vibrational mode in one 
molecule will change its quantum state from i to j, while a second mode 
Qjj in the same or in another molecule, simultaneously changes from state 
k to 1 is given by 
p = PoCv'^j(a)]2 F(AE,e,T), (1.7) 
where is a steric factor and F(AE,e,T) is a translational factor which 
is a function of the net change in translational energy AE, the inter-
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molecular Lennard-Jones potential well depth e and the temperature T. 
The vibrational matrix element [V^^^(a)]^ may be written as 
(a) I Vg(Qg) |<}ij(a)>| , where (|)^ and ((,j are harmonic oscillator wave-
functions. Expanding the exponential V_(Q_) in the matrix element leads 
to 
[Vi^^(a)]2 = 1 (1.8a) 
[Vi^^-l(a)]2 = ZAggZ, {1.8b) 
[vi^^-2(a)]2 = (i+l±l)(i±l)G* %A (1.8c) 
16?, Ng " s* 
where is equal to -r- and is the number of surface atoms on the 
molecule. Since it is not possible to determine directly which surface 
atoms are involved in the collision, the vibrational matrix elements in 
equations 1.8b and 1.8c have been calculated by averaging the transition 
probabilities over all surface atoms. 
The SSH "breathing sphere" model, although its approach is three-
dimensional, formally reduces the collision dynamics of two polyatomic 
molecules to a collinear interaction between two diatomic molecules. The 
nominal vibrational coordinate of each "diatomic" molecule may be 
expressed as | for each normal mode of the correspondent 
polyatomic molecule. The reduction of the model to a collision between 
two diatomic molecules naturally obscures the symmetries and dynamic 
characteristics of the polyatomic vibrations (16). More recent models 
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include molecular rotation (17) and mode-matching (18) in their treatments 
of collision-induced energy transfer. In spite of its assumptions, SSH 
theory remains the most widely used theoretical tool for interpreting 
experimental results of collision-induced energy exchange of molecules in 
the ground electronic state. 
It would appear on the surface that vibrational relaxation in an 
electronically excited state should be very similar to relaxation in the 
ground electronic state. Experimental results, however, suggest that 
relaxation in an electronically excited state may proceed through a 
different mechanism. In general, collision efficiencies for vibrational 
energy transfer are increased by orders of magnitude for molecules relax­
ing in the excited electronic state. In their study of vibrational relaxa­
tion in the A^n state of CO, Fink and Comes (19) found that 
CO(v=l) + He + C0(v=0) + He (AE = 1481 cm"^) (1.9) 
Q 
requires only 77 collisions, compared to ~10 collisions for the ground 
state process (AE = 2143 cm"^). Data for a number of other diatomic 
molecules (20-22) coincide with these findings. An anomaly to this trend 
in collisional relaxation efficiencies was reported by Marcoux et al. (23). 
O 
They found that vibrational energy transfer from CO(a n,v'=l-3) requires 
at least 6 x 10® collisions with helium. 
A similar pattern of vibrational relaxation has emerged from the 
handful of studies concerning polyatomic molecules in the excited elec­
tronic state. Two recent reviews (16,24) cite most of the results in this 
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area to date. 
No completely plausible explanation has been given for the high 
efficiency of vibrational energy transfer in excited electronic states. 
The fact that cross sections frequently exceed gas kinetic values sug­
gests that attractive interactions may play an important role in energy 
transfer rates in electronically excited molecules, because the range of 
attractive potentials is larger than hard sphere diameters. Rice (24) 
points out that molecules in the excited state have an open shell elec­
tron configuration, and a smaller ionization potential which would lead 
to stronger long-range attractive forces (relative to the ground state) 
between the excited molecule and a collision partner. Assuming that the 
attractive forces dominate the interaction for an excited state molecule, 
Lin et al. (25) developed a correlation between the relaxation efficiency 
and the intermolecular well depth. Parmenter and Tang (26) had limited 
success applying the correlation to collision induced-energy transfer data 
from S^('B2y) benzene. However, no correlation whatsoever was found for 
analogous ground state relaxation data. 
The results of Parmenter and Tang (26) describing vibrational 
energy flow in benzene have given impetus for much of the ensuing 
research into energy transfer in electronically excited polyatomic mole­
cules. The objective of their study was to follow mode-to-mode vibrational 
relaxation from the 6^ level (vg = 522 cm"^) of benzene under single 
collision conditions. 
Nine gases of varied complexity served as collision partners. 
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Although benzene has twenty vibrational levels lying within 500 cm"^ of 
the 6^ level, over 70% of the depletion from this level could be accounted 
for by growth of population in just six vibrational levels, represented 
by four channels of energy transfer. The distribution of energy among 
the four channels is somewhat dependent on the vibrational structure of 
the collision partner. In every case, the addition of a quantum of the 
vibrational mode 16^ to the initially pumped 6^ level serves as an 
important precursor to vibrational equilibration. 
Cross sections for vibrational energy transfer were near gas kinetic 
values for all collision partners. Helium was the least effective 
collision partner studied, yet overall relaxation from the 6^ level of 
benzene required only 11 hard sphere collisions. The largest mode-to-
mode cross sections were always to the 6^16^ level lying 237 cm~^ above 
the level of 6^, even though the nearly resonant transfer to the level 
11^ (AE = 7 cm"^) was available. For helium, 17 hard sphere collisions 
are required to add a quantum of 16^ to the original level 6^. Such 
high efficiencies for T-V transfer are not seen for energy flow within 
ground electronic states. 
Later work by Atkinson, Parmenter and Tan'g (27) examined the role of 
vibrational resonance between Sj benzene levels and polyatomic collision 
partners on mode-to-mode energy transfer efficiencies. OCS has a bending 
mode (v^ = 520 cm"^) nearly resonant with the 6^ fundamental of benzene 
(AE = 2 cm~^). V-V transfer to this mode is efficient, requiring only 10 
collisions. However, T,R-V transfer from OCS adding a quantum of 16^ to 
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benzene is even more efficient, requiring only 8 collisions. 
Based on experimental data from benzene and SSH calculations for 
vibrational relaxation in ground states of small molecules (28-30), 
Parmenter and Tang formulated a set of general propensity rules to pre­
dict the flow pattern of vibrational energy in excited state molecules 
(24). The relative probability for a transition in which mode a changes 
its quantum number from i to j and mode b changes its quantum number from 
k to 1 is given by 
P(i-^j|W)a gj g^ I (aE^^) (1.10) 
where g^. and g-j are the final-state degeneracies of modes a and b, 
respectively, and are the coupling matrix elements within the a and 
b manifolds, respectively, and 1{aE^J) depends on the amount of energy 
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switched between the V and T,R degrees of freedom. The U factors are 
assigned a value of 10"'^^' for a change in quantum number Av. Hence, 
each normal mode is assumed to have the same average projection onto the 
direction of impact. When the vibrational energy transfer is exothermic, 
I(AEy^) is set to 0.6 for AE^^<50 cm"^ or lO'fAEvy/lOO) AEy^>50 cm"^ 
Either factor is multiplied by the Boltzmann factor exp (-AE^j/kT) when 
the vibrational transfer is endothermic. 
The propensity rules were found to give a good description of the 
pattern of energy flow as a result of collisions of benzene with a 
variety of partners. The factors composing the propensity rules oppose 
each other in a manner which accurately reproduces the mode selectivity 
1 0  
observed experimentally. 
Studies by Chernoff and Rice (31) and Chernoff (32) on energy flow 
in aniline and McDonald and Rice (33) on energy flow in ^^(^Bgy) 
pyrazine corroborated certain features of the Parmenter-Tang propensity 
rules while being in discord with other facets of the rules. In each case, 
argon served as the sole collision partner probing the pathways of intra­
molecular vibrational energy transfer from a variety of levels. Plots 
of the energy transfer cross sections concur with the benzene data--that 
g, Av, and aE^j are the primary factors governing energy flow patterns. 
However, the dependence on aE^j is somewhat steeper for aniline and 
pyrazine, and the restrictions on Av are less strict than was found for 
benzene. Once again, V-T cross sections are large relative to those for 
ground state molecules, although V-T cross sections for pyrazine were 
generally an order of magnitude less than those found for benzene and 
aniline. The reduced cross sections for pyrazine have since been found to 
be the result of mixing of electronic states (34). An exothermic channel 
was a prominent first step toward equilibration among the vibrational 
levels for nearly every vibronic level pumped. 
The most notable departure in the observed aniline and pyrazine 
vibrational relaxation cross sections from the qualitative pathways pre­
dicted by the propensity rules concerns the differentiation between mode 
types on the efficiencies of energy transfer. For example, the vibra­
tional modes studies in aniline can be separated into two nearly non-
communicating groups of levels. Vibrational energy transfer is efficient 
n 
within a group of modes, and much less so for energy transfer between 
modes belonging to different groups. Mapping the energy flow from the 
16^ level of Sj aniline following two successive collisions with argon 
(31) indicates that an unexpectedly large number of collisions will be 
required before a Boltzmann distribution among the vibrational levels in 
the electronic state is attained. 
SSH theory alone thus cannot predict the observed selectivity for 
transfer of vibrational energy based on mode discrimination. The breath­
ing sphere model makes the assumption that the molecules always approach 
each other in the most favorable orientation for all normal modes simul­
taneously. This is not a reasonable picture of intramolecular mode-to-
mode transitions in polyatomic molecules. A trajectory most favorable 
for activation of one mode may be highly unfavorable for the deactivation 
of another mode. The absence of this "orientation factor" in the SSH 
theory permits mode mismatching in the transition probabilities predicted 
by the breathing sphere model. The Parmenter-Tang propensity rules, 
based on the breathing sphere model, are, therefore, subject to the same 
limitations in discerning between favorable and unfavorable molecular 
orientations for vibrational energy transfer. 
McDonald and Rice (35) have formulated a correlation diagram model 
which explicitly includes the role of mode matching in the propensity 
rules. In its present form, the model is able to describe the intra­
molecular vibrational energy exchange in a polyatomic molecule as a re­
sult of a collision with an atom. Similar to the SSH theory and 
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Parmenter-Tang rules, the perturbation of a particular vibrational mode 
is proportional to the amplitude of the mode along the collision trajec­
tory. However, the McDonald-Rice model does not assume that the molecule 
is in an optimal orientation for all normal modes concurrently. Instead, 
a set of representative collision trajectories y is formulated, and the 
components of the collisional displacement xl along the various normal 
coordinates are determined for each y using group theory. After weight­
ing each trajectory by an appropriate factor a collisional coupling 
term between vibrational states i and j can be written as 
^ij " m Y % a 
where the product is over all vibrational modes, a, undergoing quantum 
number changes, and m is the mass of the atom which dominates the vibra­
tional motion--for example, C|| or (35), This coupling term replaces 
1 9 the ^ I Agg term in the vibrational matrix element (equation 1.8b) of 
the breathing sphere model. 
The refined propensity rules of McDonald and Rice have been applied 
to systems of benzene, aniline, and pyrazine with atomic collision 
partners (35). When compared to observed values, the calculated rates 
agree quite well for nearly all vibrational energy transfer processes. 
Based on its agreement with observed rates and vibrational energy transfer 
pathways, this procedure marks a significant advance in describing energy 
flow. 
Current research is directed toward the development of a more 
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thorough understanding of energy transfer processes in excited molecules 
by varying collision parameters. Lawrance and Knight (36,37) are present­
ly accumulating data on vibrational relaxation from the 52302 l^vel of 
p-difluorobenzene. These will be the first results for collision-induced 
vibrational energy transfer in a ground state aromatic molecule. Compari­
son of these data with the results of vibrational relaxation in p-
difluorobenzene (34) should lend much insight into the relationship be­
tween vibrational energy transfer in excited and ground electronic state 
molecules. A preliminary report indicates that the rate coefficient for 
vibrational relaxation from the level is about 2 to 3 times the hard 
sphere value. 
Studies on glyoxal reveal that the pattern of rapid collision in­
duced energy flow observed in the aforementioned polyatomic molecules 
(benzene, aniline, pyrazine and p-difluorobenzene) is not exclusive to 
aromatic molecules (38-40). Strong propensity rules, V-T,R relaxation 
cross sections near gas kinetic values, and efficient endoergic energy 
transfer pathways were observed in relaxation from the 8^ (vg = 735 cm"^) 
level of S^(lAy) glyoxal for six collision partners, hinting that this 
behavior may be typical of all S^ polyatomic molecules. 
Tang and Parmenter (41) have extended investigation of S^ benzene to 
levels where the density of states is greater than 10 per cm~^. Their 
intent was to use propensity rules (equation 1.10) to model vibrational 
relaxation when several thousand levels lie within kT of the initial 
level. Comparison of experimental and calculated rate constants using 
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CO as a collision partner show that the upward trend in energy transfer 
rate constants with increasing energy of the prepared state is due pri­
marily to the role of Av = 2 and Av = 3 transitions for a few additional 
channels available at high vibrational energy (41). Additionally, limits 
for V-T,R energy transfer I(AE) restrict transitions to states lying 
- 1  P I  
within about 250 cm" of the initial level. For the prepared state 6 1 
= 1967 cm"^), 58 of the 2200 vibrational levels within ±250 cm"^ are 
seen to account for 66% of the total transfer probability. Rate constants 
calculated from the propensity rules correlate with experimental values 
for nine of the eleven prepared levels ranging in from 0 to 2368 cm"^, 
indicating that propensity rules may be useful for modeling vibrational 
relaxation involving many available channels for energy transfer. 
Vandersall, Chernoff and Rice (42) have expanded the study of colli­
sion-induced energy transfer to include systems where the effects of long-
range attractive forces between the collision pair must be considered. 
Vibrational energy transfer from the 0^, 10b\ and levels of aniline 
were induced by single collisions with HgO and CH^F. It was expected that 
hydrogen bonding between HgO and the amino group on the aniline would have 
a prominent effect on coupling between the inversion mode and other 
vibrational levels. CH^F was included as a collision partner because it 
has a permanent dipole moment nearly equal to HgO (1.85D), but it is 
unable to hydrogen bond. Thus, the effects of hydrogen bonding and dipole 
moment on energy transfer may be separated by comparison of the vibra­
tional relaxation rates and pathways induced by these molecules. In both 
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HgO and CHgF, V-T,R energy transfer pathways are expected to predominate. 
The rates of depopulation induced by HgO and CH^F are both in excess of 
the hard sphere collision rate. The similarities between the two mole­
cules as collision partners indicate that hydrogen bonding interactions 
are inconsequential in effecting vibrational energy transfer. 
Comparison of HgO and CH^F to argon (31) as collision partners with 
Sj aniline reveals some interesting features. When the inversion mode is 
inactive during a transition, mode-to-mode rate constants k^(i) are 
approximately five times larger for aniline collisions with HgO and CH^F 
than for collisions with argon. For transitions involving the inversion 
mode, the rates are further increased by a factor of five. A large 
dipole moment and rotational degrees of freedom are the basic properties 
which separate H^O and CHgF from argon (39). The dipole moments would 
account for the general increase in the rate constants k^(i) in a logical 
way since a permanent dipole is expected to increase the attractive 
component of the intermolecular force. It has been hypothesized that the 
rotational degrees of freedom can correlate with the inversion mode motion 
to account for the enhanced relaxation rates of inversion transitions 
with HgO and CH^F (42). 
The realization that rotation of the collision partner can play an 
important role in vibrational energy transfer is not a recent considera­
tion. Cottrell and Matheson (43) suggested that collision partners with 
small moments of inertia I are more likely to induce vibrational energy 
transfer through vibrational-rotational coupling than via a vibrational-
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translational mechanism. Their observation accounted for the "anomalous" 
behavior of some collision pairs whose predicted energy transfer proba­
bilities were calculated assuming vibrational-translational energy ex­
change (5,12,44). 
Though the relative values compared well, calculated relaxation times 
using Cottrell and Matheson's formula were a factor of 30 faster than the 
observed times. Moore (44) proposed a theory similar to the SSH formalism 
which gives a much closer fit between calculated and experimental relaxa­
tion times. Figure 1-1 illustrates some of the basic concepts involved 
in the model. Atom A of a stationary, rotating diatomic molecule collides 
head on with atom B of a stationary vibrating molecule. The relative 
impact velocity is assumed to be dependent only on the rotational velocity 
wd of atom A, where w is the angular velocity, and d is the distance be­
tween atom A and the axis of rotation. This approximation is only valid 
I 2 
when /d is much less than the molecular weight of the rotator. The 
interaction potential between atoms A and B is assumed to be 
V = VQ exp (-ar)(l + (XAR), (1.12) 
where a is the potential energy range parameter, AR is the vibrational 
displacement from equilibrium, and r is the distance between the colliding 
T 2 
atoms when AR = 0. Substituting /d for the reduced mass of the rotator 






Figure 1-1. Model for vibrational-rotational energy transfer. Atom A 
of the rotator a distance d from the rotator center of 
mass collides head on with atom B of the vibrating molecule. 
Translational velocity is assumed to be negligible 
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for the transfer of one quantum of vibrational energy to rotational 
energy, where is a steric factor, v is the vibrational frequency, and 
M is the reduced mass of the vibrational normal coordinate. 
Reports of collisional relaxation in electronically excited molecules 
have thus far separated the energy transfer mechanism into two classes, 
V-V and V-T,R. Of the latter relaxation process, the important role of 
V-T energy transfer has been ascertained through the use of atomic colli­
sion partners. The function of this thesis is to present data from the 
initial collision partner COg in what will eventually be a complete study 
of V-R energy transfer in aniline. 
Aniline has been shown to be a practical choice for the study of 
collision-induced energy transfer in the electronic state (32,45). This 
investigation will be restricted to the determination of vibrational 
energy transfer probabilities from the 0° level of aniline resulting 
from single collisions with COg. The lowest COg vibration (vg = 667 cm"^) 
is in a range where intermolecular V-V transfer with aniline is not ex­
pected, and its rotational velocity is 2.6 times the average translational 
velocity, increasing the likelihood of V-R energy transfer. 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
The study of collision induced energy transport in aniline represents 
but one part of the work to be presented in this dissertation. The 
remainder focuses on the development of time-resolved fluorescence ex­
18b 
periments, whose decay curves establish the degree to which current 
theories are able to accurately describe excitation transport in disor­
dered two-dimensional and three-dimensional systems. The experimental 
conditions for these latter investigations are described in Chapter II as 
modifications of the synchronously mode-locked laser system used in the 
aniline study. An introduction to the subject of excitation transport in 
disordered systems is presented in Chapter V. Chapters VI and VII con­
tain papers submitted to the Journal of Physical Chemistry describing 
excitation transport in disordered three-dimensional and two-dimensional 
systems, respectively. 
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CHAPTER II. EXPERIMENTAL 
Introduction 
The synchronously mode-locked (SML) dye laser has emerged as an 
ideal source of tunable, ultraviolet picosecond pulses for use in single 
vibronic level (SVL) fluorescence spectroscopy. In addition to exhibit­
ing greater conversion efficiency, SML lasers permit tuning over a much 
wider section of the dye gain curve than their passively mode-locked 
counterparts (46). Using a three-plate birefringent filter as a tuning 
element, typical laser linewidths of ~1 cm"^ are possible (47). This 
narrow bandwidth permits selective excitation to single excited state 
vibrational bands in many molecules. 
The simplicity of the design of the SML system is one of its major 
advantages. Daily cavity adjustments required to optimize the mode-
locking are minimal. The SML laser provides pulse stability for several 
hours, with infrequent tuning of the argon laser rear cavity mirror 
being the only further adjustment. 
Several major changes were made to the SML system and its attendant 
detection equipment between their inceptive and final forms. Some 
theory has been included in this section to help clarify the choices 
made in equipment selection and modification. 
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Mode-Locked Argon Ion Laser 
An argon ion laser (Model 553A, Control Laser Corp.) serves as a 
pump source for the SML dye laser. The oscillator cavity includes a 
water-cooled plasma tube and is bound at the ends by a highly reflective 
rear mirror and a partially transmitting output mirror. 
Wavelength selection is provided by a Brewster angle prism inserted 
in the cavity near the rear mirror. To one of the triangular faces, a 
thin layer of piezoelectric material is deposited. Under proper con­
ditions, the prism will act not only as a tuning element but also as an 
acoustic grating. 
Although the cavity is biased to oscillate at 514.5 nm, inhomogeneous 
broadening in the plasma tube allows approximately 40 axial laser modes 
(48) to experience net gain while meeting the resonance frequency cri­
terion 03^ = "^^/L, where L is the cavity length (158 cm) and n is an 
integer. When there is no mode-locking, each of these axial modes will 
have an uncertain time-dependent phase, resulting in a cavity light in­
tensity which is simply the summed intensity of each of the oscillating 
modes (49). 
A Harris Corp. acousto-optic modulator creates a time-dependent 
loss within the cavity. Under the proper conditions, this causes a 
specific phase relationship to develop among the circulating modes 
(Figure 2-1.). This phase relationship is created when an oscillating 
electric field, applied to a piezoelectric material, creates a stress in 
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Figure 2-1. Comparison of outputs from nonmode-locked (a) and mode-
locked (b) laser cavity oscillating in three longitudinal 
modes. From ref. (51) 
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wave is generated within the piezoelectric medium which propagates through 
the transducer into the prism. When the frequency of the acoustic wave 
matches a resonance frequency of the prism, a standing acoustic wave is 
established in the prism. The rarefaction and compression induced in the 
prism by the standing acoustic wave produces a periodic variation in its 
index of refraction (52). This pattern serves as a transmission grating 
for the argon beam. Intense diffraction occurs when the angle of in­
cidence of light on the acoustic grating satisfies the Bragg condition 
2Asin0g = (2.1) 
where A is the acoustic wavelength and x is the optical wavelength. The 
diffracted and incident beams will be separated by 20g. 
The fractional power diffracted by the grating is 
'"' 'o - • (2.2) 
where & is the length of the transducer parallel to the propagation direc-
p 
tion of the optical beam and a/A is the acoustic power density. The 
acousto-optic figure of merit, Mg, associated with a material, gives a 
relative modulation effectiveness of a crystal. Although silica has a 
relatively low figure of merit, it is used in the intracavity modulator 
because of its high optical quality and transparency, which introduce a 
minimum of losses in the absence of modulation (50). 
For practical purposes, the resonances of the prism/transducer sys­
tem are the resonances of the silica prism, considered as a finite 
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elastic medium, whose extremities are free (50). Of these resonances, 
only those falling within one of the permitted acoustic frequency bands 
of the piezoelectric transducer vibrating independently are considered. 
In this approximation, the width of the silica resonances are on the order 
of 1 KHz, while those of the transducer are on the order of several 
Vp 
MHz (50). Thus, there exist a series of narrow resonances /Eeg apart 
in frequency intervals centered around (2n+l)v]y2e^ (n = 0,1,2:..) where 
Vj, e^, and "^2*^2 represent the velocity of sound and thickness in the 
piezoelectric medium and silica prism, respectively. There are three 
acoustic resonances within the frequency range of the currently used . 
Harris mode-locker driver. These are at approximately 47.56, 47.96 and 
48.36 MHz (see Figure 2-2). Generally, the length of the argon laser 
cavity is varied until the round trip frequency of the circulating laser 
light pulse, ^/2L, equals twice the driving frequency of the modulator. 
Respective cavity lengths of 157.7, 156.4 and 155.1 cm are needed to 
synchronize the pulse frequencies with the 47.56, 47.96 and 48.36 MHz 
driving frequencies. Limits imposed by the Control Laser 553A argon 
laser mainframe result in a minimum cavity length of 157.2 cm. Conse­
quently, we are constrained to mode-lock at an RF driving frequency near 
47.56 MHz. 
The modulator driver supplies RF power (0-1 watt) to the mode-
locker through a directional coupler. Power which is not absorbed in the 
silica prism is reflected back towards the amplifier. A fraction of this 








Figure 2-2. Light intensity diffracted out of laser cavity as a 
function of mode-locker frequency 
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DC voltage. By monitoring this DC level with a voltmeter while varying 
the RF frequency, the RF energy absorbed by the mode-locker can be 
determined. Figure 2-3 illustrates that at resonance the reflected 
voltage will be a minimum value. 
With the reflected DC voltage initially set at 2 volts, at a frequen­
cy 150 KHz below the silica crystal resonance, the change in the reflected 
DC signal was monitored for varied RF frequency. The stability of the 
acoustic frequency was simultaneously monitored with a Hewlett Packard 
Model 524C frequency counter. The power reflected by the crystal de­
creased slowly as the RF frequency was raised. Beyond the resonance fre­
quency, however, the reflected voltage increased rapidly. Within 10 KHz 
of resonance, an oscillatory behavior in the monitored DC voltage was 
noted, although the RF frequency was always stable within ±0.1 KHz. This 
behavior created problems when attempting to keep the RF frequency within 
5 KHz of the crystal resonance, as recommended in the Harris Corp. User's 
Manual. It was subsequently found that the crystal resonance changes as 
the RF power supplied to the crystal is varied (Figure 2-4). Slight 
fluctuations in the power supplied to the crystal could, therefore, alter 
the resonance and significantly change the fraction of applied power 
reflected back to the RF detector when the frequency is within 10 KHz of 
crystal resonance. With an off-resonance voltage readout of 2 volts and 
the RF frequency set between 47.635 and 47.640 MHz, the mode-locking 
deteriorated rapidly. The region between 47.620 and 47.630 MHz provided 
the optimum pulse structure when the laser was mode-locked. In practice. 
Figure 2-3. Plot of reflected voltage from the mode-locker vs. RF driving frequency. 
Similar plots were obtained for the other crystal resonances within the 
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the mode-locker frequency was left at 47.630 MHz, and the RF power was 
varied to attain the shortest pulse widths and maximum stability. Average 
mode-locked argon laser powers under these conditions were typically be­
tween 350 and 400 mW at 26A operating current. 
Mode-locking causes the laser to generate pulses of high peak power 
and narrow pulse width. Typical peak pulse powers are between 20 and 30 
times the average mode-locked power (48). Mode-locked pulses were moni­
tored using an ITL fast photodiode (100 psec risetime) and Tektronix Model 
549 Storage Oscilloscope with type ISl plug in sampling unit (350 psec 
risetime). Pulse width measurements from the oscilloscope trace includ­
ing instrument response were typically ~650 psec FWHM. From these data, 
argon laser pulse widths were estimated to be approximately 250 psec 
FWHM at 514.5 nm. 
Only one modification to the commercially obtained mode-locking 
mount was needed to achieve mode-locked pulses stable within the toler­
ances required for synchronous mode-locking of a dye laser. A three-
piece adjustable coupling flange supplied by Harris Corp., which attached 
the mode-locker to the argon laser rear end plate, was found to cause 
pulse to pulse instability in the argon laser output. The play between 
the threaded sections of the coupling rings made it impossible to make 
the cavity rigid. The flange was removed, and cavity length adjustment 
was controlled instead by mounting the mode-locker to a Line Tool Co. 
Model B translation stage anchored to the optical table. 
Before the argon laser was modified, its front and rear cavity mirror 
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mounts had been spring loaded to three quartz resonator rods. Should 
temperature changes cause expansion or contraction of the laser com­
ponents, the low thermal expansion index of quartz would help to retain 
the optical alignment and cavity length at their original settings. 
Mounting the mode-locker, which supersedes the rear cavity mirror, to the 
laser bench defeats the purpose of the quartz resonator rods. Some 
thermal stability is thus lost, but the overall stability is greatly en­
hanced in the resulting highly rigid mode-locked cavity, as evidenced 
through the mode-locked pulse stability seen with the sampling scope. 
Dye Laser 
A Coherent Inc. Model 590 dye laser, as received, was designed for 
use as a continuous wave laser. Based on the design of Kogelnik et al. 
(53), the folded three-mirror cavity was extremely stable. All of the 
optical components were secured in rigid mounts and attached to Invar rods 
for high thermal stability. 
Figure 2-5 shows the arrangement of the experimental apparatus. 
Space limitations prevented collinear positioning of the dye laser with 
respect to the argon pump laser. Originally, two Oriel first surface 
aluminum coated mirrors were used to direct the argon pulses to the dye 
laser pump mirror. These mirrors provided ^90% reflectivity at 514.5 nm 
and were burned easily by the argon beam. They were replaced by two 
Newport Research Corp. (NRC) dielectric multilayer coupling mirrors (98% 
reflectance at 514.5 nm) which have held up well to the argon beam. 
Figure 2-5. Diagram of the excitation and detection apparatus used for this work 
Argon Laser 
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Cavity mirrors supplied by Coherent Inc. with the dye laser were a 
standard set for use with rhodamine 6G (rh6G) dye. The output mirror was 
replaced with a 5% transmitting flat mirror when using an extended cavity 
configuration. Cavity and pump mirrors were adjusted to focus the dye 
and argon pulses in the center of the dye jet. The focused dye and pump 
pulses intersect in the jet stream at ~10° angle, creating a condition of 
high power densities and good overlap between the dye laser beam and 
argon pump beam in the active region of the dye. 
The gain medium, a 0.25 mm thick stream of 3 x 10" M rh6G dye dis­
solved in ethylene glycol, flows through the jet at approximately 7 "^/sec. 
Oriented at Brewster's angle with respect to the circulating dye pulse, 
the plane of the jet stream minimizes cavity losses for p-polarized 
pulses. Brewster windows in the argon laser cavity promote the genera­
tion of pump pulses s-polarized relative to the dye jet surface. Sieg-
man et al. (54) have shown that fluorescent emission from rh6G is pref­
erentially polarized in the direction of the pump pulse. Consequently, 
the s-polarized pulses of the argon laser will stimulate fluorescence 
experiencing high losses while passing through the 16 Brewster surfaces 
of one dye laser cavity round trip. To rectify this incompatibility be­
tween the two lasers, a 90° rotation plate, purchased from Continental 
Optics, was inserted into the argon laser beam path. The rotation plate, 
made of crystalline quartz with its optic axis in the direction of the 
propagating beam, does not exhibit birefringence, but it is optically 
active. The specific rotary power y as a function of wavelength x is 
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given by (55) 
Y = , (2.3) 
where n^ and nj^ denote the indices of refraction for right and left cir­
cularly polarized light, respectively. The absolute angle of rotation of 
the argon beam is dependent only on wavelength and quartz thickness. The 
Continental rotation plate was cut to rotate the 514.5 nm argon pulses by 
90°, thereby generating dye laser pulses with minimal round trip cavity 
losses. 
As mentioned previously, one of the attractive features of a dye 
laser is its broad tunability. In our case, rh6G will experience net gain 
from 565 to 635 nm, a spread much larger than the bandwidth limit of the 
dye pulse. Without a mechanism for tuning the output of the dye laser, 
however, it will tend to oscillate at the wavelength of the mode with the 
highest gain (49). To achieve lasing throughout the rh6G gain curve, the 
cavity must be biased to provide the highest gain at the wavelength 
desired. 
The Coherent 590 dye laser utilizes a three-plate birefringent (Lyot) 
filter as its tuning element. The frequency which lases depends on the 
rh6G gain curve and the transmission characteristics of the Lyot filter. 
Tuning has been smooth and continuous over the entire lasing region. The 
cavity requires no realignment with changing frequency, and remains stable 
over long periods of time. 
The concept and design of the Lyot filter are quite elegant. Each 
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plate of the filter is crystalline quartz with its optic axis in the 
plane of the crystal. All three optic axes are aligned with one another 
and the normal to these axes is at Brewster's angle 0 relative to the 
cavity axis of the dye laser (Figure 2-6). 
Quartz, a birefringent material, will have two values of refractive 
index for light at any angle of incidence. The phase difference s be­
tween an e-ray and an o-ray is (48) 
ô = ^ d ( n o - n e )  ( 2 . 4 )  
where d is the distance of penetration through the crystal, n^ is the 
ordinary index of refraction, and n^ is the extraordinary index of 
refraction. Wavelengths for which s = ânir will be unaffected by the 
filter. All other wavelengths will experience varying degrees of phase 
delay, causing the incident p-polarized light to emerge from the crystal 
as a combination of s- and p-polarized light. The s-polarized light will 
experience losses at subsequent Brewster surfaces. The thicknesses and 
orientations of the component plates are chosen so there will be only one 
frequency within the dye gain curve for which polarization will be un­
affected (Figure 2-7) (47). Rotating the plates about an axis normal to 
the crystal surface <t) changes n^, and consequently the wavelength at which 
the phase difference equals a multiple of 2ir. 
Synchronous mode-locking requires that the round trip transit time of 
the circulating dye pulse match the interpulse spacing between argon pump 






Figure 2-6. Quartz plate orientation for Lyot filter. The normal to 
the crystal plate is tilted to Brewster's angle 0 from the 
ray axis. Rotation of the optic axis about the normal is 
measured as $, the angle between the optic axis and the 
plane containing the ray axis and crystal normal 
Figure 2-7. Qualitative transmission curves for the quartz plates comprising the Lyot 
filter: (a) thin plate, (b) intermediate plate, (c) thick plate, and (d) 












inserting the output mirror into an Oriel Model 1793 mount attached to a 
precision translation stage (Model M, Line Tool Co.). Adjustment of the 
translation stage provided the precision adjustment needed to cavity match 
the two lasers. 
The rh6G jet stream acts as a temporal shutter in the dye laser, much 
as the mode-locking crystal does in the argon laser. Figure 2-8 shows 
that toward the end of the 250 psec argon pump pulse, the rh6G dye 
achieves net gain. At exact synchrony, the circulating dye pulse arrives 
at the jet when the gain crosses the threshold (AL = 0). Together, the 
high stimulated emission cross section for rh6G (56) and the intensity of 
the incident dye pulse cause the gain to saturate and drop below thresh­
old within a few picoseconds. The time-dependent inverted population of 
the dye molecules acts both to amplify the dye pulse and to set its 
temporal width. 
McDonald et al. (57) have shown that the period between dye pulses 
emerging from the dye laser is equal to the interval between argon pulses, 
even when the round trip transit time of the dye is not equal to the 
95.260 MHz pumping frequency: 
IT * "pump- (Z'S) 
Figure 2-9 depicts qualitatively the results of Millar and Zewail (46) 
regarding the effect of cavity length mismatch on pulse properties. These 
properties are clearly asymmetric about AL = 0 (47,58,59). The region of 
practical interest for our work concerns dye cavity lengths slightly 
Figure 2-8. Synchronous pumping of the dye laser. In (a), the 
evolution in the gain of the rhodamine 66 dye is 
shown relative to the arrival of the argon pump 
pulse. The return of the dye pulse (b) depletes 
the dye gain within a few picoseconds after the 
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Figure 2-9. Effect of cavity mismatch on dye pulse properties. The pulse energy and 
SHG power peak when the dye cavity is slightly longer than the argon 
cavity (a), whereas the pulse duration is shortest when the two cavities 
are matched (b) 
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longer than the pump laser. Although the pulse duration is shortest when 
the laser cavities are perfectly matched, the pulse energy peaks when the 
dye cavity is approximately 25 microns longer than optimum. Second 
harmonic power, being a function of both pulse energy and pulse duration, 
peaks at a cavity setting ~10 microns longer than the optimum length 
(46,57,58). Second harmonic power shows a much sharper dependence on 
cavity length than does pulse energy. 
In this work, the dye laser output is frequency doubled and treated 
as a continuous wave source. Consequently, dye pulses only need to be 
temporally narrow to the limit where maximum SHG is produced. For experi­
mental applications, all cavity parameters are adjusted to optimize the 
second harmonic power. 
An autocorrelation trace of the dye laser output is presented in 
Figure 2-10. The dye cavity was adjusted to optimize the SHG intensity 
prior to performing the autocorrelation. An 8.75 psec, FWHM pulse width 
was measured for the dye laser fundamental. At this cavity setting, with 
the dye laser tuned to 590 nm, mode-locked conversion efficiencies of 21% 
were routinely observed. At 24A of argon laser tube current, this cor­
responds to average dye laser and argon laser powers of 48 and 232 mW, 
as measured by a Coherent Model 210 power meter. 
Figure 2-10. Autocorrelation trace of the pulsed output from the synchronously 
mode-locked dye laser 
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Second Harmonie Generation 
Sj •(- SQ vibronic transitions from the ground state of aniline re­
quire pump wavelengths shorter than 294 nm, Tunability in this wave­
length region is obtained by second harmonic generation (SHG) of the dye 
laser fundamental using an angle-tuned LilO^ crystal. The crystal, pur­
chased from Cleveland Crystals Corp., is 8 x 8 x 2 mm and is cut for 
type I SHG. 
A Lasermetrics Model S-2B KDP crystal was used for second harmonic 
generation prior to the acquisition of the LilO^ crystal. The KDP crys­
tal, cut for type I SHG, measured 14 x 14 x 12.5 mm and was also angle-
tuned. Although the LilOg crystal was used in all experiments, the 
properties of both crystals will be compared and discussed whenever appro­
priate. 
The nonlinear coefficient d^j is related to the ability of an 
electric field to induce a polarization in a crystal by (60) 
£ N | . = i i £ .  ( 2 - 6 )  
where is the dielectric polarization, J is the second order polariza­
tion tensor, and _E represents the electric field vector of the laser beam 
in the crystal. For type I phase matching, the only nonzero components 
of the polarization tensor are dgj and d^g for LilOg and KDP, respectively 
(61). Kleinman (60) has shown that SHG intensity is functionally depen-
2 P dent on dT. sin 0 . The most attractive feature of LilCL relative to ij m 3 
KDP is its large nonlinear optical coefficient: d2^(LiI02)=11.9 d2g(KDP) 
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(62). For type I SHG, the phase matching angle 0^ is equal to (63) 
= arc sin [((n»)-^ - (n2")-2)/({„2«)-2 . (2.7) 
where 
n^ = ordinary refractive index of fundamental, 
n^" = ordinary refractive index of second harmonic, 
n^"^ = extraordinary refractive index of second harmonic. 
For a fundamental wavelength of 600 nm, 8^ (KDP) is 60.46° and 8^ (LilOg) 
is 62.8°. Doubling crystals were placed in an Oriel Model 1450 adjust­
able mirror mount which permits fine tuning of the crystal orientation to 
the phase matching angle. 
Other factors affecting the overall SHG intensity such as focusing 
effects, crystal thicknesses, and light absorption by the crystals, are 
considered in the Appendix. A final comparison of the doubling efficiencies 
for KDP and LilOg in the appendix indicates that the LilOg crystal will be 
approximately 10 times more effective than KDP for producing 300 nm fre­
quency doubled light from a 600 nm laser fundamental. 
Focusing the laser fundamental within the LilOg crystal increases the 
energy density, which can improve SHG efficiency. The 588 nm input beam 
from the dye laser was focused with a 6 cm focal length biconvex glass 
lens, and the crystal was positioned to produce maximum SHG. A 15 cm 
focal length biconvex quartz lens was adjusted to recoilimate the funda­
mental and second harmonic output. 
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A quartz beamsplitter reflected ~5% of the doubling crystal output 
and directed it to a 1P28 photomultiplier tube. With the photomultiplier 
power supply (Model V303BEZ, Kepco) set at -500 V, and the reflected laser 
fundamental blocked by a Corning 754 filter, the second harmonic was ob­
served with a Hewlett Packard (HP) Model 410C voltmeter. The signal gave 
a relative SHG power readout, which was used to optimize cavity parameters 
and to normalize the sample fluorescence to the pumping intensity. 
Several precautions were taken to prolong the life of the LilOg 
crystal. Since LilOg absorbs strongly at 294 nm, there is a potential for 
damage to the crystal due to thermal effects. For this reason, the laser 
fundamental was blocked whenever data were not being recorded. Another 
source of potential crystal damage results from the hygroscopic nature 
of LilOg. To retard the deterioration of the crystal from atmospheric 
water vapor, it was stored in a desiccator when it was not being used. 
After seven months of regular use, there is no visible sign of damage to 
the crystal. 
Sample Preparation 
Aniline was obtained from the Aldrich Chemical Company with a stated 
purity of 99.9+%. Twice distilled, a small amount of this aniline was 
stored under vacuum at room temperature and kept in a dark environment. 
Prior to each sample preparation, the aniline was degassed using the 
freeze-pump-thaw technique. Coleman grade carbon dioxide, purchased from 
Matheson, with a stated purity of 99.99+%, was used as received. 
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The vacuum apparatus was comprised of three major components: the 
vacuum pumps, manifold, and pressure gauge. The pumping system con­
sisted of an oil diffusion pump (Type PVMS-30, CVC Products) and a 
roughing pump which could be connected either in series or in parallel 
to the vacuum manifold. Two liquid nitrogen cooled traps, inserted in 
line between the manifold and pumps, condensed and collected gases dif­
fusing into this region of the vacuum line. An MKS Baratron Type 220B 
pressure gauge with a 100 torr sensing head detected the pressure differ­
ence between the manifold and a 10"^ torr reference cavity. This differ­
ence was measured as a change in capacitance, and converted to a manifold 
pressure readout on a Keithley Model 177 microvoltmeter. Pressure 
readings should be accurate to within a few percent in the range 10"^-30 
torr. It was presumed that the oil diffusion pump drew a vacuum down to 
~10"^ torr, although no confirming measurements were possible with our 
apparatus, which lacked an ionization gauge. FETFE o-rings, purchased 
from Ace Glass, were used where any o-ring material was needed due to 
their inertness to aniline. A leak rate of 8.2 mtorr/hour was measured 
for the manifold. The small amount of impurities introduced into the 
manifold, however, have had no detectible effect in fluorescence experi­
ments. 
Teflon sleeves were used to provide an air tight seal between the 
fittings of the cold traps and the vacuum line. Unfortunately, these 
sleeves also served to permanently join the fittings together. The trap 
nearest to the diffusion pump was broken while it was being removed for 
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cleaning. It was replaced by a trap with a grease fitting to facilitate 
future removal. The remainder of the vacuum line was kept grease and 
mercury free. The second cold trap should prevent any grease vapors from 
entering into the manifold (64). 
The fluorescence cell was composed of an Ace Glass high vacuum stop­
cock sealed to the glass to quartz graded seal tube on a Hellma cuvette. 
The walls of the cell were fused silica, and the internal pathlength was 
1.0 cm. The stopcock contained a semi-needle valve teflon plug with 
FETFE o-rings, capable of holding a vacuum down to 10"^ torr. There 
were three fluorescence cells used in these experiments. One of these 
was evacuated and used as a background cell. 
Sample preparation proceeded as follows. A fluorescence cell was 
attached to the manifold and evacuated overnight. The vacuum line was 
then flushed twice with COg and the system evacuated once more. The 
manifold was isolated from the pumps, and degassed aniline was exposed to 
the vacuum chamber until a steady pressure reading of 0.42 torr was 
attained. Pressure readings may not be a completely accurate indicator 
of the quantity of aniline in the chamber due to aniline adsorption to 
the glass walls of the manifold. Aniline pressures recorded could be up 
to 20% low in some samples. Once the final aniline pressure was reached, 
the aniline reservoir was isolated from the manifold and COg added to the 
chamber through a Nupro needle valve. The carbon dioxide was added 
slowly until the desired final pressure was reached. After allowing one 
hour for diffusive mixing of the gases, the stopcock on the fluorescence 
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cell was closed off. All gas samples were prepared the day they were to 
be used to insure that no contaminants had leaked into the cell with time. 
Fluorescence Detection 
The quartz lens which collimated the second harmonic output of the 
LilOg crystal was moved to a position 29 cm from the crystal which was 
14 cm beyond the focal length of the lens. This change resulted in a 
beam focus slightly beyond the fluorescence cell. The diameter of the 
converging beam in the cell was roughly 500 microns. When the beam was 
focused too tightly, pits developed on the walls of the cuvette. A one-
inch diameter aluminum coated front surface mirror, purchased from NRC 
and set in an Oriel Model 1793 mirror mount, provided precise positioning 
of the UV pump beam into the sample cell. 
Aniline fluorescence was collected and focused into the monochroma-
tor using a pair of biconvex fused silica lenses. The first, a collec­
tion lens, was 3.6 cm in diameter with a focal length of 5 cm. It was 
positioned 5 cm from the fluorescence origin to collimate the light. 
The focusing lens had a diameter of 5 cm and a 15 cm focal length (f/4.2). 
Placed 15 cm from the monochromator, this lens imaged the fluorescence 
line source onto the entrance slit of the monochromator. Both lenses 
were translated slightly to maximize the observed fluorescence signal. 
Using a f/4.2 focusing lens with an f/6.8 monochromator results in a 
spillover of ~3.5 cm on each side of the first mirror inside the mono­
chromator. Although there is some loss of detectable fluorescence 
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intensity, the signal strength is still more than adequate for this work. 
A 0.75 meter, Czerny-Turner type monochromator (Model 1400-11, Spex) 
was used to spectrally resolve aniline fluorescence. The Spex is a 
double monochromator, which can be easily converted to a single mono­
chromator when desired. The grating initially used was blazed for 1600 
nm in first order. The ruled area of the grating was 102 x 102 mm and 
contained 600 grooves/mm. Scanning was controlled either by hand or 
through a variable speed dc motor geared to the grating sine drive. 
A blazed grating is designed to concentrate spectral energy into one 
order. Figure 2-11 shows that a grating blazed at 1600 nm in first order 
will also be efficient for concentrating 267 nm and 320 nm light into 
6th and 5th orders, respectively. At wavelengths intermediate to these 
two values, the light intensity will be partitioned among several orders 
(65,66), resulting in less selective diffraction and a smaller output 
signal. Fluorescence bands observed in this work lie between 290 and 
302 nm, an inefficient diffraction region for the grating. Although 
fluorescence intensities measured in 6th order were stronger than those 
measured in 5th order, the output signal intensities were generally very 
weak. For this work, the use of a grating blazed at 1600 nm in 1st order 
is counterproductive to attainment of efficient fluorescence detection. 
A single Spex diffraction grating, with Ag = 300 nm in first order 
and n = 1200 grooves/mm, was obtained and utilized in the monochromator. 
Since only one such grating could be located, the Spex was utilized as a 
single monochromator. These modifications produced an increased diffrac-
Figure 2-11. Efficiency of grating blazed at 1600 nm in 1st order. 
At 267 nm (a), nearly all of the energy diffracted by 
the grating goes into the 6th order. Similarly for 
320 nm (c), the energy is diffracted into the 5th order. 
Wavelengths between these two limits (b) will have 
energy diffracted into several orders depending on the 
position of the envelope curve 
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tion efficiency at the expense of resolution. Linear dispersion was 
calculated to be 1.1 nm/mm for the new grating in a single monochromator. 
For the original gratings in a double monochromator, linear dispersion is 
reduced to 0.17 nm/mm. The closest aniline fluorescence peaks to be 
resolved are separated by ~0.5 nm and have FWHM of roughly 0.2 nm. Using 
the new grating and slit settings of 75 microns, corresponding to a band 
pass of 0.0825 nm, these peaks were resolved. This configuration was used 
in all experiments. 
Figure 2-12 illustrates the working principle of a grating sine 
drive (67). The lead screw is designed to vary the angle 0 to produce a 
linear relationship between the wavelength reading and sin 0, according 
to 
kx  = 2d sin 0 cos $, (2.8) 
where for our grating: d = 833.33 nm/groove, k = 1 (first order), and 
cos $ = 0.9928. 
Using a low pressure mercury pen lamp as a calibration source, the 
relationship between the Spex readout (x^) and the actual wavelength (x^) 
passing through the monochromator were shown to be nonlinear. The Spex 
dial reading was set to zero nm for 0th order specular reflection and 
slits were closed to 25 microns. Variation between X, and X^ followed the 
a  S  
relationship 
X. 
Xg = + c(Xg) (2.9) 
where c is a function of wavelength varying from 5.8 nm at X^ = 549 nm 
Figure 2-12. Working principle of a grating sine drive. Rotation of the lead screw, 
either by hand or through the variable dc motor, provides a wavelength 







to 8.9 nm at = 714.8 nm. 
After some time, it was observed that a plot of \ ^ / 2  c / { \ ^ / 2 )  
produced a linear function. Using twelve mercury lines between 292 nm 
and 366 nm, a slope m and y-intercept b were obtained. Solving for c 
yields 
c = (S2) (2.10) 
Inserting equation 2.10 into equation 2.9 yields 
^afcalc) = (^) Ag + (i - (2.11) 
2 4 
where b = 1.83 x 10 nm and m = 2.18 x 10 nm. 
The error between x calculated from an input x , and the real value 
of X, (x. (lit)), determined from a reference spectrum (68), is less than 
a  a  
0.03 nm for all lines in this region (Table 2-1). Comparison of x^(calc) 
to literature values (45) for aniline peaks has shown a similar corres­
pondence. 
A cursory inspection of the Spex drive mechanism provided no clues 
to the cause of the sine drive malfunction. Since correct peak assign­
ments could still be made using equation 2.11, the monochromator was used 
in this unoptimized state. All aniline fluorescence bands were assigned 
literature values (32,45) upon positive identification of the correspond­
ing transition. 
An Amperex Type 56DUVP photomultiplier (PMT) was mounted at the exit 
slit of the monochromator and used for all work reported. It replaced an 
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Table 2-1. Monochromator calibration using a mercury line source. All 
values are in nm 
X x_(lit) c X (calc) x,(calc)-x (lit) 
b  a  a  a d  
572.72 292.5410 6.18 292.52 -0.03 
580.91 296.7280 6.27 296.75 0.03 
591.37 302.1498 6.46 302.17 0.02 
591.74 302.3475 6.48 302.36 0.01 
592.11 302.5606 6.50 302.56 -0.01 
592.47 302.7487 6.51 302.74 -0.01 
611.45 312.5668 6.84 312.57 0.00 
612.55 313.1549 6.88 313.14 -0.02 
612.60 313.1839 6.89 313.17 -0.02 
653.06 334.1477 7.62 334.15 0.01 
712.46 365.0153 8.79 365.03 0.01 
713.31 365.4836 8.83 365.47 -0.01 
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Amperex 56TVP PMT, which was to be used originally. 
In most photomultipliers, the short wavelength cutoff is primarily 
a function of window material. The 56DUVP has a polished optical quartz 
window that gives it a sensitivity extending into the UV. The 56TVP, 
intended for work in the red and infrared, has a glass window. Although 
absorption by the glass causes spectral sensitivity to drop sharply be­
low 300 nm, there is adequate signal at 290 nm to record spectra. Sample 
spectra from each tube are compared in Figure 2-13. Although it was ex­
pected that the gain would be higher for the 56DUVP, judged by perform­
ance specifications, experimentally they were observed to be comparable. 
At -1800V, the dark currents measured were 3nA and 40nA for the 56DUVP 
and 56TVP, respectively. The 56DUVP photomultiplier was selected be­
cause its signal to noise ratio was an order of magnitude improvement 
over that of the 56TVP. 
The 56DUVP was run with the power supply (Model 1570, Power Designs 
Inc.) voltage set between -1500V and -1650V for most of our work. It is 
important to allow appropriate time for tube warmup before use. Normally, 
-1500V is supplied to the photomultiplier for one hour. This ensures 
that the gain on the tube has settled prior to recording spectra. 
The output from the 56DUVP was transmitted to the signal input of 
a Princeton Applied Research Corp. (PARC) Model 122 lock-in amplifier. 
This signal was tied to a 150 Hz carrier frequency by amplitude modulation 
of the UV pump beam with a chopper. The beam chopper was built from a 
30 Hz Globe motor and a five-blade chopping disk constructed in the 
Figure 2-13. Comparison of aniline fluorescence spectra recorded 
using (a) 56TVP photomultiplier tube, and (b) 56DUVP 
photomultiplier tube 
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machine shop. A photodiode-LED pair, separated by the rotating chopper 
blades, generated a 150 Hz square wave used as a reference signal in the 
lock-in amplifier. Phase shifting was variable through external con­
trols to achieve phase matching between signal and reference waves. 
The photomultiplier gain was adjusted to keep all input signals to 
the lock-in amplifier below 20 mV. Normally, five or six scans were 
taken of each gas sample, at increasing lock-in sensitivities. Peak 
height ratios were not equivalent to the inverse ratios of full scale 
sensitivities for these plots, however. Corrected scale factors were 
calculated for each plot and were used to normalize all peak intensities 
to the least sensitive scan. 
The range of the output signal at each sensitivity varied from 0 to 
-10 volts, full scale. A one-second RC time constant was chosen for the 
output filter of the lock-in amplifier as the best choice to balance 
system response time with noise suppression. The output was passed 
through a voltage follower, to buffer the lock-in, and then through an 
inverting amplifier with variable gain between 0.1 and 1.1. Typically, 
the inverting amplifier was adjusted to output a maximum signal of 5 
volts, which went to the x-input of an Evans Associates ratio card. 
The gain on the 1P28 photomultiplier was adjusted to give a dye 
laser SHG signal of approximately 0.7 yA. After passing through a cur­
rent to voltage converter, the 3 volt signal went to the y-input of the 
ratio card. The x/y voltage output of the ratio card represented a 
fluorescence signal normalized to the SHG intensity. 
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Data were stored temporarily in a PARC Model 4101 scanning recorder. 
The PARC recorder had 1023 bytes of memory which were filled at a scan­
ning rate of approximately 10 points/second. Input signals from the ra­
tio card should be kept under 2 volts to prevent saturation of the peak 
in the recorder. An HP Model 120B oscilloscope simultaneously displayed 
a trace of the input data as the information was stored in the recorder. 
For permanent storage, the data were transferred to an IMSAI 8080 micro­
computer, where a data file was created and stored on an 8-inch floppy 
disk. A Houston Instrument DMP-3 digital plotter, interfaced to the com­
puter, provided a hard copy of the spectrum as it appeared on the oscil­
loscope trace. 
Modifications of Apparatus for Photon Counting 
The experimental conditions adopted to investigate the excitation 
transport theories of Gochanour, Andersen and Payer (69) and Loring and 
Payer (70) were different from the conditions used to study the vibra­
tional relaxation pathways of aniline in the Sj electronic state. Taking 
advantage of the pulsed output of the synchronously pumped dye laser and 
utilizing photon counting detection, time-resolved fluorescence decays of 
the dyes rhodamine SB perchlorate (rhSB) and rhodamine 590 chloride 
(rh6G) were collected. The agreement between the fits of decays derived 
from the excitation transport theories to the observed fluorescence 
decays were used to infer the extent to which the transport theories were 
val id. 
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In the photon counting mode, the number of anode pulses produced by a 
phototube is proportional to the number of fluorescence photons impinging 
on the tube's photocathode. Each anode pulse is detected by the time-to-
amplitude converter (TAC). The difference between the arrival time of an 
anode pulse and a reference signal is measured by the TAC, which gener­
ates a pulse whose amplitude is proportional to the temporal delay. The 
multichannel analyzer (MCA) associates a channel number with the pulse 
amplitude from the TAC, and the number of counts in that channel is in­
cremented by one. After many excitation cycles, a histogram is accumu­
lated in the MCA, representing a probability distribution for photon 
emission following an excitation pulse. Figure 2-14 provides a block 
diagram of the photon counting apparatus, and Figure 2-15 illustrates the 
photon counting method. 
The preceding description is a simplistic representation of an actual 
photon counting system and serves only to introduce the fundamentals of 
the photon counting method. In the remainder of the chapter, photon 
counting will be discussed in greater detail. Emphasis will be placed on 
designing a system which maximizes the photon collection efficiency, im­
proves the resolution, and alleviates distortions in the histograms. The 
requirements for a photon counting system will be discussed relative to 
the synchronously mode-locked laser system. 
Although the greatest modifications occurred to the detection appara­
tus, some alterations of the SML lasers were also necessary. The Control 
argon ion pump laser was replaced by a Coherent Innova 90 argon ion laser 
Figure 2-14. Block diagram of a photon counting apparatus in the 
conventional configuration. optical signal; 
electronic signal; the trigger signal can be 
derived from either an optical or electronic signal; the 
constant fraction discriminators supply standardized 


























Figure 2-15. Illustration of the photon counting method (conventional 
configuration). The arrival of a trigger pulse initiates 
a voltage ramp in the TAC which is halted upon the 
arrival of a stop pulse from the photomultiplier tube 
(PMT). An amplitude pulse is generated whose height is 
proportional to the final voltage stored on the TAC 
timing capacitor. The amplitude pulse is converted by 
the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) into a memory 
address. The number stored in the appropriate memory 
address is then incremented by one. The TAC is reset if 
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with a 5 watt plasma tube. The Coherent laser mainframe, unlike the Con­
trol laser, permits cavities as short as 110 cm to be assembled. With 
this change, any of the three mode-locker acoustic resonances (at ca. 
47.56, 47.96, or 48.36 MHz) can be used to mode-lock the argon ion laser. 
Once more, the extended cavity configuration was achieved by decoupling 
the mode-locker canister from the Invar resonator rods of the argon laser 
framework. The canister was mounted in an Aerotech Model AOMllO-2, 0.14 
arc-second resolution gimbal mount. The gimbal mount was attached to a 
Line Tool Model B XY translation stage (with 0.5 inch travel and 0.001 
inch resolution) which, in turn, is attached directly to the optical 
table. 
The frequency synthesis portion of the Harris Corp. modulator driver 
electronics failed prior to its use in experiments with the modified 
laser system. This section of the modulator driver was replaced by a 
48.00 MHz crystal controlled oscillator from International Crystal Man­
ufacturing. Instead of setting the drive frequency to match the res­
onance of the mode-locker crystal, the resonance frequency of the mode-
locker had to be adjusted to match the 48.00 MHz output of the crystal 
controlled oscillator. Since the resonance frequency of the mode-locker 
crystal was temperature dependent, it could be matched to the output 
frequency of the crystal controlled oscillator by adjusting the tempera­
ture of the heating element in the mode-locker canister. The proper 
canister temperature was attained when the reflected voltage from the 
mode-locker crystal has been minimized. For the 48.00 MHz driving 
frequency, the required canister temperature was several degrees above 
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the ambient room temperature Provided that the room temperature 
was maintained below the oven temperature, the mode-locking remained 
stable, as indicated by stability in the reflected voltage. 
The 514.5 nm line from the argon ion laser pumped the dye laser. The 
laser tube current was kept at 26 amps, providing an average output power 
of ca. 350 mW. Since the vertically polarized pulses from the Coherent 
argon ion laser were optimal for pumping the Coherent dye laser directly, 
the 90° rotation plate was eliminated in the modified laser system. 
As before, the synchronously mode-locked dye laser emitted a train of 
picosecond pulses separated by approximately 10.5 nsec. For photon 
counting applications, this repetition rate had to be reduced because the 
timing electronics cannot process signals at 96 MHz. An additional rea­
son for reducing the dye laser repetition rate was that the fluorescence 
decays of the rh3B and rh6G samples were not complete after 10.5 nsec. 
Cavity dumping of the SML dye laser provided a method for reducing 
the repetition rate of the dye laser output pulses. In the cavity-dumped 
configuration, all of the resonator mirrors have high reflectivity. 
Laser output is obtained by actively deflecting light from the cavity at 
a submultiple of the cavity round trip frequency. 
The modifications required to convert the SML laser to a SML cavity-
dumped system were relatively straightforward. A second fold was es­
tablished within the cavity by replacing the 5% transmitting output cou­
pler by two broad band high reflectivity mirrors with radii of curvature 
7.5 cm (folding mirror, M3) and 15 cm (end mirror, M4). At the beam 
waist was positioned a Harris H-lOO acousto-optic modulator (AOM) which 
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redirected the light through Bragg diffraction. As with mode-locking, 
the active element in the cavity-dumper consisted of a transducer trans­
mitting acoustic pulses into a substrate of high quality fused quartz. 
During each round trip, the circulating light pulse passed through the 
AOM twice and was partially diffracted each time (71, 72). Light dif­
fracted during the first pass was reflected by M4 and partially redif-
fracted into the cavity beam. Because of rediffraction, no more than 50% 
of the light within the laser cavity could be dumped at a given time. 
The cavity-dumper is a home-built unit which incorporates the Harris 
modulator and driver into its design. As with the previous extended 
cavity configuration, the cavity-dumper optics were detached from the dye 
laser resonator rod. A Harris Model H-106 acousto-optic modulator mount 
was used to align the Bragg cell. The mount provided adjustment for two 
degrees of translation and one degree of rotation. Translation adjust­
ments (along the y- and z-axes in Figure 2-16) permitted the Bragg cell 
to be positioned optimally with respect to the incident laser pulses. 
Translation in the z direction should position the cavity beam as close 
to the transducer as possible. Translation in the y direction continued 
until the laser pulse intersected the acoustic beam optimally (73), as 
determined by the intensity of the diffracted beam. The rotational de­
gree of freedom (about the y-axis) provided the Bragg angle adjustment. 
The AOM could be rotated coarsely about the z-axis by loosing set screws 
and twisting the modulator within the mount, permitting the cavity beam 
incidence to be set at Brewster's angle. 
Figure 2-16. Diagram of cavity-dumper. AOM, acousto-optic modulator; 
M3, folding mirror with 7.5 cm radius of curvature; M4, 
end mirror with 15 cm radius of curvature; prism, 
right-angle coupling prism, (a) is a side view of the 



























Since the Harris mount did not provide translation in the x direc­
tion, mirrors M3 and M4 must be translated individually along the x-axis 
to intersect the cavity beam waist with the AOM Bragg cell. Translation 
and angle adjustments of mirrors M3 and M4 were afforded by Newport 
Research Corporation (NRC) Model MM-1 til tables attached to Line Tool 
Model C micropositioners. Each micropositioner provided 0.5 inch trans­
lation along the x- and y- axes readable to 0.001 inch. The NRC tilt-
ables, while being compact and relatively stable, had only coarse adjust­
ment, which made fine tuning of the dye laser cavity difficult. Transla­
tion of MS or M4 along the y-axis produced the same effect as rotation of 
the optics about the z-axis. Final adjustments on MS and M4 were made by 
translating the optics along the y-axis with the Line Tool micro-
positioners. Freedom to translate the mirrors along the z-axis would 
facilitate cavity tuning further. 
To synchronize the circulating dye laser pulse to the arrival of the 
argon laser pump pulse at the dye jet, the dye laser cavity must be 
matched to the argon laser cavity length. By translating MS, M4 and the 
AOM as a unit along the x-axis, the cavity length could be adjusted with­
out affecting the optical alignment. The AOM mount and the two mirror 
mounts were attached an inch-thick aluminum stage translatable along the 
x-axis by a Line Tool Model M micropositioner with one inch translation. 
The cavity-dumper driver contained the signal processing electronics 
required to phase-lock the dump drive signal with the light circulating 
within the cavity. The argon laser mode-locker driver provided a 48 MHz 
reference signal to the cavity-dumper driver. The cavity-dumper driver 
Figure 2-17. Effect of cavity-dumper delay on dye laser output. In (a), the cavity-dumper delay 
is misadjusted, resulting in two output pulses for every dump command. In (b), the 
timing between the cavity-dumper pulse and the intracavity pulses is optimized 
resulting in a single output pulse 
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contained a 384 MHz voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) with a tunable 
frequency range from 380 MHz to 388 MHz. The output of the VCO was di­
vided by 8 and compared to the 48 MHz reference. A correction voltage 
was generated proportional to the deviation of the divided VCO output 
from the 48 MHz reference signal. This dc signal fed back into the VCO 
to force the deviation between the divided output of the VCO and the 
reference frequency to zero. 
The VCO output also served as the input signal to a divider chain 
that determined the frequency at which pulses were dumped from the dye 
laser. Selection of the front panel pulse frequency switch determined 
which outputs of the divider chain were activated. The dumping command 
repetition rate, adjustable from single shot to 4.8 MHz, was left in the 
4.8 MHz setting for all experiments. 
The 4.8 MHz output signal from the cavity-dumper countdown circuit 
passed through a delay circuit (variable through the cavity-dumper front 
panel) to trigger a pulse generator. The pulse generator supplied a 
gated signal to the AOM containing a carrier frequency of 384 MHz within 
a pulse envelope of 10 nsec FWHM. The delay, variable to 16 nsec, was 
adjusted to synchronize the arrival of the cavity-dumper acoustic pulse 
with the cavity pulse of the dye laser in the Bragg cell. At a 4.8 MHz 
repetition rate, the cavity-dumper should extract one dye laser pulse out 
of every 20 pulses passing through the Bragg cell. However, as shown in 
Figure 2-18, all laser pulses passing through the Bragg cell were par­
tially diffracted (to varying degrees) due to a low-amplitude, high 
frequency background signal transmitted by the cavity-dumper driver. 
Figure 2-18. Effect of noise (transmitted by cavity-dumper) on dye laser output. The 
ideal condition (no noise) is shown in (a). Output pulse characteristics 
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Figure 2-19. Experimental arrangement for time-correlated single-photon counting. AOM, 
acousto-optic modulator; BS, beam splitter; PD, photodiode; CFD, constant 
fraction discriminator; MCP, microchannel plate; f1, fluorescence; TAC, 
























Calibration test data from Harris Corporation indicate that the extinc­
tion ratio, defined as the ratio between the energy of the triggered 
pulse to that of the leakage pulse appearing 10.42 nsec later, should be 
40 dB. Extinction ratios below 20 dB were measured here, using the stan­
dard Harris cavity-dumper driver and modulator. This value was improved 
by inserting a two-stage PIN diode suppressor element (74) between the RF 
amplifier of the dumper driver and the AOM. However, the extinction 
ratio quoted in the test data sheet was never attained. 
The diffracted dye laser pulse (separated from the intracavity pulse 
by ~3mm) was picked off by a right angle prism and redirected through the 
output port of the cavity-dumper. The '\,10 mW average power of the 575 nm 
output beam corresponded to a peak laser power of ~200W. A beam splitter 
sampled 80% of the laser intensity which was input into a real-time, 
rotating-mirror autocorrelator (75). Autocorrelation pulse widths, 
viewed on a Tektronix Model 547 oscilloscope, were -vlO psec FWHM. Pulse-
to-pulse amplitude variations of the autocorrelation traces were less 
than 10%. Since the laser pulse profiles were monitored continuously, 
the condition of the excitation source could be monitored while the 
fluorescence decays were collected. 
Pulses transmitted through the beam splitter were coupled into the 
sample compartment via two aluminum coated front surface mirrors. As 
shown in Figure 2-20, the vertically polarized dye laser pulses emerged 
with their polarization rotated by 90°. 
As described previously, the photon probability distribution for 




Figure 2-20. Transformation of dye laser polarization from 
vertical to horizontal following successive 
reflections off aluminum coated mirrors 
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to the laser pulses. Photon counting detection relies on accurately 
timing the arrival of a fluorescence photon at the photocathode relative 
to a reference signal. One source for the timing reference was the syn­
chronous output port of the cavity-dumper driver. This port provided a 
trigger signal synchronized with the dump command to the AOM. Some jit­
ter between the synchronous output pulse and the actual dumping of the 
dye laser pulse can exist due to mechanical drift in the laser cavity 
optic mounts or timing jitter in the cavity-dumper electronics (76). In 
another procedure, yielding less timing jitter, trigger pulses are 
derived from a photodiode viewing the laser pulses directly. Applying 
the latter method, of the pulse intensity intended for the autocor-
relator was sampled with a beam splitter and detected with an EG&G Model 
FOD-100 photodiode (risetime <1 nsec). Typical signals of-^250 mV were 
derived and used for timing pulses. 
A Hamamatsu Model 1564U microchannel plate photomultiplier (MCP) was 
used to derive the timing signal from the fluorescence photons. The MCP, 
with a bialkali photocathode, exhibited ~6xl05 gain at 3000V and SOOnm 
incident wavelength; displayed an anode pulse risetime of 206 psec; and 
had a photoelectron transit time of -vl nsec (76). Other detectors con­
sidered for this application were Philips 56DUVP and Philips XP2020Q 
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The 56DL)VP has a reported transit time of 
43 nsec and anode risetime of 2 nsec (at 2200V); the XP2020Q a transit 
time of 28 nsec and anode risetime of 1.5 nsec (at 2200V) (76). The MCP 
was selected ultimately because it provided the best time resolution, 
judged by the FWHM of the instrument response function. The instrument 
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function (which is the response of the photon counting electronics to 
scattered laser pulses) is a convolution of the excitation pulse width 
and the jitter in the timing electronics and detector. By interchanging 
the photodetectors while retaining the same timing electronics and dye 
laser pulse widths, it was possible to make direct comparisons among 
photomultipliers. Measured instrument function FWHMs were '\,80 psec, ^220 
psec, and >500 psec for the MCP, XP2020Q, and 56DUVP, respectively. 
It is worth noting that the instrument function widths are much nar­
rower than the anode pulse widths. This is a consequence of the photon 
counting method, i.e., that the timing electronics only detect the arriv­
al of a pulse. The transit time spread of photoelectrons for a single 
pulse is, therefore, irrelevant. What is important is the pulse-to-pulse 
statistical dispersion associated with the transit time spread (76). 
Experimentally, one sees a correlation between the transit time 
spread and the dispersion associated with the spread (76). As the photo-
electron transit times and corresponding transit time spreads become 
shorter, the transit time dispersion decreases, resulting in improved 
time resolution. PMTs for photon counting applications are developed to 
reduce the photoelectron transit times and anode pulse risetimes. 
Generally, the faster tubes sacrifice gain for improved resolution. The 
56DUVP is a 14-dynode stage PMT with high gain (2x10^ at 2200V). The 
XP2020Q, similar in design to the 56DUVP, has only a 12-stage dynode 
chain (gain 3x10? at 2200V). The improvement in the system's time 
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Figure 2-21. Instrument functions for MCP (a) and XP2020Q PMT (b) 
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The timing characteristics of detectors used for photon counting have 
been improved significantly with the development of microchannel plate 
photomultipliers. The MCP consists of an array of millions of glass 
capillaries (channels) less than 1 mm in length, with internal diameters 
10 vim to 20 ym, fused together to form a thin disk (76). The inside 
walls are coated with a secondary emissive material. The short channel 
lengths and narrow bores serve to reduce the transit times to nsec. 
Because the gain is ~6xlo5 at 3000V, photocurrent pulses from the MCP are 
amplified and inverted by a B&H Electronics AC3011 MIC (3.15 GHz) 21-dB 
preamplifier and an EG&G ITIOO inverting transformer. 
As shown above, transit time dispersion reduces the system resolu­
tion. The inability of the timing electronics to determine the exact 
time when a pulse arrives also decreases the resolution. Inaccuracy in 
time derivation is due predominantly to two factors: jitter and walk 
(77). Jitter is the timing error introduced by noise on the anode pul­
ses. Walk is the timing uncertainty caused by signal amplitude or rise-
time variations. Owing to statistical fluctuations in the photoelectron 
multiplication process (78, 79), anode pulses generated by the MCP show 
large variations in pulse height. Unless compensated for, walk can be a 
major source of timing uncertainty in photon counting experiments. 
To minimize the effects that noise and amplitude fluctuations have on 
the timing electronics, MCP and photodiode pulses are processed in dis­
criminators before passing on to the TAC, as shown in Figure 2-14. 
Timing discrimination is generally attained using either a leading-edge 
discriminator or a constant-fraction discriminator (CFD). Leading edge 
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discrimination, the simpler of the two electronically, generates a timing 
signal when the input pulse amplitude rises through an adjusted threshold 
level. This form of discrimination works best when pulse rise times are 
very rapid and amplitude fluctuations are minimal. For constant fraction 
timing, a bipolar signal is generated by splitting the incoming photo-
detector signal, attenuating and inverting one pulse, delaying the other, 
and summing the two. A crossover pickoff of the composite signal ini­
tiates a timing signal to be relayed to the TAC. The result of this 
manipulation is that an input pulse is timed from a point on its leading 
edge that is a fixed fraction of the pulse height. For pulses with simi­
lar shapes, but varying amplitudes, this timing point is constant rela­
tive to a timing reference. The least walk is introduced into the timing 
when the zero crossing of the bipolar signal occurs with the greatest 
slope. The optimum choice of fraction (degree of attenuation on the 
split pulse) depends on the pulse shape and is usually determined ex­
perimentally. Likewise, the delay needed to internally generate the con­
stant-fraction signal is variable and must be optimized. 
A Tennelec Model TC455 constant fraction discriminator was used to 
derive timing signals from the MCP anode pulses. Input pulse rates 
greater than 200 MHz can be processed by the Tennelec CFD. For anode 
pulses with <1 nsec risetimes and 10:1 dynamic range in signal ampli­
tudes, the walk in the CFD timing electronics was +10 psec, using a 0.2 
fraction. The leading edge module with similar input signals (~1 nsec 
risetime and 10:1 dynamic range) contributed <+400 psec to the walk. A 
Figure 2-22. Illustration of timing errors associated with leading edge discrimination. In 
(a), noise on the anode pulse causes the discriminator to trigger prematurely 
(jitter); in (b), different amplitude anode pulses, having the same origin, 



















0.2 fraction was used to derive the MCP timing pulses and the delay var­
ied to achieve the narrowest instrument function pulse widths. 
The Tennelec CFD consists of four independent constant fraction dis­
criminators. Initial plans were to use one channel to process the anode 
pulses from the MCP and another channel to process the pulses from the 
photodiode. Apparently there was crosstalk between the channels in the 
CFD, however. This anomalous behavior was observed as a rippled output 
from the TAC when temporally random pulses were input into one channel of 
the CFD while a periodic reference signal was input into another channel 
on the same CFD. Under these conditions, the expected TAC output (viewed 
on the multichannel analyzer in the pulse height analysis mode) would be 
linear. To alleviate the distortion, pulses from the photodiode were 
rerouted into an EG&G Ortec Model 934 quad constant fraction discrimina­
tor. The Ortec CFD operates under the same principles as the Tennelec 
CFD. However, the walk for a specified amplitude dynamic range is higher 
for the Ortec CFD. For 200:1 dynamic range and <1 nsec pulse rise times, 
the Ortec CFD walk is <+150 psec, while the Tennelec CFD walk is <+30 
psec. In addition, the Ortec CFD can process signals at a maximum rate 
of only 100 MHz. 
In addition to reducing the walk in the timing pulses, CFDs are able 
to reduce the number of dark counts reaching the TAC, discriminating 
against these signals on the basis of their pulse height. The spurious 
output pulses from the MCP have a pulse height distribution dominated by 
low amplitude pulses (80, 81). Both the Ortec and Tennelec CFDs have 
variable threshold adjustments. The minimum setting for the Tennelec CFD 
Figure 2-23. Illustration of constant fraction timing discrimination, using a 0.5 fraction. 
The upper frames of (a-d) illustrate timing for a large amplitude anode pulse; 
the lower frames show timing for a pulse with one half the amplitude. In (b), 
part of the input pulse has been delayed; in (c), the other half of the input 
pulse has been attenuated by 0.5 and inverted; in (d), the pulses from (c) and 
(d) have been summed to form a bipolar signal whose zero-crossing triggers a 
timing pulse. Contrary to the results using threshold discrimination, trigger­
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is -5mV; the minimum Ortec CFD setting is -30mV. Pulses with amplitudes 
greater than the preset threshold are timed. 
The threshold setting for trigger pulses from the photodiode is not 
critical, since the pulses are intense (~250mV) and have a relatively 
narrow amplitude distribution. The final setting was chosen by raising 
the threshold above the -30mV minimum and monitoring the discriminator 
output with a rate meter. When the dark counts have been discriminated 
against, a plateau in the output pulse rate vs. threshold setting will be 
encountered. A threshold setting approximately one-third of the way 
along this plateau is recommended (76). 
More critical is the setting of the discriminator threshold for the 
MCP pulses. Since MCP pulses have a wide dynamic range of amplitudes, 
there is no clear dividing line between pulses associated with dark 
counts and pulses resulting from the detection of a photon. Raising the 
threshold improves the signal to noise level but reduces the rate at 
which valid pulses are accepted. The final choice of threshold is a com­
promise between the two. 
As the CFD threshold level is raised, the FWHM of the instrument 
function can become narrower. This behavior should not necessarily be 
associated with improved time resolution. The observed narrowing of the 
instrument function can result from biasing the discriminator to pass 
pulses representing multiphoton events (two or more detected photons per 
excitation cycle). When single photon pulses overlap, they create a 
multiphoton pulse with an amplitude greater than either of the single 
pulses. The probability for overlap is greater at times close to the 
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maximum of the photon distribution (76). The distortion, different for 
the instrument function and the fluorescence decay, invalidates the con­
volution integral. Because it has such narrow anode pulse widths, the 
MCP should not exhibit this distortion as readily as a PMT would. 
However, it is advisable to attenuate the dye laser until the probability 
for multiphoton events is negligible. At this point, if raising the CFD 
threshold results in narrower instrument functions, it is probably a 
result of improved CFD performance due to the narrower dynamic range of 
input pulse amplitudes. 
A more critical distortion related to the detection of multiphoton 
events concerns the Ortec Model 457 time to amplitude converter. The 
TAC, which measures the time interval between the pulses from the CFDs, 
has two signal inputs, two status outputs (TRUE START, BUSY) and a CON­
VERSION output. Upon receipt of a START signal and after a 12 nsec de­
lay, the TAC timing capacitor is charged linearly from a source of con­
stant current. The charging is discontinued upon acceptance of a STOP 
pulse, and a CONVERSION output pulse is generated with an amplitude pro­
portional to the final charge on the capacitor (76, 82). If no STOP 
pulse is received within the TAC timing range (switch selectable from 50 
nsec to 80 ysec), charging of the capacitor is automatically terminated 
with no CONVERSION pulse output. There is a ~4 usee delay before the 
timing capacitor can be reset and another START pulse accepted. The TRUE 
START output of the TAC gates on whenever a START pulse is accepted. The 
signal is routed to a Mechtronics rate counter which displays the number 
of TRUE STARTS per second. The BUSY output indicates the length of time 
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necessary to process each TRUE START. This processing time varies 
depending on the delay between the TRUE START and STOP pulses, but it is 
greater than 7 usee. 
The TAC dead time (on the order of y sec) creates the potential for 
distortion of the collected fluorescence decay profiles. Recall that the 
Tennelec CFD can process pulses at ~200 MHz; this is much faster than the 
TAC processing rate of <143 KHz. The TAC, after receiving a START pulse 
(TRUE START), disables the START input to prevent subsequent START pulses 
from disrupting the signal processing. Because the TAC processing time 
is so long, only one event can be processed by the TAC per laser excita­
tion cycle. When two MCP anode pulses, generated in the same excitation 
cycle, arrive at the TAC input, only the first will be processed. This 
biasing of the TAC output by multiphoton events is termed pile-up distor­
tion (83-85). 
The relationship between N/\(i) (the number of MCP anode pulses cre­
ated in time interval i) and Nj (the number of N^fi) pulses processed by 
the TAC) is (76) 
NaO) = r-Jll (2.12) 
' - K "z 'i 
^ j=l 
where Ng is the number of excitation cycles. Since the number of 
i-1 
detected pulses Ng is never less than ^ Nj, if Nq is much less than Ng j=l 
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it follows that N/\(i) approaches . The choice of an acceptable ratio 
of Nq/Ne depends on the level of distortion which can be accepted. 
O'Connor and Phillips (76) report that detectable distortions exist in 
decay profiles when Nq/Ne is as low as 1/20. The ratio was reduced to 
ca. 1/500 for this work to eliminate distortions from multiphoton events. 
The cost of eliminating pile-up distortions is that the collection 
time must be increased to achieve the same signal to noise ratio obtained 
with the higher collection rate. Two forms of electronic pile-up inspec­
tion allow some improvement in the collection efficiency over that 
described above. One is based on pulse discrimination, the other based 
on energy discrimination. In the former, the number of MCP generated 
pulses arriving at the TAC input during each excitation cycle is moni­
tored (76). The arrival of a second START pulse within one cycle in­
hibits the CONVERSION output associated with the first input pulse and 
the TAC is reset. Energy discrimination assumes that a pulse height 
spectrum measured at the anode of the MCP has a well defined peak that 
corresponds to one-photon events. If the sum of all the pulse amplitudes 
from one excitation cycle exceeds the appropriate single photon pulse 
amplitude, the TAC CONVERSION output for that cycle is inhibited (76). 
Pile-up correction has been thoroughly investigated by Harris and 
Selinger (85), who concluded that avoidance of pulse pile-up distortions 
is best achieved by reducing the counting rate. 
In the conventional TAC configuration, the photodiode sampling the 
laser output provides the START pulses, and the MCP provides the STOP 
pulses (as shown in Figures 2-14 and 2-15). As a result, events detected 
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immediately after sample excitation generate small amplitude CONVERSION 
outputs while those detected at later times generate large amplitude CON­
VERSION outputs. This layout for the counting electronics becomes highly 
inefficient as the ratio Ng/Ng approaches zero. Using this "convention­
al" configuration of the detection electronics and the cavity-dumped 
laser system described previously, START pulses enter the TAC input every 
208 nsec. After accepting the first START input as a TRUE START, 35 or 
more of the ensuing START pulses will be rejected while the TAG is proc­
essing the first TRUE START. When No/Ng is 0.002, on the average less 
than one of every 500 TRUE START pulses will have a STOP pulse arrive 
within the 50 nsec timing range of the TAC (the setting used for all ex­
periments). This represents an effective dead time for the TAC of 
greater than 99%. If instead the START and STOP inputs were reversed so 
pulses from the MCP provided the START signals, nearly every TRUE START 
accepted by the TAC would result in a STOP within the 50 nsec TAC range. 
Configured this way, events detected shortly after the sample is excited 
generate large amplitude CONVERSION outputs, while those detected later 
generate smaller CONVERSION outputs. This arrangement of the detection 
electronics (termed the inverted configuration) was used in the subse­
quent experiments which require photon counting detection. The Ortec CFD 
trigger pulse output passes through an Ortec 425A nanosecond delay line 
(variable in 1 nsec increments) to provide the proper timing delay 
between the STOP and START inputs to the TAC. 
A region of interest within the full TAC timing range can be selected 
and expanded for a more critical definition of a portion of the decay 
Figure 2-24. Variation of the TAC output using bias and amplifier 
adjustments. The TAC is set in the 50 nsec timing range. 
In (a), with no bias or amplification, the output pulse 
height is lOV for START and STOP pulses separated by 50 
nsec. (b) shows the effect of bias on the TAC output, 
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Figure 2-25. Operation of TAC in the "inverted" mode, (a) shows the timing relationship 
required between the START and STOP pulses to operate in the inverted con­
figuration. Since the fluorescence decay in (a) indicates that only a 10 
nsec window is needed, the TAC output is amplified to provide maximum 
resolution, as shown in (b) and (c). In this case, the selected 10 ns 
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Figure 2-26. Optimization of TAC window. To omit a nonlinear region of the TAC output from the 
timing window, a combination of delay, bias, and amplifier adjustments must be 
made. For the case where the first 10 ns are nonlinear, a 10 nsec delay must be 
added to the STOP pulse; the bias adjusted by 2V (c) and the output amplified 
(X5) for a 10 nsec window 
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curve. The fluorescence lifetimes of the dyes to be studied are ^3 nsec. 
By adjusting the gain on the TAC amplifier, the 0-10 volt output range of 
the TAC was modified to yield information about a 12.80 nsec segment of 
the 50 nsec TAC timing range. The differential linearity of the TAC was 
tested using a flashlight excitation source (for random START pulses) and 
a signal generator (for periodic STOP pulses). By adjusting the TAC bias 
(0-10 volts d.c.) and choosing the proper delay for the STOP pulses, a 
linear 12.80 nsec window was attained. 
CONVERSION outputs from the TAC were processed and stored in a Can­
berra Series 30 multichannel analyzer operating in the pulse height anal­
ysis (PHA) mode. In PHA operation, the MCA creates a histogram of the 
CONVERSION output pulse amplitudes. One factor affecting the pulse 
height histogram is the MCA resolution, the number of discrete voltage 
levels (or channels) into which the CONVERSION pulses will be sorted. 
Input pulse heights are processed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 
and assigned to a channel of the MCA memory. The ADC will accept 
unipolar pulses from 0 to +10V, the amplitude range of the TAC CONVERSION 
output pulses. The MCA full scale input is +8 volts, with a 25% over-
range for use with the MCA digital offset. The ADC offset is used to 
establish the relationship between memory channel 0 and the ADC channel 
numbers. For example, an ADC offset of 256 will shift channel x of memo­
ry to ADC channel (256 + x), where x is an integer between 0-1024. 
Pulses whose converted ADC channel values are less than 256 are not 
stored in memory. 
The MCA memory contains 1024 data channels, each with a capacity to 
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store nearly 10^ counts. The full memory can be switch selected so that 
512 data channels correspond to the 8-volt range of the ADC; this allows 
two decays to be stored in the memory simultaneously. Choice of a time-
scale was dictated in part by the presence of leakage pulses every 10.42 
nsec after the main cavity-dumped pulse. By adjusting the 8-volt range 
of the TAC to correspond to slightly less than 10.42 nsec, the secondary 
pulses would not be stored in the MCA memory. The resulting histogram 
then represents a single fluorescence decay profile. 
The secondary pulses are useful for calibration of the MCA time axis, 
since the TAC bias amplifier settings are only accurate to +5%. By ad­
justing the Ortec variable delay, the instrument function for the main 
cavity-dumped pulses was set to correspond to a CONVERSION output of 
several millivolts. When the resolution of the ADC was set to 20 psec/ 
channel, the preceding leakage pulse had a CONVERSION output of -vB.M 
volts, or an ADC conversion address of channel 521. Since this is beyond 
the 512 channel range of the memory, the information was not stored. If, 
however, the ADC offset was set to 256 (from j3) and another instrument 
function collected, the ADC conversion address (channel 521) would now be 
stored in memory address 265. The TAC amplifier was adjusted and the 
instrument functions collected until the proper number of channel spac-
ings between the two pulses was obtained. 
The dye laser pulse intensity was attenuated using neutral density 
filters until the number of TRUE START inputs into the TAC was less than 
12,000 per second. Using the timing capability of the MCA, fluorescence 
decays were collected for 200 seconds. The number of counts in the peak 
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channel was typically between 5,000 and 15,000 counts. Instrument func­
tions were collected until 10,000 counts were stored in the peak channel. 
Data accumulated in the MCA memory were transferred to a Digital Equip­
ment Corporation MINC-23 computer and stored on a floppy disk. 
The time-correlated photon counting system was used to measure the 
concentration depolarization for rh6G in glycerol excited by the dye 
laser. The rh6G, purchased from Exciton, was tested for impurities by 
thin-layer chromatography (TLC). Only one TLC spot was observed using 
Anal tech silica gel G plates and three solvent systems (ethanol/acetone, 
ethanol/acetic acid, and 1-propanol/formic acid). The fluorescence cells 
were prepared by compressing a drop of the dye solution between two A/4 
fused quartz flats. This procedure produced cell thicknesses of ~10 um, 
based on measured optical densities from cells containing known rh6G con­
centrations. For the more dilute solutions, %100 ym cells were prepared 
using mylar as a spacer between the quartz flats. 
The fluorescence collection optics and filters were mounted vertical­
ly within the sample chamber. Fluorescence was collected with a 5 cm 
focal length lens and focused by a 10 cm lens to a spot ~3.75 cm from the 
face of the MCP. A variable rectangular aperture in the focal plane 
minimized the transmission of stray radiation to the MCP. Laser scatter 
and filter fluorescence were minimized by stacking two 3 mm Schott OG-590 
filters on top of a 3 mm Schott RG610 filter. The excitation and analyz­
ing polarizers were Promaster Spectrum 7 photographic polarizers. The 
analyzing polarizer was positioned between the sample cell and the col­
lecting lens. A shutter, mounted between the focusing lens and the MCP, 
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permitted the sample chamber to be opened and the analyzing polarizer 
rotated without turning off the MCP high voltage, stabilizing the detec­
tion electronics. Differential detector sensitivity to photons polarized 
parallel and normal to the incident dye laser polarization was tested 
using an incandescent light source. The measured sensitivity is conser­
vatively less than 2%. 
A sample cell was mounted ^5 cm below the collection lens; its sur­
face was set parallel to the analyzing polarizer. The dye laser output 
was twice reflected (using front surface aluminum mirrors) to make the 
laser pulses incident on the cell at ~750 from the surface normal. Laser 
pulses were focused with a 10 cm focal length lens to ~0.1 mm diameter 
and passed through the excitation polarizer prior to entering the sample. 
Sample Preparation (Xanthene Dyes) 
Samples were prepared by dissolving rh66 in glycerol to yield a solu­
tion concentration of ~10-3 M. Dilutions were made by weighing aliquots 
of the stock solution to +0.1 mg, adding glycerol, and reweighing. Con­
centrations of the more dilute solutions were determined from optical 
density measurements taken on a Perkin Elmer Model 320 absorption 
spectrophotometer. The higher concentrations were calculated from these 
optical density measurements and the dilution factors. Solution con­
centrations ranged from '\,10-5 to -XilO'^ M. 
For experiments measuring the fluorescence depolarization from rh3B 
adsorbed to fused silica, the layout of the optics, described above, was 
Figure 2-27. Arrangement of optics inside of sample chamber. The dye laser output, polarized 
out of the plane of the paper, is twice reflected using aluminum coated mirrors, 
focused and directed onto the sample. The angle of incidence is ~75° from the 
surface normal. Fluorescence (fl) is passed through an analyzing polarizer and 
three colored glass filters. The fluorescence is collimated and focused through 
a variable aperture using a lens combination. The fluorescence is detected by 
the MCP 













retained. rh3B, obtained from Eastman Kodak Laser Products, was used 
without further purification since TLC revealed no impurities. A 
7.41x10-5 M solution of aqueous rh3B was prepared as a stock solution. 
The water was distilled, deionized, and filtered before use. rhSB solu­
tions with varied concentration (3.7x10-9 to 7.4x10-7 M) were freshly 
prepared from the stock solution shortly before serving as baths for ad­
sorbing rh3B onto A/4 fused silica substrates. 
All quartz substrates were cleaned in the following manner (86). 
First, the quartz flats were placed in hot chromosulfuric acid for ^2 
hours. After being removed and rinsed with distilled water, the flats 
were soaked in a dilute NaOH solution (pH 11) for ~12 hours. Again, the 
slides were rinsed in distilled water and dried with hot air. All sub­
strates were tested for the absence of fluorescing impurities prior to 
their use in experiments. 
While a slide was immersed in the dye solution, a two-dimensional 
random distribution of rh3B molecules adsorbed to the surface was cre­
ated. As the slide was raised, the solution clung to the hydrophilic 
quartz surfaces. The random distribution of dye molecules was altered by 
the solution layer. Potentially, a nonrandom distribution can be formed 
on the surfaces as the solvent evaporates. Past methods for removing the 
aqueous layer have included wicking it off with a tissue (87-89) and 
stripping it off by centrifugation (90). Neither method provided a 
satisfactory means of achieving random surface coverages. As the solvent 
front recedes in either case, dye was trapped within shrinking pools of 
solution from which it ultimately deposited on the surface. Surface 
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scans of the quartz faces revealed the poor quality of the surface 
coverages when these coating methods were used. 
Surface scans were obtained by translating the laser output across 
the dye coated substrate and collecting the fluorescence as a function of 
position. Each sample, edge mounted to a plastic holder, was secured to 
a post held securely by a Newport Research Corporation Model VPT-4 trans­
lating post holder. The post holder, with a translation range of 0.5 
inches, would not rotate the sample. The length adjustment ring of the 
post holder was coupled to a Superior Electric Type M061-FC08 slo-syn 
stepper motor via a belt drive. The step rate of the motor (controlled 
by an Imsai 8080 microcomputer) and gear ratios were selected to provide 
a 20 um per second translation of the crystal. The photon counting 
detection electronics and optics were unchanged, except that the MCA was 
set in the multichannel scaling mode. In this mode, the MCA integrates 
counts in a memory channel for a preselected time. This dwell time was 
set at 0.5 seconds per channel. A single sweep of the MCA memory dis­
played the fluorescence intensity for a 5 mm section of the crystal. 
A better method for preparing a two-dimensional random system of rh3B 
molecules required that the quartz surfaces be made hydrophobic. This 
was done by treating the clean slides with a solution of 
dichlorodimethylsilane in chloroform, rinsing them in methanol, and im­
mersing them in distilled water. The slides, withdrawn from the water, 
emerged dry. Surface scans for the silane treated samples had macro-
scopically more uniform dye coverages than the untreated samples. 
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Silane treated slides were partially immersed in the rh3B solutions 
for 10 minutes. Further equilibration time did not change the surface 
coverage. Surface scans were collected for all samples to verify the 
uniformity of the surface coverages. Profile accumulations were limited 
to the uniformly coated areas of each sample. 
The region of interest for this experimental study of the Payer 2-D 
excitation transport theory ranged from reduced rh3B donor concentrations 
C[) of (where there is essentially no energy hopping) to >1.0 (where 
energy hopping was rapid). Cg is a function of the rhSB surface number 
density. The rhSB surface coverages analyzed in Chapter VII were all too 
low to permit direct spectroscopic measurement of the rhSB surface number 
densities. The surface number densities can be approximated by measuring 
I^ and Ii_, the intensity components of fluorescence polarized parallel 
and normal to the horizontally polarized excitation, respectively. When 
Co is near zero, the ratio of In:Ij. will be ~3:1. As Cq increases beyond 
one, the ratio Intlj. approaches 1:1. Measured ratios ranged from 2.40:1, 
for flats coated from 7.41x10-9 M rhSB solutions, to 1.13:1, for flats 
coated from 7.41x10-7 M rh3B solutions. Intensities of the polarized 
fluorescence were measured using the photon counting collection optics, 
an XP2020Q photomultiplier tube, and an x-y recorder. 
Measurements of 1^ and Ij_ for a flat coated from 7.4x10-7 ^ rh3B 
revealed a time dependence for the integrated fluorescence intensities. 
Over the initial three minutes of exposure, the fluorescence intensity 
decreased by ~15%. This factor was reduced to under 1% over the next 
Figure 2-29. Concentration dependent photo oxidation of rh3B adsorbed to fused quartz. 
In (a), substrate coated using 7.4 x 10~® M rhSB; in (b), using 
7.4 X 10"^ M rh3B; in (c), using 7.4 x 10~® M rhSB; and in (d), using 
7.4 X 10~® M rhSB. BKG are the dark counts 
7.4x10 ® y rh3B (a) 
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Figure 2-29 (continued) 
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three minutes. The laser intensity was approximately an order of magni­
tude greater than that used to measure fluorescence lifetimes. 
A flat coated from 7.4x10"® M rh3B was also tested for the time 
dependence of its fluorescence intensity. The initial decline in the 
intensity was ^35% for the first minute of exposure, dropping to %5% de­
cline per minute after three minutes. For samples coated from solution 
concentrations below 7.4x10-? M, the time dependence of the fluorescence 
was less noticeable. The intensity decline, on a flat coated from 
7.4x10-8 M rhSB, was '\,2% per minute of exposure. The decline was 
negligible for a flat coated from 7.4x10-9 M rhSB. The laser intensity, 
monitored over time ranges equivalent to those above, was stable. This 
coverage-dependent photochemistry precludes analysis of flats coated from 
rhSB concentrations greater than 7.4x10-7 m. 
To minimize any effects due to photochemistry, the fluorescence 
decays were collected in the following order: an instrument function was 
collected and transferred to the computer; an I,, profile was collected in 
the first half of the MCA memory for 100 seconds; an profile was col­
lected for 200 seconds in the second half of the MCA memory; another In 
profile was collected for 100 seconds and added to the file stored in 
the first half of the MCA memory; the In and Ij, files were transferred to 
the computer and a magic angle profile (analyzing polarizer set at 45° 
from 1,1 ) was collected for 200 seconds; and a second instrument function 
was collected to ensure that the laser pulse shape and detection elec­
tronics response had not deviated significantly from their earlier 
response. 
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The series of decays was collected a second time, while irradiating 
the same spot on the sample, to test whether photochemistry was affecting 
the fluorescence profiles. In addition, a second spot on each flat was 
irradiated and decays collected in order to test the macroscopic unifor­
mity of the surface coverage. 
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CHAPTER III. DATA 
Introduction 
A primary goal of this energy transfer study is the measurement of 
rate constants k^(i) for populating individual vibronic levels i from 
the 0^ level of aniline via single collisions with COg. Preliminary steps 
in the analysis entail recording aniline SVL fluorescence spectra under 
"collision-free" conditions and under "single-collision" conditions at 
several pressures of added gas. 
Previous analyses of collision-induced energy transfer processes in 
SJ polyatomic molecules have been effected through two related approaches 
(26,31). The kinetic models for energy transfer were identical in both 
approaches. The difference between the two schemes lay in the manner in 
which the raw data were plotted. Band intensities obtained from the 
spectra may be plotted in a form that varies linearly with either [M] or 
where [M] is the collision gas pressure. Parmenter and Tang (26), 
studying benzene with several collision partners, plotted reciprocal 
relative intensities (I-I^)"^ vs. reciprocal pressures of added gas. 
Conversely, Chernoff and Rice (31) chose to plot L, a function of band 
intensity, vs. argon pressure for their aniline/argon system. Each of 
these approaches offers particular advantages and disadvantages as an 
analytical method for interpreting the aniline/COg spectra. 
Parmenter and Tang found an approximate value for the collision 
induced mode-to-mode energy transfer rate constant from the 6^ vibronic 
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level as 
k^(i) = k*/m, (3.1) 
'fc 
where k^ is the decay rate constant of a growth level with no collision 
gas present, and m is the slope of the vs. [M]"^ plot. Rate 
constants attained using this method of analysis suffer from dispropor­
tionately large uncertainties caused by magnification of the error com­
ponent in measurements of the relative band intensities when the added gas 
pressures are low. 
Chernoff and Rice determined k^(i) values from plots of 
I(l+Kg[M]) vs. [M], where k^ is the Stern-Volmer quenching rate constant 
for the growth level under consideration, and I is the relevant band 
intensity uncorrected for emission resulting from processes other than 
aniline-argon collision induced energy transfer. The advantage of the 
technique is that the uncertainty in the slope is reduced from that in the 
previous method. This approach, however, requires knowledge of the over-
"ic 
all collision induced decay rate constant k^ for depopulating a growth 
level via collisions with the added gas. Chernoff and Rice pumped each 
of the growth peaks directly and measured the decay as a function of 
added gas pressure using a single photon counting apparatus. 
The Chernoff-Rice method is a superior technique for obtaining energy 
transfer rate constants. Its use in this work, however, is hindered by 
an inability to stimulate higher frequency transitions than the 0^ vibronic 
transition, due to absorption of light by our LilO^ frequency doubling 
crystal. Conceivably, some of the growth levels could be populated 
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directly by pumping hot bands (Figure 3-1) or by switching to a KDP 
crystal for pumping frequencies higher than 34,040 cm"^. Instead, an 
approximation is made which permits estimation of the collision induced 
•ff 
decay rate for growth levels without pumping them directly. This 
procedure will be discussed further in this chapter. All reported k^(i) 
values for the aniline/COg system have been determined using this scheme. 
In the ground electronic state, the NHg group on aniline is inclined 
from the ring plane by ~42° (91). In the electronic state, the angle 
between the ring to nitrogen bond and the NHg plane is 30° ± 10° (92). 
Nonplanar aniline has only one element of point symmetry, a plane perpen­
dicular to the ring plane, and so belongs to the point group C^. Brand 
et al. (45) have shown that is the most practical point group classi­
fication when nonrigidity of the aniline molecule is accounted for. This 
classification acknowledges that inversion of the pyramidal structure 
produces prominent spectral features, but torsional splittings are not 
observed. Aniline has a ground and first excited singlet state, 
and the transition between these two electronic states is electric dipole-
all owed. The transition dipole moment lies along the y-axis in the plane 
of the ring. Fluorescence bands from 'Bg 'A^ electronic transitions 
have previously been assigned by Brand et al. (45). Table 3-1 lists 
approximate values for selected vibrational frequencies in the and 
electronic states of aniline. These modes are depicted pictorially in 
Figure 3-2. 
Figure 3-1. Aniline fluorescence excitation spectra using LilOg 
crystal (a) and KDP crystal (b) 
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Table 3-1. Frequencies of selected vibrational modes® 
Frequency, -1 cm 
Mode 
1 810 798 
4 691 365^ 
6a 527 492 
10b 233 193 
15 390 350 
16a 415 187^ 
16b 501 387^ 
I(v=l) 40.8® 337 
I(v=2) 423® 760 
I(v=3) 699® 1137 
= 34,032 cm'l. 
^^11 values from Varsanyi (93), except where noted. 
^All values from Brand et al. (45), except where noted. 
^From Chernoff (32). 
®From Larson et al. (91). 
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Figure 3-2. Selected vibrational modes of aniline 
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Kinetic Model for Collision Induced Energy Transfer 
Parmenter and Tang presented a kinetic model to describe vibrational 
energy transfer in benzene (26). A similar kinetic scheme will be useful 
to describe the collision induced energy transfer process in aniline. 
Table 3-2 lists the notation used in the model. 
Table 3-2. Symbols for the kinetic model 
Symbol Meaning 
B aniline in any vibrational level 
B** The directly excited 0° vibronic level in 
aniline 
C Aniline after nonradiative decay of the ^B. 
state 
B* ^Bg aniline in any level other than the 0° level 
B*(i) A specific vibronic level of ^B« aniline other 
than the 0 level 
B' ^Bg aniline in any level other than B*(i) 
M The added collision gas CO^ in any state 
Frequency doubled dye laser pulses 
tion band of aniline, producing B** via 
B + hv —^ B**, 
which may decay through fluorescence or 
pathway: 
are tuned to pump the 0° absorp-
(3.2) 
via some unimolecular nonradiative 
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k. 
B** B + hv, (3.3) 
kp 
B**—^ C. (3.4) 
Collisions with ground state aniline or added gas may deplete the 
initially pumped level through vibrational energy transfer. These 
processes are written as 
k-
B** + B B* + B, (3.5) 
k. 
B** + M —^ B* + M. (3.6) 
A more explicit portrayal of the processes described by equations 3.5 and 
3.6 may be given by 
ko(i) 
B** + B > B*(i) + B, (3.7) 
k4(i) 
B** + M —5—»- B*(i) + M. (3.8) 
Decay of the new level B*(i) proceeds through channels analogous to those 
given for B**, namely 
k* 
B*(i) B + hv, (3.9) 
k* 
B*(i) —^ C, (3.10) 
k* 
B*(i) + B B' + B, (3.11) 
k% 
B*(i) + M —^ B' + M. (3.12) 
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Aniline and COg pressures are kept low enough that sequential 
processes such as 
k.(j) k*(i) 
B** + M ^ B*(j) + M -= >- B*(i) + M (3.13) 
do not contribute significantly to the population of B*(i). The average 
time between B** - M collisions ranges from 3.04 to 18.3 nsec per hard 
sphere collision for added gas pressures of 30 and 5 torr, respectively. 
Since the lifetime of the state is ~7 nsec (94), the assumption that 
on the average no more than one collision induced transition occurs dur­
ing the lifetime of the excited state seems justified, provided that the 
overall collision induced decay rate k^ expressed as a probability per 
hard sphere collision is less than ~0.4. 
From equations 3.7 - 3.12, the kinetic theory predicts 
= k3(i)[B]CB**] + k4(i)[M][B**] - k*[B*(i)] - k*[B*(i)] 
- k^^B][B*(i)] + k*[M][B*(i)]. (3.14) 
In the steady state approximation, ~ ® leads to 
k,(i)[B] + ka(i)[M] 
rB*(i)] " "^4' 
' k; + k; + kjcB] + kjcM]' 
(3.15) 
Fluorescence band intensities I^(i) can be used to determine level 
populations through the relation 
If(i) = ki(i)[B*(i)], (3.16) 
where k^(i) is the radiative constant for the specific transition being 
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monitored. In this analysis, band heights will be used as a measure of 
band intensity due to uncertainty in measurements of band areas for over­
lapping peaks. The relationship between a growth peak height N and level 
population will, therefore, be written as 
N = Q*[B*(i)], (3.17) 
where Q* is a factor relating the band height to level population. Sim­
ilarly, for fluorescence emanating from the directly pumped level 0°, 
F. = Q^.CB**], (3.18) 
where F^. is the height of a reference band from the initial level, and 
is a factor related to the radiative rate constant for the transition. 
Let F be the summed height of three reference bands (6a°, Ig, 1°) emitted 
from the 0° level. Similarly, Q is taken as the sum of Q^, Qg and — 
factors relating the reference band heights to the population of B**. 
Equation 3.15 may be rewritten as 
Q* RB*(I)] Q [B**J kq + k^CM] 
(3.19) 
where k* s k* + kg + k^CB]. k^ is defined similarly. 
The height of the growth band N overestimates the level population of 
B*(i) resulting from collision induced processes. There are two other 
contributors to the fluorescence intensity measured for a growth band. 
The first is coincidental emission Ng from the B** level, defined as 
^2/? = f. (3.20) 
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The second is due to direct laser excitation of some population of the 
level B*(i). The Stern-Volmer relationship for decay of the level B*(i) 
and B** may be written as 
* 
Nq k * 1 
3 - ° = (1 + KL[M])"1 (3.21) 
"30 k>k>] ' 
and 
^ = k„ !°k^LHj = (1 + (3-22) 
respectively, where N^g and are the emission intensities of the B*(i) 
and B** bands at zero added gas pressure. and are defined as 
'^4 ^4 
•j— and —j; , respectively. Combining equations 3.21 and 3.22 yields 
° ko 
No 1 + K_[M] N30 
the contribution to N/F from direct laser excitation of the level B*(i). 
Inclusion of the contributors presented in equations 3.20 and 3.23 to the 
right hand side of equation 3.19 leads to a relative band intensity 
1= Cp,.k3(;)[B]+k,(i)[M]^ ^ f , . (3.24) 
ko(l+KsCM]) *^0 l+Kg[M] 
Multiplying I through by (l+K^CM]) forms a new function L, where 
0* k3(i)[B]+k-(i)[M] * N.. 
L = ^ ) + f(l+K [M]) + ^(1+K [M]). (3.25) 
Q k, : Fo : 
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Plotting L vs. [M] provides details of k^(i). Let m and b be the slope 
and intercept of this plot. Then 
n,=-4^.fK!.^ (3.26) 
Qk ^ r-





Q*k3(i)[B] N30 , ^ 
^ + f + -^ . (3.27) 
Qk^ 
Q*k,(i) 
A value for the 5 term in equation 3.26 is necessary to calculate 
Qko 
the rate constant for growth of the level B*(i) due to collision induced 
energy transfer. An approximation for this term is made by assuming 
Q*k,(i) 
; = m - bK . (3.28) 
Qk„ 
The use of equation 3.28 does not lead to significant errors in the 
estimation of k^(i). The average time between B**-B collisions is 206 
nsec per hard sphere collision. Thus, during the 7 nsec lifetime of the 
excited state, the energy transferred as a result of this process is con-
• 
sidered negligible. Also assumed is that in accord with results 
obtained from the aniline/argon system (31). Thus, for data analysis 
k^(i) will be approximated as 
*. Qk* 
k^fi) =-Q^ (m-bKg). (3.29) 
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Vibrational Energy Transfer from 0*^ 
The aniline single vibronic level fluorescence spectrum from 0° with 
no added COg gas is shown in Figure 3-4(a). The same spectrum, shown in 
Figure 3-4(b) with higher sensitivity, points to the underlying growth 
bands present under nominally "collision-free" conditions. 
Comparison of Figures 3-4(a) and 3-5(a) shows qualitatively the 
development of the growth bands in the aniline spectrum caused by colli­
sions with COg. The sequence of plots in Figure 3-5 illustrates how 
quantitative values may be obtained for the growth level band in­
tensities. The first scan (Figure 3-5(a)) is taken at a sensitivity 
which keeps the fluorescence from the directly pumped level on scale. 
Successive scans are taken at increased detection sensitivities to obtain 
more accurate values for fluorescence band intensities from growth levels 
B*(i). All band heights used for data analysis were obtained from plots 
where the relevant peak height is approximately full scale. These in­
tensities are subsequently normalized to the heights of the fluorescence 
peaks emitted from 0° using an appropriate scale factor. 
As was mentioned previously in equations 3.16 and 3.17, the Q factors 
are proportional to the radiative rate constants for a specific transi­
tion. For the allowed electronic transition ^A^ ->• application of the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the Franck-Condon principle leads to 
an expression for Q as 
Q cx (3.30) 
Figure 3-4. Aniline SVL fluorescence spectra with no collision gas. 
In (a), the fluorescence bands from the initially pumped 
level are kept on scale. The same spectrum recorded at 
higher sensitivity (b) shows growth levels populated by 
aniline-aniline collisions 
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Figure 3-5. Aniline SVL fluorescence spectra with 20 torr CO, as the 
collision partner. In (a), at a scale xl, fluorescence 
originating from the pumped level 0° is on scale. The 
same spectrum recorded at scale factors of x3.4 and x7.5 
for (b) and (c), respectively, shows fluorescence emana­
ting from growth levels populated predominantly by aniline-
COg collisions. In (d), growth band fluorescence at 
frequencies higher than the 0® transition are shown at a 
scale factor x23 
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Figure 3-5. (continued) 
Figure 3-6. Aniline fluorescence spectra showing intensity trends for transitions containing 
an inactive mode. Emission from the level 10b' is identical in appearance to 
emission from 0°, but shifted by 40 cm~^ 
25 Torr COt 








where is the electronic dipole matrix element and is the 
Franck-Condon factor. Q and Q* will always appear in the form of ratios. 
Therefore, only values for the Franck-Condon factors are needed to deter­
mine relative values for Q because the transition in aniline is 
strongly allowed and |Mg| is constant. Based on equation 3.16, these 
factors can be evaluated from 
If(i) k.(i)[B**] , , ,2 , , 
" kj[B**J " , (3.31) 
where is the summed intensity of all fluorescence originating from the 
directly pumped level B**. For this work, only the 0° level was directly 
pumped. Q* factors for combination levels containing inactive modes can 
still be determined, however, without directly exciting the emitting 
level. It was observed that these combination levels have emission spectra 
identical in appearance to the spectrum of the active fundamental but 
shifted in frequency (32). This effect is depicted in Figure 3-6 for 
aniline with 26 torr of added COg. Each fluorescence band emitted from 
lObr is shifted by 40 cm'^ from the related transition from 0°. At 26 
torr of COg, the ratios of intensities for ^^^1^2/12, ^®''l®^l/6a°, and 
lObili/iO 0.26, 0.25 and 0.28, respectively. The overlap integral for 
lObjig will be considered as 
<10b^I°|10b^Ig> = <10bVob^> ' <I°|lg> = <I°|lg>. (3.32) 
Thus, the relations of Q*(10bjl°) = Q(I°), Q*(10b|6a°) = Q(6a°) and 
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Q*(10bjl°) = Q(l°) are formed. Similar relationships are developed for all 
transitions containing inactive modes. All other conversion factors are 
accepted as the values obtained by Chernoff and Rice (31) scaled to the 
experimentally determined values from this work. These values are listed 
in Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3. Population to band height conversion factors 






All conversion factors are scaled relative to Qflg) = 100. 
br Calculated from Chernoff and Rice (31). 
All Q factors are normalized to Q(l9) = 100. The Q factor for the 
0° transition is estimated from the intensity ratio ^f ^ ^^*^1 Vlf(10bjl2), 
since laser scatter will affect the measurement of ^f(^o)/I^(l2). The 
ratio where i represents a fluorescence band originating 
from 0°, was measured at each COg pressure. The average of these measure­
ments was used to determine the Q factor for the transition. Similar 
fluctuations were observed for intensity ratios containing inactive modes. 
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such as If^l0b|6a°)y;^(gaO) ggsed on the uncer­
tainty in measured intensity ratios between various collision gas pres­
sures, an error component of 15% is assigned to all Q factors. 
Determination of k^(i) requires knowledge of the Stern-Volmer quench­
ing rate constants K* for the growth levels. Measurement of decay rates 
is not possible with this apparatus, warranting an indirect approach for 
estimating K*. A first step in the approximation is the measurement of 
for the level 0°. The Stern-Volmer relationship for decay of this 
directly pumped level yields 
I?(0®) ^ 
= 1 + 1- [M], (3.33) 
k 
^ f - /  t o  
where 1^(0°) and I°(0°) are total emission intensities from the 0° level 












Q' |B**] - [B**] 9 (3.34) 
where [B**]° is the 0° level population with no added gas, and Q' is the 
sum of all Q factors for emission from 0°. Experimental conditions varied 
between the measurement of I°(0°) and 1^(0°), prompting the assumption 
= [B**] + Z [B*(i)]. (3.35) 
Using equation 3.17, level populations for B*(i) can be determined from 
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fluorescence intensities. Equation 3.34 may be rewritten 
I°(0°) [B**] + I [B*(i)] ^ ? (:f(1)/Q*(i))avg 
= [p*] =1+ I^{0?)/Q' • (3.36 
(^f(^)/Q*(i))avg is defined as the sum of ^f(^'VQ*(i) for each band 
emitted from the level B*(i) divided by the number of bands originating 
from B*(i). I°(i), the growth peak fluorescence intensity with no added 
gas, is subtracted from I^(i) at each pressure in equation 3.36. The 
difference is plotted in Figure 3-7 as ^f^® Vlf(0°) vs. [COg]. The 
-1 ka 
resulting slope is 0.0177 torr" - the ratio /k^. k^ has been deter­
mined to be 134 X 10® sec"^ (31), leading to a value for k^ of 2.37 x 10® 
torr'^ sec"^. 
An approximation proposed by Vandersall et al. (42) permits estima­
tion of k| for levels which decay rates as a function of added gas are 
not known. For CH^F and HgO as collision partners with aniline, values 
of k| were determined experimentally for 3 and 2 emitting levels, respec­
tively (Table 3-4). The ratios and were 
each averaged over all measured emitting levels to determine appropriate 
factors for approximating k^^CHg) and k^^HgO) for emitting levels which 
were not measured directly. The factors determined were 5 and 10 for 
CHgF and HgO, respectively. Similarly for COg, values of k^^COg) will be 
estimated by multiplying the appropriate value of k^(Ar) by 2.15. The 
average uncertainty for k^ values obtained through this method is 40%. 
Other rate constants prerequisite to the determination of K* are the 
constants k*. Previously determined literature values for k* are used 
Figure 3-7. Stern-Volmer plot for the decay of the 0° level as a 
function of added gas pressure. I°(0°) is obtained 
indirectly from measurements of level populations 
















Table 3-4. Overall collision induced decay rate expressed in units 
of 10® torr"^sec"^ 





0° 1.1±0.1 6.1±0, .2 13.8+1.0 2.4+0.3 
10b' 4.1±0.5 16.2±1. ,1 
r 2.6±0.1 19.0+0. .7 23.4±0.5 
®From Chernoff and Rice (31). 
^From Vandersall, Chernoff and Rice (42). 
in this work (31). Calculated Stern-Volmer quenching rate constants are 
tabulated in Table 3-5 along with values for k* and k|. 
Once K* values have been determined, it is possible to evaluate 
(m-bK*) from equation 3.28. A plot of L vs. [M] is presented in Figure 
3-8 for the growth band 16aJ. There is a distinct upward curvature in 
the plot for COg pressures greater than 15 torr. Similar observations 
were made for every growth band L vs. [M] plot. Probable causes for the 
observed behavior will be discussed in the next chapter. The effect of 
the deviations on (m-bK*) is presented in Table 3-6. Values of (m-bK*) 
using only those points lying along the linear portion of the L vs. [M] 
plots will lead to the most accurate measurement of the rate constants 
k^(i). All reported values of k^(i), unless noted otherwise, will be 
derived from data obtained at COg pressures between 5 and 15 torr. 
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lOb^ 157 ± 2 10.0 ± 4.0 0.0630 
16a^ 147 ± 2 5.5 ± 2.0 0.0380 
16b^ 137 ± 4 4.5 ± 2.0 0.0314 
122 ± 1 5.5 ± 2.0 0.0458 
ihob^ 131 + 2 12.0 
o
 
If) +1 0.0903 
16ahob^ 151 ± 4 8.0 ± 3.0 0.0527 
1 2*" 16a^lOb^ 151 8.0 0.0527 
®From Chernoff and Rice (31). 
'^Values for 0° are defined as k^, k^ and K^, respectively. 
c  1 2  Values for 16a 10b are assumed to equal the values determined for 
16ahob^ 
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Table 3-6. Effect of L vs. [M] data points on (tn-bK*) 




















3 points 4 points 5 points 
6.98 7.47 7.63 
8.05 8.83 9.34 
4.83 5.16 5.49 
4.14 4.62 5.25 
2.56 2.83 2.96 
3.44 3.65 3.96 
2.14 2.30 2.63 
5.04 5.36 5.54 
5.34 5.44 5.61 
3.70 3.87 4.06 
1.05 1.08 1.C5 
1.09 1.16 1.36 
0.95 1.05 1.20 
2.14 2.45 2.74 
2.71 3.03 3.32 
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2.82 
3.65 
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^Data points included are successive, beginning from 5 torr. 
Figure 3-8. L vs. [M] plot used to derive mode-to-mode collision induced energy transfer rate 
constants. In (a), the linear regression includes all six data points. In (b), 
the linear regression includes only the three lowest pressure data points. The 
least squares fit in (b) is extrapolated to higher pressures to show the curvature 
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The uncertainty in (m-bK*) is evaluated by initially considering each 





where s and A are defined as 
(3.37) 
s^ = j (zL? + 6b^ + m^zM? - 2bz:L^. - EmzM^L. + 2mbEM^.)i , (3.38) 
A - (zM.)^ . (3.39) 
L. is the value of L at a specific pressure of added gas [M.], and the 
^ 6 1 
summation s is an abbreviated form of Incertitude in the value of 
1-1 
the intercept is written as (95) 
AK* 
Uncertainty in K* has been expressed previously as -jp- = 40%. The un-
s 
certainty in (m-bK*) is written 
A(m-bK*) + (K*au)^ + (bAK*)^}^ 
-lap'-—' LbK.) ' • (3-«) 
For the 16aJ transition 
A(m-bK*) = {(10"4) + (lO'S) + (0.06)}*, (3.42) 
for an uncertainty of 5%. It should be noted that the 40% uncertainty in 
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K* has a relatively small effect on the magnitude of V(iii-bK*). 
The error components of (m-bK*) for other growth bands are listed in 
Table 3-7. 
Values for the mode-to-mode rate constants k^(i) calculated from 
equation 3.29 are presented in Table 3-8. Four error components are con­
sidered in an evaluation of the uncertainty in k^(i). The uncertainties 
in Q, k*, and Q* are 9%, 2% and 15% for all growth levels. The un­
certainty in (m-bK*) must be determined for each new level. Thus, for the 
transition, 16aJ, where the uncertainty in k^(i) is expressed as 
(3.43) 
an error component of 18% is estimated. 
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Table 3-7. Slopes, intercepts, and (m-bK*) values® for L vs. [M] 
plots, including individual error components 
Slope,m Intercept,b (m-bK*) 

















lObjlg 2.95 ± 0.02 4.62 ± 1.58 2.71 ± 0.10 
8.55 ± 0.04 25.57 ± 0.39 6.98 ± 0.63 
10.21 ± 0.02 34.56 ± 0.24 8.05 ± 0.85 
5.94 ± 0.01 18.03 ± 0.07 4.83 ± 0.44 
5.30 ± 0.03 18.81 ± 0.32 4.14 ± 0.46 
2.63 ± 0.03 1.17 ± 0.37 2.56 ± 0.05 
3.68 ± 0.06 3.79 ± 0.65 3.44 ± 0.12 
2.55 ± 0.03 6.44 + 0.37 2.14 ± 0.17 
5.63 ± 0.01 15.49 ± 0.08 5.04 + 0.24 
5.97 ± 0.02 16.74 ± 0.25 5.34 ± 0.26 
4.09 + 0.07 10.35 + 0.71 3.70 + 0.17 
1.21 ± 0.08 5.09 ± 0.82 1.05 ± 0.10 
ij 1.20 ± 0.07 2.32 ± 0.76 1.09 ± 0.09 
iJlObJ 0.95 ± 0.04 -0.13 ± 0.76 0.95 ± 0.06 
10b! 2.34 ± 0.15 3.57 ± 0.44 2.14 ± 0.18 
lObg 1.38 ± 0.04 2.27 ± 0.44 1.27 ± 0.07 
^Calculated using the three lowest COg pressures. 
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Table 3-8. Observed rate constants k^(i) for mode-to-mode vibrational 
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CHAPTER IV. DISCUSSION 
Due to a systematic error not accounted for in the error analysis 
of Chapter III, the summation of individual calculated mode-to-mode 
energy transfer rate constants k^(i) exceeds the overall calculated 
collision induced decay rate by a factor of 3.27 for the aniline/COg 
system. This result is not unexpected, however. When the 0° level of 
aniline was pumped and argon used as the collision partner, Chernoff and 
Rice (31) found that the ratio zk^(i):k^ was 1.91:1. Similarly, for the 
aniline/HgO and aniline/CH^F systems (42), the sum of the mode specific 
collision induced rates outweighed the overall collision induced rate. 
The ratios for HgO and CH^F as the collision partner, respectively, were 
1.37:1 and 2.16:1, when the 0° level of aniline was initially pumped. 
Chernoff and Rice reported that the discrepancy between sk^(i) and k^ for 
the aniline-argon system resulted from an underdetermined systematic 
error which their error analysis failed to identify (31). Vandersall et 
al. (42) did not comment on the disparity between zk^(i) and k^ for their 
systems of aniline with H^O or CH^F as the collision gas. 
As a preliminary study to the aniline/COg analysis, the aniline/ 
argon system was reanalyzed using the experimental arrangement shown in 
Figure 2-5. Values of k^(i) for collision induced decay of the 0° level 
of aniline were obtained using both L vs. [M] and (I-I^)"^ vs. [M]"^ 
plots. The rate constants so calculated agreed with one another, as well 
as with the results presented by Chernoff and Rice (31). The close agree­
ment indicates that the undertermined errors in the rate constants k^(i) 
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are probably due to a systematic error in measured fluorescence band in­
tensities rather than an inherent error in the analytical method. 
In the data analysis for the aniline/COg system, individual rate 
constants k^(i) were corrected for fluorescence intensity resulting from 
coincidental emission at the growth band wavelength by the initially 
pumped level, and from direct laser excitation of some population of the 
growth level. Growth level population resulting from aniline-aniline 
collisions raises the intercept b of the L vs. [M] plots. Since the term 
bK* amounts to about a 3 to 5 percent correction subtracted from the 
slope of the L vs. [M] plot, omission of aniline-aniline collisions as a 
contributor to growth band intensities results in k^(i) values which are 
systematically ^1% too small. This small error should have no sig­
nificant effect on the values of k^(i), considering the 20% uncertainty 
in the measurements. 
Another possible source of error which could have a greater impact 
on the calculated rates concerns spectral congestion in the aniline 
fluorescence spectra. It was mentioned that growth band intensities are 
corrected for coincidental emission of light from the 0° level. However, 
no correction is made for growth bands which overlap each other. Since 
any two neighboring bands would grow as the pressure of the collision gas 
is increased, it is possible that a weak growth band on the shoulder of 
a strong growth peak will grow at a rate disproportionate to the actual 
growth rate of the level population. 
The systematic error induced by spectral congestion is thus a 
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possible explanation for the disparity between the values of zk^/i) 
and reported for collision induced energy transfer rates in aniline. 
The magnitude of the error caused by growth band overlap has not been 
determined. It is possible that some other systematic error may be the 
major cause of the inequality between the rate constants zk^/i) and k^. 
The kinetic model proposed in Chapter II predicts that a plot of 
L vs. [M] should be linear. The upward curvature in the L vs. [M] plots 
for CO2 as the collision gas may be ascribed to two probable causes. At 
COg pressures above 15 torr, multiple hard-sphere collisions are ex­
pected during the 7 nsec lifetime of the aniline state. Each aniline 
molecule averages one hard-sphere collision with COg every 2.3 nsec at 
30 torr of COg pressure. Even at this pressure, the probability for an 
aniline molecule to experience multiple stages of collision induced 
energy transfer is rather small. The ratio of the hard-sphere collision 
rate of k^^ to the overall collision induced decay rate k^ from the 0° 
level of aniline is 4.61:1. Although sequential energy transfer 
processes should have a negligible effect on the calculated rate con­
stants k^(i), they will nevertheless be considered as a possible source 
for the curvature in the L vs. [M] plots. 
The second possible cause for the upward curvature in the L vs. [M] 
plots concerns the values of K* used to determine L. From equations 3.24 
and 3.25, it may be seen that when the calculated value of K* is over­
estimated, the plot of L vs. [M] will curve upward. The curvature be­
comes more severe at higher pressures, where K*[M] begins to dominate in 
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the (1+K*[M]) term. A similar downward curve is observed in an L vs. 
[M] plot when K* is too low. Since K* is obtained through a rather 
coarse approximation for the aniline/COg system and its uncertainty is 
~40%, it is likely a priori that overestimation of K* is the cause for 
the upward curvature. 
For argon as a collision partner, some pressures were used which 
allowed two hard-sphere collisions during the aniline excited state life­
time. However, twice as many hard-sphere collisions are required to 
induce energy transfer when argon is the collision partner in place of 
COg. Reported values for K* are accurate within 10% and were measured 
for each growth level (31). Curvature in L vs. [M] plots should, there­
fore, be minimal for argon as the collision gas in the pressure region 
up to 25 torr. 
kh-
For HgO and CH^F, the ratios /k^ are 0.84 and 1.73, respectively. 
When the probability for energy transfer is near the hard sphere colli­
sion probability, it becomes important to reduce collision gas pressures 
to remain within the one hard-sphere collision region. Vandersall et al. 
(42) limited HgO and CH^F pressures to a maximum of only 5 torr, keeping 
the hard-sphere rate well within the one collision limit. Values of K* 
for HgO and CH^F were determined in much the same manner as they were 
for COg. K* was measured for two levels, and all others were approxi­
mated by multiplying the proper argon K* value by an appropriate factor. 
Provided that gas pressures are kept at or below 5 torr for HgO and CH^F, 
any curvature in L vs. [M] plots for these gases should be negligible. 
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At COg pressures of 15 torr or below, the effects of multiple hard-
sphere collisions and errors in the estimation of K* would appear to 
negligibly affect the linearity of L vs. [M] plots. For COg pressures 
exceeding 15 torr, however, the plots begin to perceptibly curve upward. 
From the arguments presented above, it should be clear that the slopes 
calculated from points lying along the linear portion of the curves will 
lead to the most accurate values for k^(i). 
The mode-specific collision induced decay rate constants k^(i) are 
frequently expressed as a value relative to the hard-sphere collision 
rate constant. The purpose for this normalization is to facilitate com­
parison between the relative magnitudes of the rate constants as the 
collision gases are varied. Comparisons among collision partners for 
aniline, however, are also obscured by the variation in the ratio 
sk^(i)/k^ for different gases. To aid in the comparison between rate 
constants, individual values for k^(i) are normalized by a factor 
k^/(khs k^(i)). Pathways and normalized rate constants for decay of the 
0° level of aniline with COg as the collision gas are presented in 
Figure 4-1. It should be noted that the normalization factor is an 
approximate value intended only to provide a rough comparison between 
collision partners. In all likelihood, each k^(i) would have an indi­
vidual normalization factor, if the cause for the disparity between 
2k^{i) and k^ were positively known. 
Collision induced energy transfer from the 0° level of aniline for 
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Figure 4-1. Pathways and normalized rate constants k^(i) for collision 
induced energy transfer from the 0° level of aniline. The 
rate constants k^(i), initially multiplied by a normaliza­
tion factor k^/zk^(i), are expressed in units of probability 
per hard-sphere collision 
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was found for Ar, HgO, and CH^F as collision partners. Normalized rate 
constants for mode specific collision induced decay of the 0° level in 
Sj aniline are listed in Table 4-1 for each of the collision partners. 
Mode selectivity does not vary substantially for different collision 
partners. In each case, energy transfer to levels lOb^ or 16b^ predom­
inates. The magnitude of the normalized rate constants vary roughly in 
proportion to the overall collision induced decay rate constants of the 
0° level (see Table 3-4) for each growth level. 
The quality of the aniline/COg data is comparable to the data ob­
tained for energy transfer in aniline with other collision partners (31, 
42). Uncertainties near 20% are typical for the rate constants k^(i) in 
all reported aniline/collision gas systems. The signal to noise ratio in 
the fluorescence spectra recorded for collision induced energy transfer 
in aniline using COg as a collision gas is higher than the signal to 
noise ratio obtained by Chernoff and Rice for their aniline/argon sys­
tem (31). As a result, when the aniline/argon work was repeated here, 
two new growth bands were identified. The growth rate for these levels 
is presented in Table 4-1. The improved signal to noise ratio for our 
laser system is a result of the increased SHG power obtainable through 
the use of LilOg rather than KDP as a frequency doubling crystal. 
Continuation of the study of collisional energy transfer in 
aniline induced by COg would include pumping higher aniline vibrational 
levels. Use of a KDP doubling crystal with properly chosen focusing 
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Table 4-1. Normalized rate 
from 0° aniline 
constants for vibrational energy transfer 
Collision partner 





 CH,Fb HpOD 
lObl 0.050 0.069 0.194 0.529 
lOb^ 0.013 0.031 0,088 0.161 
16a^ 0.029 0.051 0.176 0.308 
16b^ 0.016 0.010 0.028 0.070 
ll 0.002 0.009 0.040 0.073 
iHob^ O.OO3C 0.008 0.031 
16ahob^ 0.012^ 0.024 
ihea^ 0.024 0.056 
^Normalized rate constants calculated from ref. (31), except where 
noted. 
'^Normalized rate constants calculated from ref. (42). 
^Obtained from this work. 
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optics (Appendix) should lead to fluorescence spectra with sufficiently 
high signal to noise to yield quantitatively useful results. Spectral 
analysis would provide further details concerning the pathways of vibra­
tional relaxation in Sj aniline. 
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CHAPTER V. INTRODUCTION TO NONRADIATIVE EXCITATION TRANSPORT 
Laser methods of fluorescence spectroscopy are increasingly being 
applied to systems beyond the realm of traditional chemical research (96, 
97). The technique has proliferated, in part, because on the time scale 
of molecular fluorescence lifetimes, a wide range of molecular events can 
occur. The advent of ultrashort light pulses permits these events to be 
observed through variations in excited state lifetimes, emission 
polarizations or spectral characteristics of the fluorescence. 
Detection of fluorescence anisotropyis one method which has proven to 
be useful for examining many biochemical and medical systems. The study 
of membrane dynamics (98, 99), segmental mobility of antibody molecules 
(97) and association reactions between antigens and antibodies (97) are 
instances in which important information has been garnered by monitoring 
the rotational diffusion of select fluorophores via fluorescence 
depolarization. 
Nonradiative energy transport between molecules can also lead to the 
decay of fluorescence polarization similar to the effect observed due to 
rotational diffusion. Processes effectively probed include the initial 
light harvesting stages of photosynthesis (100-102), intra- and inter-
molecular polymer interactions (103-108) and relaxation pathways of dye 
molecules in solution (109, 110) and on a two-dimensional surface (111). 
Either event, energy migration or rotational diffusion, probed 
through fluorescence depolarization measurements may provide insight into 
the molecular environments of the fluorophores in question. Analysis, 
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however, is dependent on accurate mathematical models to simulate the 
experimentally observed fluorescence profiles. Hence it is advantageous 
to establish conditions which will simplify analysis. If one is to use 
the rate of rotational diffusion to make assumptions about the structure 
and conformation of macromolecules, it is better to work at dilute con­
centrations in order to minimize the effects of nonradiative energy 
transport. Similarly, if excited state relaxation pathways are to be 
studied using fluorescence anisotropy measurements, solvent viscosities 
should be chosen which minimize rotational diffusion on the time scale of 
the molecular fluorescence lifetime. 
Even in the absence of rotational diffusion, development of an accu­
rate model to describe electronic excitation transport among a set of 
randomly distributed molecules has posed a challenging problem to 
theorists for many years (112-115, 69). Consideration must be given not 
only to the mechanism of energy transport—whether radiative, electron 
exchange, or multipole interactions are responsible for the energy trans­
fer (116)—but also to the fact that in a random system there is no 
unique pathway through which energy can be transferred between two 
molecules. Rather, there is an infinite set of possible paths which in­
volve all the molecules in the sample. Excitation transfer probabili­
ties, in this case, are determined by solving the coupled master equa­
tions which assume the form (117) 
dp N 




when the system consists of N identical molecules with intramolecular 
excited state lifetime td. Here pj is the probability that the excita­
tion resides on molecule j at time t and Wj^ is the energy transfer rate 
between molecules j and k. In a system consisting of a one mm^ volume 
containing 10-5 M solution, N in equation (5.1) would be of the order 
10l2. A mathematical description of the excitation transfer process for 
any macroscopic system of particles such as this one would be inconceiv­
able unless appropriate simplifying assumptions are made. A condition 
imposed by virtually every theory until recently has limited the studies 
to very low-concentration systems. In these dilute solutions, where the 
average intermolecular spacing is much greater than the molecular size, 
the excitation transfer rate Wj^ in equation (5.1) can be attributed 
solely to the Forster dipole-dipole interaction (118). Setting molecule 
j at the origin of coordinates and molecule k at R, the dipole-dipole 
transition rate is defined by (112) 
Wjk = [dj'dk - 3(dj-rjk)(dk-rjk)]2 (Ro/R)^, (5.2) 
where dj and d^ are unit vectors along the transition moments of 
molecules j and k, respectively, rj^ is a unit vector directed along R, 
and Rq is the intermolecular separation at which excitation transport and 
intramolecular decay are equally probable. When the system to be studied 
is a spatially random solution, it is often acceptable to use an 
orientation-averaged Forster rate equal to (119) 
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Wjk = TD (Ro/R)6 (5.3) 
which will simplify theoretical developments, although derived numerical 
coefficients will change slightly (109, 115). 
When solution concentrations become sufficiently dilute, intermolecu-
lar energy transport becomes nearly negligible. At this point, an ex­
cited molecule is taken to interact with only one or two of its nearest 
neighbors. Early attempts by Vavilov (120) and Galanin (121) to approxi­
mate the master equation solutions in the low concentration limit assumed 
that, at most, one or two excitation hops occurred during the donor ex­
cited state lifetime. Subsequent theories relaxed the constraints limit­
ing the number of hops and improved the agreement with experimental data 
(112, 122). For example, Forster (117) considered multiple hops within a 
set consisting of only two molecules. Thus, when a nearest neighbor B 
lies in close proximity to the photon excited donor A, there can be many 
hops between the pair during the fluorescence lifetime. Others con­
sidered the effect of the second nearest neighbor on the excitation 
transport process in the limit of multiple hops. Among those was Ore 
(123) who realized that, although molecule B is the nearest neighbor of 
the initial donor A, the reverse is not necessarily true. His addition 
to the theory provides that if B has a neighbor nearer than A, the ex­
citation is lost from the subset (A,B)—this loss occurring with a cer­
tain probability each time the excitation visits B. This potential for 
the complete loss of excitation from the original subset constitutes a 
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rather severe correction term to account for the effect of a third 
molecule on excitation transport within a two molecule system. 
Graver and Knox (122) reasoned that in a disordered system the ex­
citation on the photon excited donor is likely to associate itself with a 
definite cluster of acceptors during its lifetime. The initial donor 
belongs to a cluster of the order n when that molecule and its n-1 
nearest neighbors have no other neighbors closer than Rq, the Forster 
radius in equation-(5.2). A cluster of order 3 is conceptually very 
similar to the situation considered by Ore (123). The difference lies in 
the fact that Graver and Knox account for the finite probability that the 
excitation may return from residence on the second nearest neighbor to 
repopulate the initially excited donor or nearest neighbor. Energy 
transport within a cluster of three molecules is the largest to be 
described analytically due to the increasing complexity of the mathe­
matics with cluster size. 
To ascertain whether any or all of the aforementioned theories accu­
rately model the excited state dynamics in a three-dimensional random 
solution, one needs only to find a correlation between an experimental 
observable and the appropriate term from the theory. While excited state 
energy transfer between nonidentical molecules can be monitored through 
the process of sensitized luminescence (112, 124), for an ensemble of 
identical molecules the quantitative aspects of excitation transport are 
more difficult to observe and to interpret. Galanin (121) provided the 
link when he discovered that, for a solution pumped with polarized light, 
the overwhelming contribution to the fluorescence polarization was due to 
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emission from the initially excited molecules. Theoretically, the value 
of the polarization function for fluorescence emitted after one excita­
tion hop is about 0.025, while that emanating from initially excited 
molecules is 0.5 (122). The fluorescence polarization, therefore, gives 
a direct indication of the probability that the emission emerged from the 
site of initial excitation. 
In the preceding discussion, the polarization function had been con­
sidered inexplicitly. An introduction to the exact form of the function, 
along with an investigation into the origin of the emission polarization 
for a disordered system, will provide insight into the relationship 
between nonradiative energy transfer and fluorescence depolarization. 
For the moment, consideration will be restricted to steady state measure­
ments of fluorescence intensities — the conditions established for ex­
perimental verification of the excitation transport theories discussed 
previously. 
When polarized light is incident upon a sample composed of randomly 
oriented chromophores, the probability of photon absorption by each 
molecule is proportional to cos^e, where e is the angle the absorption 
dipole makes with the photon polarization vector (97). In addition, the 
fraction of molecules having absorption dipoles between 0 and 8+d8 is 
proportional to sinede in a randomly oriented sample. The distribution 
of molecules excited by polarized light, which is dependent on both of 
these factors will be given by 
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f(0)d0 = cos^esinede. (5.4) 
Consider, for the purpose of illustration, a molecule whose absorp­
tion dipole is oriented with angle e relative to the z-axis and angle * 
from the y-axis. Light incident on this molecule travels in the x-
direction and is polarized along the z-axis. Assuming conditions of 
parallel absorption and emission dipoles and immobility of the excited 
molecule, the intensities of the polarized light components radiated from 
the dipole along the y-axis (axis of observation) would be 
1^(8,*) = cos^e (5.5) 
and 
lj_(0»if)) = sin20sin2*, (5.5) 
where I,, indicates that the detected fluorescence is polarized parallel 
to the incident photon and Ij_ signifies that the observed emission is 
polarized normal to both the observation axis and the polarization vector 
of the absorbed photon. In an isotropic solution, the total detected 
fluorescence intensity along these orthogonal planes results from a sum 
of the contributions from each fluorophore, so that 
In = // f(0) I„ ( 0 ,(())d0d(t) (5.5a) 
and 
Ii=jJ f(0) Ix(0,<j))d0d({), (5.6a) 
where f(0) is defined in equation (5.4). The imbalance of intensity 
between the parallel and perpendicular components is generally expressed 
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in terms of either the polarization or anisotropy. The polarization 
function p is defined as (112) 
P = (In - + IJ (5.7) 
and the anisotropy is expressed as 
r = (I„ - Ii)/(In + 2IJ. (5.8) 
While the polarization function is ideally suited to describe the ratio 
of polarized light intensity to the total collimated intensity emitted 
from a light source (97), use of the anisotropy function is more ap­
propriate when describing excitation transport processes. The anisotropy 
is related to the polarization by 
r(p) = (i - (5.9) 
and its importance in excitation transfer theories arises from its addi­
tive nature (125). Specifically, r(p) may be rewritten as (97) 
r(p) = Z fnr(Pn) (5.10) 
where Pp is the polarization of the light emanated from a subset n of the 
emitters, assuming the subset could be isolated, and f^ is the fraction 
of the total fluorescence intensity emitted by the subset. 
The manner in which subsets are defined can vary significantly for 
individual theories of excitation transport. For example, Vavilov (120, 
Galanin (121) and Weber (126) each grouped the system according to the 
Figure 5-1. Fluorophore in a coordinate system. The black arrow 
represents an arbitrary dipole in solution. Exciting 
the dipole with vertically polarized light (polarized 
parallel to z-axis) creates fluorescence components 
1,1 and (observed along y-axis) to have intensities 






number of excitation hops taking place during the excited state lifetime. 
Others, such as Forster (117) and Jablonski (127), divided the system 
into subsets containing n molecules (n=l,2,3...) within an "active 
sphere", while Graver and Knox (122) broke down the collection of disor­
dered molecules into subsets defined by the size of the cluster that the 
excitation was contained within. 
Provided that the summation in equation (5.10) includes all possible 
subsets, the manner in which the subsets are defined is immaterial. 
However, as noted above, obtaining a complete summation for any macro­
scopic, randomly oriented system is unrealistic. The fact that r(p) can 
be expressed as a series of terms related to the degree of excitation 
hopping permits the complete series to be approximated by summing over a 
few members of the progression. Once the complete series has been re­
duced to the sum over a few terms, however, the choice of subset defini­
tion assumes an increasingly important role. Forster (117), for example, 
by considering only the first term in his series expansion of r(p), con­
fined the dipole-dipole interaction solely between the two nearest neigh­
bors. Multiple hops between nearest neighbors are included in Forster's 
first term r(pi) in equation (5.10). Vavilov (120) also cut off r(p) 
after the first term. However, with his choice of subsets, contributions 
to the anisotropy function were restricted to excitations which undergo a 
single hop from the photon excited donor to its nearest neighbor. Clear­
ly, Forster's anisotropy function will include all of the terms contained 
in Vavilov's approximation — plus contributions from the higher order 
terms in Vavilov's theory. 
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One would expect that as more terms are included in the summation (in 
equation (5.10)), the calculated r(p) will more closely approximate the 
experimental r(p). On this basis, one would expect Forster's equation to 
more accurately model the observed fluorescence anisotropy than Vavilov's 
or Galanin's theories. Similarly, one would expect anisotropy functions 
from models, which include terms accounting for the possibility of hop­
ping to next nearest neighbors, to more nearly approach the experimental­
ly determined anisotropy than Forster's model. Because the mathematics 
becomes so unwieldy for these three-body and higher-order contributions, 
many theorists have incorporated simplifications into the models used to 
calculate these terms. One must not only question whether enough terms 
are included in the r(p) summation, but also whether the approximations 
applied in the theory are valid. For example, when Jablonski (127) con­
sidered energy transport between an excited donor and its two nearest 
neighbors, he made the assumption that all molecules within an active 
sphere are taken to interact equally with constant strength Wg — imply­
ing that the three molecules are equidistant from each other. .Further, 
Jablonski assumed that tdWo=1, where tq is the excited state lifetime in 
equation (5.1). 
Although the use of simplifying assumptions in the models does not 
allow a completely realistic picture of excitation transport to be pre­
sented, the true test of a model comes when theoretically determined an-
isotropies are compared to those obtained experimentally. An ideal model 
would include a minimum number of terms in the summation for r(p) and 
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afford a simplified, yet realistic portrayal of the molecular system, 
while providing an accurate fit to the experimental data. 
As a rule, r(P)/r(po) versus solution concentration is plotted 
whenever steady state anisotropy measurements are compared to theoretical 
values (112) — r(po) being the anisotropy in the limit of negligible 
energy transport. Experimental determination of the anisotropy as a 
function of concentration is difficult, however, because a separate sam­
ple is required for each point. Because measurements on a large number 
of concentrations spanning a wide range of concentrations are necessary 
to make a detailed comparison of theory and experiment, there has result­
ed a paucity of precise data from which to make a rigorous study (109). 
In many cases, theory has been compared with experimental results at a 
single concentration. Of the steady state models considered to this 
point, the cluster theory concept of Graver and Knox (122) has provided 
the best overall fit to the limited experimental data. 
Hemenger and Pearl stein (114) demonstrated that time-resolved tech­
niques could provide information on excitation transport commensurable to 
what was obtained from the steady state experiments of Graver and Knox 
(122). However, analysis of time-resolved fluorescence decay curves per­
mit one to assess the validity of a model based on the data from a single 
sample (109). Hemenger and Pearl stein's model, like all of the steady 
state models of excitation transport, only yields a value for the 
probability that the excitation has remained on the initially excited 
molecule. Of course, in Hemenger and Pearl stein's case, this value is 
time dependent and defined in terms of an infinite summation (114) 
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A(T) = 3IT1/2, (5.11) 
where 1 corresponds to the number of molecules in an interaction volume 
about the photon excited donor, is a numerical coefficient, and T is a 
function of time. Nevertheless, each of these models will, at best, pro­
vide information regarding the validity of assuming a dipole-dipole 
interaction among the molecules in the system and give an indication to 
the number of molecules partaking in the energy transfer process. 
Haan and Zwanzig (115) effectuated a significant advancement in the 
theory with their Green's function solution to the master equation. The 
theory, which relies on time-resolved fluorescence decays for experimen­
tal verification, for the first time revealed details about the spatial 
transport of the excitation in a random, three-dimensional solution. 
While the theory is quite involved, it is worthwhile to highlight a few 
of its salient features. 
As it was stated previously, there is effectively an infinite set of 
possible pathways through which the excitation may be transferred between 
two molecules. Conceivably, some of these paths would interlink every 
molecule in the sample, while other routes would couple only two 
molecules directly. Details regarding transport within a macroscopic 
system are obtained from the ensemble averaged density of excitations 
P(r,t) = <?6(rj-r)pj(R,t)>, (5.12) 
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where Pj(R,t) is the probability that an excitation is found on the jth 
site, at time t, in configuration R. R is specified by the positions of 
N molecules, (ri, r2>««*IN)' The angular brackets < > indicate that an 
average has been taken over all possible states of the system, e.g., 
<A(R)>= dri J drfj A(R), (5.13) 
with 0 being the system volume. Rewritten in terms of a Green's func­
tion, P{r,t) becomes 
P(r,t) = J dr' G(r,r',t) P(r',0). (5.14) 
The Green's function G(r,r',t) represents the ensemble averaged response 
to an impulse of excitation. Specifically, if there was unity probabili­
ty that the excitation was located at r' at t=0, the Green's function 
would give the probability that, at a later time t, the excitation is at 
r. In their theory, Haan and Zwanzig wrote this as 
n N N 
G(r,r',t) = N (ij-l) Cexp(t^)]jk6(rk-r') > , (5.15) 
where Wj|^=(l-ôjk)wji< - 6ji< wji, and wjk as the Forster rate for 
excitation hopping between the jth and k^h sites (see equation (5.3)). 
The Fourier-Laplace transform of the Green's function G(k,e) was equated 
to a function containing a generalized diffusion coefficient D(k,e) such 
that 
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G(k»e) - [ e+k^D(lsje )] "^• (5.15a) 
By employing a scaling argument, density expansions of the Green's func­
tion and the generalized diffusion were constructed. In the ther­
modynamic limit (N-Ko, (Koo , with the density p held constant), the den­
sity expansion for the Green's function was written as 
The nth order term in his expansion (containing p " )  is derived from ex­
citation hopping along sets of n+1 molecules (69). Replacing the number 
density p by a dimensionless concentration Cq (which represents the 
average number of transfer sites within a sphere with radius Rq) by 
and using the scaling argument, the mean squared displacement <r2(t)> was 
expanded as 
<r2(t)>=Ro2(t/To)l/3[2.97514 CD(VTD)1/2+O.3268 Co2(t/To) + ...]. (5.18) 
Because only the first two terms were calculated in the expansion of 
<r2(t)>, the results of Haan and Zwanzig apply only to excitation trans­
port within a dilute disordered solution in the short time limit. At low 
concentrations and early times, the mean squared displacement of the ex­
citation increased as the (5/6)th power of time. Based on the variation 
G ( p ,k,E) = e~l + p B 2 (k,e) + p2B3(k,e) + (5.16) 
Cd = (4/3)npRo3 (5.17) 
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of the diffusion coefficient with time, Haan and Zwanzig infer that ex­
citation transport may be diffusive in the long time limit for dilute 
solutions. 
Gochanour, Andersen and Payer (69, hereafter GAP) expanded on Haan 
and Zwanzig's model in an effort to accurately describe energy transport 
at along times or high concentrations as well as at short times and low 
concentrations. The formalism in the two theories is identical to the 
point where the ensemble averaged density of excitations P(r,t) was writ­
ten in terms of a Green's function (equation 5.14). The total Green's 
function was then expressed by GAP as the sum of two terms 
G(r,r',t) = GS(r,r',t) + G"'(r,r',t). (5.19) 
GS(r,r',t) is a measure of the probability that excitation on the photon 
excited donor at t=0 is on the same site at time t and G'"(r,r',t) is the 
probability that the excitation is found on a molecule a distance r-r' 
from the site of initial excitation. These Green's functions are ex­
pressed in the theory as 
GS(r,r',t) = 6(r-r')<[exp(ty)]ii> (5.20) 
and 
G'"(r,r',t) = (N-l)<5(ri2-r+r')[exp(t^)]i2>. (5.21) 
It should be noted that GS(r,r',t) as defined above should provide the 
same information as A(T) in Hemenger and Pearl stein's theory (equation 
5.11). GS(r,r',t), an experimental observable, is a function of the 
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parallel and perpendicular components of the fluorescent emission, such 
that (109) 
In(t) - Ii(t) 
SS(r,r',t) = in(t) + 2Ij_(t) ' 
The Fourier-Laplace transforms of 6^ and G"" are given by (69) 
GS(e) = <[(G-M)-l]ii> (5.23) 
and 
G'"(k,e) = (N-l)<exp(ik-ri2)[{e-W)-l]i2> (5.24) 
respectively. The matrix (E-W)"^, expanded in powers of E and W, is 
written as 
( G-kl ) "^ - e"^ + E + E"^*JÎ1*e~^ •Jj['E~^ .... (5.25) 
Substitution of this expansion into equation (5.23) leads to 
GS(E) = E-1 + ? (l/En+l)<(wn)ii>, (5.26) 
n=l -
where the n^h order term in the infinite summation is given by 
N 
(l/E"+l)<(Wn)ii> = . .S (l/En+l)<WliWij,..Wki>. (5.27) 
Substituting the definition of Wjk (see equation (5.15) into equation 
(5.27) leads to a series of Wjk factors such that 
(l/En+l)<WiiWij...Wki> = (l/En+l)<[wii+6ii E (-Wiq)] 
qfi 




Figure 5-2. Diagrammatic structures for the factors and 
-WLj in the GAP model. Figure A is the structure 
for w^j. Figure B is the structure for -w^j 
Figure 5-3. The diagrammatic expansion of G^(t). Each diagram 
contains a continuous path of solid and dashed arrows 
beginning and ending on circle 1. The diagrams shown 
represent all w^j products in equation (5.26) for n-2 
(diagrams I-IV) and examples of diagrams for n=3 
(diagrams V-VII). From (69) 
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( l l l )> 
G'(e)=e-' 4-




which, when substituted into equation (5.26) for<(W")ii>, leads to an 
infinite series of products of Wjk factors. A similar procedure was em­
ployed to yield an infinite summation of product terms for G"^(k,E ). GAF 
generated two diagrammatic series corresponding to the functions 
6S(e) and G '"(k,e). Each product term in the mathematical series for 
GS(e) and e) is associated with a diagram. Diagrammatic structures 
for the factors w-;j and -Wjj are presented in Figure 5-2. In the figure, 
small circles representing factors of e"^, solid arrows representing fac­
tors of Wij and a dashed arrow symbolizing a negative sign, provide a 
device for determining the value of a product term in GS(e) or Gi^(k ,E ). 
Additionally, the diagrams allow for greater insight into the degree of 
excitation hopping associated with a particular product term. For exam­
ple, one of the product germs in GS(e) with n equal to three would be 
W12W23W31. The diagram representing this term would be con­
structed as shown in Figure 5-3 (V). 
GAF reduced the complexity of the diagrammatic series for G ' " (k ,e)  
through topological reduction. The first step in the simplification 
removed all loops from each diagram. A loop is defined as a succession 
of arrows that begins and ends on the same molecule. The result of 
removing all loops from the diagrammatic series is that a factor of 
GS(e) is associated with each small circle, rather than a factor of 
For clarity, a solid dot will be used to represent a factor of 6S(e). 
The validity of this procedure was confirmed through analogous mathemati­
cal reduction of 6"'(k,e) (69). An example of a diagram with loops and 
its reduction to a diagram with no loops is illustrated in Figure 5-4. 
Figure 5-4. Example of diagram with loops and its reduction to a diagram with no loops. In 
figure A a factor of e~^ is associated with each small circle. Removing the 
loops between centers 1 and 3, and 2 and 4 results in the reduced diagram in 









A second simplification in the diagrammatic series results from re­
ducing diagrams with nodes into a set of diagrams with no nodes. This 
set can be used to construct the original diagram. Designating a root 
circle as the site excited initially (circle 1) or the site of photon 
emission (circle 2) and any other site as a field circle -- a node is 
defined as a vertex on a field circle which divides the circles in the 
diagram (except for the circle containing the node) into two uniquely 
defined sets. The first set contains sites visited before the excitation 
arrives at the node, while the second set contains all the sites visited 
by the excitation after the node. Figure 5-5 illustrates how a diagram 
with one node is divided into two diagrams with no nodes. 
The process of topological reduction described above permits the ini­
tial G"'(k,e) diagrammatic series to be expressed in terms of a smaller 
set of 6"i(k,e) diagrams from which the initial set can be generated. 
This reduced series of diagrams, terms ï(k, GS(e)) by GAP, is both a 
function of GS(e) and used to generate GS(e). The sum of diagrams in 
JÎ(k, GS(e)), which should include diagrams with an infinite number of 
circles (in the thermodynamic limit), has only been summed through dia­
grams containing three circles, due to the complexity of the GAF theory 
for a system with four or more circles (59). Summations of %(k, GS(e)) 
for diagrams with a maximum of two circles and three circles are desig­
nated as two-body and three-body contributions to the Green's function, 
respectively. 
The second order density expansion of Haan and Zwanzig (115), al­
though similar in appearance, is not equivalent to the three-body model 
+ 
Figure 5-5. Division of a diagram with a node into two diagrams with no nodes 
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proposed by GAF (69). The three-body model includes all of those dia­
grams included in Haan and Zwanzig's second order result (see equation 
(5.16)) plus many higher order terms (69). These higher order terms are 
the result of the G^U) factors associated with each vertex in GAF's mod­
el. The differences are accentuated by transforming one of Haan and 
Zwanzig's second order terms into diagrammatic form and comparing it with 
a similar three-body diagram. This comparison has been made in Figure 
5-6. 
Prior to the publication of GAF's work, Haan (128) developed an 
algebraic method to simplify the terms in the density expansion of Haan 
and Zwanzig (115). The technique paralleled the diagrammatic approach 
taken by GAF (69). However, in Haan's case, only the factors associ­
ated with the nodal vertices were replaced by GS(e) factors (69). While 
Haan's model improves on Haan and Zwanzig's theory, it is a poorer ap­
proximation to the true hopping behavior than the GAF model since Haan 
does not replace all loops with GS(e) factors. A diagrammatic comparison 
of the two models is made in Figure 5-7 for a single term in the G'"(k ,e)  
series. 
The intent in discussing the various theories, which depict excita­
tion transport in disordered solutions, was ultimately to show that the 
GAF three-body theory comes closest to predicting the excitation dynamics 
for a wide range of solution concentrations. Haan and Zwanzig's second 
order approximation to the density expansion is indistinguishable from 
the GAF three-body theory in the low concentration, short time limit. 
Figure 5.6. Diagrammatic comparison of terms from the Haan and Zwanzig 
theory and GAF theory. (A) represents the diagrammatic 
form of one of Haan and Zwanzig's second order terms. (B) 
represents a similar diagram from three-body GAF theory, 
where solid dots represent factors of GSfe). If e-1 and 
diagram (II) from Figure 5.3 are introduced for GS(e), it 
is clear that GAF diagram recovers Haan and Zwanzig second 
order term plus many higher order terms. Figure C would 
be a 5th order term in Haan and Zwanzig's density 
expansion 
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Figure 5-7. Diagrammatic expansion of terms included in GAP theory and Haan's modification of 
the Haan and Zwanzig theory. (A) A 2^^ order diagram from Haan and Zwanzig's 
density expansion. (B) Starting with same basis as (A), implicit G^(e) factors 
from Haan's (modification of Haan and Zwanzig) theory are replaced with structure 
(II) in Pigure 5-3 to yield a 5^*^ order term in Haan and Zwanzig's theory. (C) 
Similar to (B), the factors 6^(e) are replaced by structure (II) to show that more 
terms are included in GAP theory than in Haan's modification to Haan and Zwanzig's 
theory. Actually each of the structures in Figure 5-3 can be placed in 6^(e) terms 
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However, as the solution concentration increases, the second order ap­
proximation to the density expansion fails, because higher order terms in 
the expansion become significant. Diagrammatically, the higher order 
terms are represented by figures that depict interactions among a larger 
number of sites than the first or second terms in the density expansion 
would include. While the figures that display Haan's modification to the 
theory include some of the higher than second order terms, an insuffi­
cient number are added to yield results accurate in the high density-long 
time regime (69). GAF's self-consistent three-body approximation, be­
cause it removes all loops in the diagrams composing the z(js, GS(e)) 
series, provides an excellent model for describing the transport of ex­
citation in solution. The three-body approximation includes many of the 
higher than second order diagrams from Haan and Zwanzig's theory, and the 
Green's function solution determined from the theory is well-behaved in 
the high-concentration, long time limit (69). 
Values of the experimental observable, GS(e), determined from time-
resolved fluorescence anisotropy measurements by Gochanour and Payer 
(109), were compared to the corresponding Green's function determined from 
GAF's three-body approximation. Their solutions consisted of rhodamine 
6G(rh6G) in glycerol with solute concentrations ranging from 
2'.95X10"5M(C[)=0.0) to 5X10"3M(C[)=1.7). Excellent visual agreement, for 
both concentrated and dilute solutions, was obtained between the 
theoretically and experimentally derived values for times out to approxi­
mately 8ns (~2.5TD). 
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One of Haan and Zwanzig's initial objectives was to determine if ex­
citation transport is diffusive at long times (115). Although they could 
not demonstrate that transport was diffusive in this limit, they were 
able to establish that if excitation transport became diffusive in the 
long time limit, the diffusion coefficient would be proportional to 
(115). GAP, taking the limit as t-x» , found a limiting value for their 
generalized diffusion coefficient could be expressed as 
0.483 Co4/3 RgZ tg-l. (5.29) 
Thus, GAP 'S  theory predicts that in the long time limit the diffusion 
coefficient is independent of time and has the proper dependence on CQ as 
required by Haan and Zwanzig's scaling argument (115). 
The GAP theory was extended by Loring, Andersen and Payer (129, 
hereafter LAP) to include the effects of trapping in a two-component, 
disordered, three-dimensional system. The system contains immobile donor 
and trap molecules placed randomly in a host medium which does not par­
take in the excitation transport process. Excitations can be transferred 
from donor to donor and from donor to trap, but the trapping step is con­
sidered to be an irreversible process. The LAP formalism parallels that 
developed in the GAP theory (69). Estimates of the Green's function 
derived from the LAP theory yield values for the generalized diffusion 
coefficient, the mean squared displacement of excitation and the time-
dependent probabilities that the excitation is in the donor or trap en­
sembles. In the presence of traps and no donor or trap emission, the LAP 
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theory predicts that excitation transport in the donor ensemble is non-
diffusive at all times (129). LAP stated that this result should be ex­
pected on physical grounds, since at long times, the excitation will be­
come trapped and cease to move within the system. Hence, the mean 
squared displacement should attain some finite maximum value in the long 
time limit due to the presence of traps. A final statement made by LAP 
was that the functional form of donor population decay is nonexponential 
and not describable in terms of a trapping rate constant (129). 
The influence of traps on the time development of donor fluorescence 
has been an active area of research for many years (70, 129-138). Tradi­
tional theories of excitation transport and trapping in a disordered sys­
tem have yielded results which indicate that (neglecting fluorescence 
decay) depopulation of the donor ensemble progresses initially as 
exp(-atl/2) and as exp(-Wt) in the long time limit, where a and W are 
quenching rate constants (137). The short time behavior is believed to 
result from quasi-static quenching of the donor excitation by traps (139, 
140). The functional form at early times is identical to the result ob­
tained by Porster (141) describing excitation quenching in the limit of 
zero donor density. At later times, the excitation is quenched primarily 
as a result of its hopping within the donor ensemble until a trap is en­
countered (140). Excitation reaching these remote centers by way of 
their migration rather than direct transfer accelerate the decay process 
and make it exponential (140). Models conceived to describe the time 
development of the fluorescence in the presence of traps have largely 
been phenomenological (130, 131, 142). The general approach has required 
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the existence of a quenching sphere of radius around each trap (134). 
An excitation, upon entering this region of strong interaction, is 
quenched. Two models of consequence have emerged from the foregoing 
premise: the first, a hopping model developed by Burshtein (131); the 
second, a diffusion model introduced by Yokota and Tanimoto (130). The 
hopping model is applicable when a migration step (defined as the average 
donor-donor separation for the system (134)) exceeds the radius of a 
quenching zone around the acceptor, while the diffusion model is relevant 
otherwise (134). An alternative criterion establishes that it is a hop­
ping mechanism when Z<<1 and a diffusion mechanism when Z»1 (140) 
Z = (R'Jf / R°°)® , (5.30) 
with and R^D defined as the Forster radii (see equation (5.2)) for a 
donor-acceptor pair and a donor-donor pair, respectively. In both cases, 
the initial decay is nonexponential. The transition from this initial 
quasi-static part of the decay to the exponential one is determined ap­
proximately by the crossover time t-|. This crossover time is defined 
differently in the two theories (134). For the diffusion model, the 
crossover time is determined by the condition that exp(-(4/3)wc Ry), the 
number of excitations that do not fall initially into the quenching 
sphere, is equal to exp(-Wt). In other words, when 
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t] = (4/3)?c Rw^/W, (5.31) 
where c is the number of traps per cm^ and W is the quenching rate con­
stant, the donor decay transforms from its initial nonexponential charac­
ter into an exponential form. The mean quenching rate constant increases 
with c and p (the number of donors per cm^) when the migration-
accelerated quenching has a hopping or diffusive character. In the hop­
ping limit 
îT = (!) A[)AT (5.32) 
where Aq and Aj are the reduced donor and reduced trap concentrations, 
respectively, and are defined by (140) 
and 
Ag = ('^)TT2 p(RDqD)3 (5.33) 
Aj = ( i)ïï2 c (R'I^)^. (5.34) 
In the diffusive limit, the quenching rate constant becomes (140) 
W = (i)ADAj(2.3/^2l/4)). (5.35) 
The reduced donor densities defined by Fedorenko and Burshtein AQ (140) 
and GAP Cq (69) (see equation (5.17)) vary slightly. They are related by 
% 
CD = ill AQ. (5.36) 
IT 
The reduced trap densities are also defined differently. LAP (129) de­
fined the reduced trap concentration Cf as 
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CT = (4/3)m c(RDA)3, (5.37) 
so that Ay and Cf are related by 
Cj = (2)Ay. (5.38) 
IT 
It will be necessary to use both conventions in this work. 
As was stated previously, LAF (129) discounted the notion that G'^(t), 
the excited donor population (excluding relaxation via donor fluores­
cence), in the presence of traps, could be expressed in terms of a 
quenching rate constant tT. Their argument was founded on the shapes of 
theoretical curves of GD(t) for varied parameters. In the limit as 
CY-VO, finite CQ the GAP theory was recovered, while for CO+O, finite CJ 
decay curves of GD(t) ^ t approached the Forster results (129, 141). 
Fedorenko and Burshtein (140) countered that the hopping and diffusion 
models of fluorescence quenching are also supported by experimental data. 
They contended that the manner in which LAF obtained G'^(t) obscures a 
direct comparison between the LAF model and the quenching sphere models. 
Specifically, the results derived from the LAF theory were actually 
G'^(e), the Laplace transforms of G'^(t). These transforms were inverted 
numerically by LAF and presented graphically to illustrate the predicted 
decays of the donor populations (129). 
To facilitate comparison between the theories, Fedorenko and Bursh­
tein (140) obtained analytical expressions for GD(t) using the theoreti­
cal model of LAF and performing the proper analytical inversions on 
G'^(E). The resulting expressions for GD(t) were compared with their 
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counterparts from the quenching sphere theories under the proper limiting 
conditions. In the subsequent analysis, only the results from the LAP 
three-body model will be used for comparison with the quenching sphere 
models. 
The general form of the analytical expression for G'^(t) from the LAP 
theory was written as (140) 
GD(t) = exp(-qt)g(t) (5.39) 
where 
q = ^ 4 ^ - A(z) - B(z), (5.40) 
A(z) = (8/^2)(0.1887 Aq + [0.3832-a(z)]ADAT//T], (5.41) 
B(z) = (4/^2) (0.3371 aj - [0.24604-g(z)]/^DAy] (5.42) 
and A(z), B(Z) are tabulated functions (129). Having defined the follow­
ing terms (140) 
a = ÀT/2 + (ÀD/2)[l_(4/AD)A(z)]l/2, (5.43) 
and 
2 
b = ÛT/2 - (AD/2)[l-(4/AD)A(z)]l/2, (5.44) 
an expansion for g(t) at short times was expressed as 
g(t) = 1 - 2  a^-b^tl/2 + a^-b^t _ ... (5.45) 
iri a-b a-b 
for a2t«l and b2t«l (in Pedorenko and Burshtein's notation, t is a nor­
malized time equal to time/TQ). Conversely, in the long time limit g(t) 
is representable as 
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g(t) = a+b t-3/2 _ er(t-5/2). b>0 (5.46) 
= 1 t-1/2 - ç{t-3/2), b=0 (5.47) 
air 
= 21Mexp(b2t) + e<t"3/2), b<0. (5.48) 
a-b , 
Retaining only the first term in each of the expansions of g(t) in equa­
tion (5.39), Fedorenko and Burshtein (140) showed that for t->-0 
GD(t) = exp[-2AT(t/n)l/2], (5.49) 
while for t->" 
GD(t) = exp(-ot), b>0 (5.50) 
2n:a^b^ t"3/2 
exp(-qt), b=0 (5.51) 
air* ? 
= 2jHexp[-(q-b2)t], b<0. (5.52) 
a-b 
Based on equations (5.49 - 5.52), Fedorenko and Burshtein (140) argued 
that the LAF results, when expressed analytically, discounted the LAF 
assertion that the quenching process is "nonexponential and cannot be 
described in terms of a quenching rate constant" (129). The quenching 
process is actually nonexponential only when b>0, the quasi-static case 
corresponding to low donor and high trap concentrations. When b<0, 
however, the analytical form for GD(t) indicates that, given sufficient 
time, the donor decay should take on an exponential character with a mean 
quenching rate 
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W = q-b2 (5.53) 
from equation (5.52). Fedorenko and Burshtein contend that the LAP ap­
proach, therefore, does not contradict but rather substantiates the con­
ventional ideas on quenching kinetics in the limiting case where migra­
tion accelerated quenching occurs (b<0, equation (5.52)). 
Fedorenko and Burshtein remarked that LAF came to a disparate conclu­
sion regarding the presence of an exponential phase of donor excitation 
quenching solely because the points they chose for analysis (ad.ajjZ) 
forced the long time donor ensemble decay into the quasi-static decay 
regime (b>0, equations (5.50) and (5.51)). They later acknowledged (140) 
that in two instances (Figure 5-8, LAF (129)), where Ap/Aj = 7.2; 28.6; 
Z=l, the donor decay should obey the migration-accelerated quenching 
kinetics (b<0). If these two curves had been plotted using logarithmic 
coordinates, they continued, the exponential trend of GD(t) would have 
been evident for practically all times (140). 
Given the coarse divisions associated with the ordinate and abscissa 
in Figure 5-8 of the LAF paper (129), it would be difficult to achieve an 
unambiguous conclusion regarding the nature of the decay profile. At 
best, one might state that the decay is nearly exponential over the time 
range plotted. 
In addition to the theoretical results discussed above, there are 
experimental data which characterize the fluorescence decay of solutions 
with donor and trap concentrations in the region where one would expect 
migration-accelerated quenching kinetics to prevail (b<0). The study was 
Figure 5-8. Schematic semi-log plot of cPft) versus t, where G^(t) 
is the probability of finding the excitation in the 
donor ensemble (when fluorescence decay neglected). 
Curve (a): cfft) in the absence of donor-donor 
transfer. Curve (b): G^ft) in the rapid transfer 
limit. Curve (c): G^ft) in the regime intermediate 
between the static and rapid transfer limits. All 
three curves have same initial slope; (a) is non-
exponential at all times, (b) is exponential at all 













performed by Lutz, Nelson, Gochanour and Payer (143), who examined the 
trapping of excitation on rh6G monomers by rh6G dimers in glycerol sol­
vent. rh6G concentrations ranged from 8.7x10-4 to 0.05 M. Although the 
actual rh6G monomer and dimer concentrations were not measured, it may be 
conservatively estimated that Ao>Aj for the majority of the sample con­
centrations. Lutz et al. (143) report that, in general, the fluorescence 
decays for these solutions should be nonexponential, although the devia­
tions from exponentiality should be slight. Only in the limit that Aj-»-0 
would one expect truly exponential behavior. The time-resolved decay of 
the excited donor population in a 1.74x10-2 M rh6G solution was chosen as 
a typical decay curve and plotted (Figure 5-4, Lutz et al. (143)) as the 
log of the detected signal versus time. The figure illustrates that the 
decay is quasi-exponential with minor systematic deviations being percep­
tible when the data were compared to a "best fit" exponential decay 
curve. 
When LAF assert that the functional form of the donor population 
decay is nonexponential, they are aware that it should acquire more ex­
ponential character as at-»-0 (b<0) (143). This trend, they feel, is sup­
ported by experimental data (143). On the contrary, Fedorenko and Bursh-
tein (140) maintain that in the limit that A[)/Aj>l (b<0), the donor decay 
should be exponential, as predicted by the conventional models of hopping 
and diffusive quenching. Moreover, they claim that the LAF theory pre­
dicts the same exponential behavior (equation 5.52). The conflict 
between what LAF state (129) and what their theory predicts (140) 
(regarding the form of the donor decay for b<0) can be partially resolved 
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by reviewing how Fedorenko and Burshtein attained an analytical expres­
sion for LAF's GD(t). Taking only the first term in the expansion of 
g(t) (equation (5.52)) and substituting into equation (5.39), Fedorenko 
and Burshtein gained an exponential form for G^ft) (140). If they had 
included the second term in the expansion of g(t) in the substitution, 
however, the expression for GiD(t) would no longer be exponetial. Thus, 
rather than supporting Fedorenko and Burshtein's contention (140), the 
analytical form of GD(t) is, in general, nonexponential (129). 
When the trap concentration is much larger than the donor concentra­
tion and donor-donor interactions can be neglected (large A^^A^+o), the 
quenching kinetics can be described exactly. Forster showed that the 
decay of the donor population in this limit should proceed as (141) 
GD(t) = exp[-2Ay(t/m)l/2 ] (5.54) 
for all t (normalized time), when the fluorescence decay is suppressed. 
The phenomenological quenching sphere models (134) reproduce exactly the 
Forster equation in the static quenching limit by virtue of a crossover 
time (which defines when the quenching converts from a Forster decay to 
an exponential decay) that goes to infinity as the Forster limit is 
approached. 
Repeating a procedure they had applied in the limit of migration-
accelerated quenching, Fedorenko and Burshtein (140) obtained an analyti 
cal form for LAF's GD(t) in the Forster limit. Again, the general form 
of the donor decay (neglecting fluorescence decay) fits 
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GD(t) = exp(-qt)f(t), (5.55) 
where 
q = AyZ/A, in the two-body theory (5.56) 
= AT^/4 - A(z)-B(z), in the three-body theory (5.57) 
with A(z), B(z) defined in equations (5.41) and (5.42), respectively. 
However, f(t), when expanded, gives (for AT2t<<4) 
f(t) = 1 - (2/^l/2)(AT2t)l/2 + (3/4)AT2t + ... (5.58) 
and (for A72t»4) 
f(t) = (8/^l/2)(AT2t)-3/2 _ (96/^i/2)(AT2t)-5/2 + ... (5.59) 
which, when substituted into equation (5.55), yields 
GD(t) = exp[-2AT(t/n)l/2], for AT2t«4 (5.60) 
= exp[-qt](8/^l/2)(Aj2t)-3/2j for Aj2t>>4. (5.61) 
The short time behavior of LAF's G'^(t) is identical to the derived result 
of Forster (141). At long times, however, the functional form of G'^(t) 
deviates from Forster's result. To show the extent of deviation in the 
long time limit, Fedorenko and Burshtein prepared plots of the functions 
Ln(-Ln(GD(t)) versus Ln(AT2t) from the Forster equation and the two- and 
three-body analytical forms of LAF's G^(t). Those plots are reproduced 
here in Figure 5-9. Clearly, for large values of Aj^t, both the two- and 
three-body approximations to the Forster equation are deficient. Neglect 
of higher order terms from the expansion of f(t) (equation (5.59)) in the 
Figure 5-9. Excitation quenching kinetics in the static limit (Ajj=0). Top curve is LAF 
two-body result; middle curve is LAF three-body result; bottom curve is 
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expression for GD(t) (equation (5.55)) will not account for this devia­
tion. Perhaps, as Fedorenko and Burshtein (140) speculated, the four-
body and all higher order diagrams must be included in LAF's calculations 
to reduce the observed deviation to zero. 
A more complete review of Figure 5-9 indicates that the LAF models 
provide better approximations to the Forster equation than they appeared 
to present during the previous cursory examination. For example, while 
the two-body model diverges from Forster's result at relatively short 
times, the three-body model does not begin to deviate until Ln(AT^t) is 
approximately two. For at=1» then, the LAF three-body model will repro­
duce the FOrster result out to nearly seven lifetimes (TQ). Similarly, 
where Fedorenko and Burshtein (140) show large deviations exist between 
the LAF approximations and the Forster equation (Lnay^t^G), the form of 
the donor decay GD(t) has been followed out to over four hundred fluores­
cence lifetimes (for AF=l). At this point the Forster equation predicts 
GD(t) = 10-10, while the LAF three-body theory estimates G'^(t) - 10-22. 
Considering that the actual donor decay (including spontaneous emission) 
is (129) 
ND(t) = e-tGD(t) (5.62) 
(t is normalized time) — when t = 400 tq, it is reasonable to assume 
that the Forster, LAF two-body and LAF three-body equations all predict 
the same result — the probability that the excitation is in the donor 
ensemble is zero. 
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As AT is increased, the divergence of LAF's models from the Forster 
result will occur at shorter times, due to the squared dependence of the 
abscissa in Figure 5-9 on aj. Considering a Ay of 7.85 (Cx=5.0), for the 
LAF three-body model, the expected deviation should begin at a time of 
'v0.05tq (if the deviation begins at Ln(A-r2t)=1.5). Plotting the numeri­
cally derived G^ft) versus t (normalized) in Figure 5-10 (as LAF did in 
their Figure 7, 129)) gives another perspective on the deviation of LAF's 
models and the Forster result. On an expanded ordinate axis, LAF's 
numerically derived G'^(t) (from the three-body theory) does not deviate 
visibly from the Forster result until t=0.05T[), in agreeent with Fedoren-
ko and Burshtein's plot (Figure 5-9).  Beyond t=0.05T[) in Figure 5-9, 
GD(t) has decayed to less than 105» of its initial value. Therefore, 
points at which there are relatively large errors in LAF's G^(t) cor­
respond to times when the probabilities for excitation to be in the donor 
ensemble have neared zero. 
Based on Figure 5-10, it is apparent that, for realistic times, the 
accuracy of the three-body approximation in the Forster limit supports 
the validity of the general trapping theory proposed by LAF. In this 
limit, four-body and higher order diagrams do not contribute significant­
ly to GD(t) until times when the donor decay (excluding intramolecular 
decay) has decreased to less than one-tenth of its initial value. 
The validity of the GAF model, which describes excitation migration 
in the absence of trapping, has also been questioned by Fedorenko and 
Burshtein (140). Their arguments are similar to those employed toward 
the LAF model. In this case, the kinetics of excitation migration from 
Figure 5-10. Comparison of the two-body and three-body LAF 
approximations in the limit of zero donor concen­
tration to Forster's exact solution of this 
limiting case, t is normalized time 
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the photon excited donor have been shown by K1after and Silbey to obey 
(140, 144) 
GS(t) = EXP[-2AD(t/jl/2], (46D2/^)t«9 (5.63) 
and 
GS(t) = (Tr/4A[)2t)3/2^ (4AD^/T7)'t»9 (5.64) 
where GS(t) is the probability that the excitation is on the photon-
excited donor (excluding depopulation due to intramolecular decay) at 
time t (normalized), aq is defined in equation (5.33). Alternatively, 
GAF's results (69), in the analytical form introduced by Fedorenko and 
Burshtein (140), were expressed as 
GS(t) = exp[-2AD(t/n)l/2], AD2t<<4 (5.65) 
and 
GS(t) = exp (-qt) (8/^l/2)(AD2t)-3/2, AD2t>>4 (5.66) 
where q is defined in equations (5.56) and (5.57) for the two-body and 
three-body results, respectively. For short times, the results of 
Klafter and Silbey and GAF agree (140). In the long time limit, however, 
the GAF model associates with GS(t) an exponentially damped component not 
present in the Klafter and Silbey results (140). 
Again, one may argue that, for A[)=l, neither the Klafter and Silbey 
(equation (5.64)) nor the GAF (equation 5.66)) results apply until times 
much greater than '\y6TD are reached. By the time this asymptotic limit is 
attained, GS(t) is essentially zero. Although the asymptotic limit is 
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reached sooner as ûq is increased, the rate of decay of GS(t) also in­
creases to yield similar conclusions. 
As discussed above, Fedorenko and Burshtein have opposed the LAP and 
GAP theories on the basis that, when expressed analytically, neither mod­
el predicts the proper long time asymptotics of the excitation hopping 
processes they are presumed to model. The phenomenological quenching 
sphere models, which Fedorenko and Burshtein espouse, describe trapping 
as a static process at very short times and a process occurring via ex­
citation migration at long times. The quenching sphere models have been 
shown to be accurate in these two limits (140). To be accurate for 
intervening times, the quenching sphere models should — but do not — 
describe the trapping as a convolution of static quenching and quenching 
resulting from excitation migration (134). 
It has been shown (equation (5.62)) that the Green's function G'^(t) 
and spontaneous emission act in conjunction to set an upper limit on the 
times when one would consider the excitation hopping and quenching 
processes to have physical significance. Discussion of migration and 
trapping beyond several fluorescence lifetimes becomes moot because there 
is essentially no excitation left in the donor ensemble at those times. 
The upper time limit set by G'^(t) and spontaneous emission is, in 
general, reached before the asymptotic limits derived from the analytic 
limits derived from the analytic GAP and LAP expressions or the quenching 
sphere models (140). The regions of interest, when discussing migration 
and quenching, should therefore be the short and intermediate time ranges 
rather than the short and long time limits considered by Fedorenko and 
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Burshtein. Thus, the LAP and 6AF models should not be dismissed solely 
because they do not obtain the proper asymptotic limits, especially when 
the long time limiting behavior will not be observed experimentally. In 
fact, for intermediate times, it is expected that the LAP and GAP 
theories will provide a much better approximation to the excitation 
migration and trapping processes than the conventional theories would 
provide. 
To provide a comparison between the GAP three-body theory and experi­
ment, Gochanour and Payer (109) obtained decays for rhodamine 6G in glyc­
erol using the following technique. Fluorescence profiles were acquired 
by KDP sum-frequency mixing of the rhSG fluorescence with variably de­
layed 1.06 ym pulses from a cw mode-locked NdzYAG laser. The resulting 
390 nm upconverted pulses were detected by a cooled photomultiplier and 
lock-in amplifier combination. In the following chapter, the GAP theory 
(69) will be reinvestigated using time-correlated photon counting to ob­
tain the time-dependent fluorescence profiles for rhodamine 66 in glycer­
ol. The superior data statistics afforded from this technique (145), 
together with autocorrelation functions of the residuals (146), provide a 
means for detecting systematic deviations between the data and three-body 
decay curves which are too small to be observed using sum-frequency 
mixing. Fluorescence decay profiles will be observed out to times of 
approximately 10 ns (-v^tq). Numerical inversion (69, 147) of the 
theoretical results GS(t) will enable direct comparisons to be made 
between the results derived from theory and experimental data over the 
time range considered. Agreement between the theory and experiments. 
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after the employment of this discriminating test, will substantiate the 
validity of the 6AF three-body theory for times of practical interest. 
Disagreement between theory and experiment may signal the breakdown of 
the three-body model (due perhaps to the increasing importance of higher-
body terms with increase in rh6G concentration). 
The two-dimensional counterpart to the LAP three-dimensional trans­
port and trapping theory has been developed by Loring and Payer (70). In 
contrast to the three-dimensional LAP model (129) for two-dimensional 
systems, the three-body solutions to the master equation cannot be deter­
mined, because the three-body Green's function GS(t) fails to converge at 
long times (111). It was shown in the GAP three-dimensional results (69) 
that, in general, the three-body (GS(t) provides a much better approxima­
tion to the true Green's function than the two-body model. In two dimen­
sions, it is expected that the two-body model will be even less reliable 
than in three dimensions because density expansions tend to converge less 
rapidly in systems of lower dimensionality (111). To date, no experimen­
tal measurements of the two-body GS(t) have been reported. 
To provide a basis from which to analyze the Loring and Payer two-
body theory more thoroughly, the first experimental determination of the 
Green's function GS(t) will be performed for a two-dimensional disordered 
system. The random, two-dimensional systems were fashioned by adsorbing 
submonolayers of rhodamine 3B (rh3B) from solution onto optically flat 
fused quartz. rh3B was chosen as the donor species because it shows a 
reduced tendency to dimerize on the quartz substrate relative to many 
dyes (such as cresyl violet (148)), is free of acid-base equilibria which 
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complicated the fluorescence decay curves of rhodamine B (149, 150) and 
manifests a strong Si+Sg transition (cmax^l'ZxlO^ at 555 nm in ethanol ) 
which can be pumped with a rh6G dye laser. 
The Loring and Payer theory (70), which includes the effects of ex­
citation transport and trapping, has been reduced (to consider only 
donor-donor excitation transport) by setting Cy equal to zero in the 
Loring and Payer equations. Thus the Loring and Payer model, as present­
ed here, renders itself as a two-dimensional analog to the GAP two-body 
theory (69). 
The presence of trapping centers in a disordered system complicates 
the theory which describes the decay of the probability for excitation to 
remain on the photon-excited donor. The LAP model was shown to be an 
extension of the GAP theory (129) and the Loring and Payer model, without 
traps, is a limiting case of the general Loring and Payer theory (70). 
Hence, by experimentally investigating two- and three-dimensional systems 
without traps, one may gain a more thorough comprehension of the donor-
to-donor excitation transport dynamics for realistic times and use these 
results as a basis for examining excitation transport and quenching in 
the more complex systems containing traps. Furthermore, experimental 
artifacts (such as dimer formation among donors, self-absorption, etc.) 
which can distort the data in systems with or without traps will be more 
easily discerned in the limit of zero trapping centers. 
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CHAPTER VI. FLUORESCENCE DEPOLARIZATION OF RHODAMINE 6G IN GLYCEROL: 
A PHOTON-COUNTING TEST OF 3-DIMENSIONAL EXCITATION TRANSPORT THEORY 
Introduction 
It has long been recognized that accurate modeling of fluorescence 
concentration depolarization in solution is a formidable theoretical 
problem. Early attempts to describe the influence of Forster dipole-
dipole excitation transport (1) on fluorescence depolarization frequently 
assumed that transfer was limited to one or two excitation hops from the 
initially excited molecule (2, 3), or that excitation was exchanged only 
between nearest and next-nearest neighbor molecules in solution (4-6). 
To our knowledge, the first realistic calculations of the probability 
GS(t) that excitation is found on the initially excited molecule at time 
t were provided by Gochanour, Andersen, and Fayer (7), who worked out 
diagrammatic Green's function expansions of solutions to the excitation 
transport master equation (8) and obtained successive self-consistent 
approximations to GS(t). The latter Green's function is related to the 
fluorescence depolarization in solution by (9) 
where I,\(t) and Ij^(t) are the fluorescence intensity components polarized 
parallel and normal to the excitation polarization. (This equation holds 
if the solvent is viscous enough to inhibit rotational depolarization 
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during the fluorescence lifetime, if the molecular absorption and emis­
sion transition moments coincide, and if the excitation pulse energy is 
small enough so that the orientational distribution of unexcited 
molecules is random.) Gochanour and Payer (9, hereafter GF) tested their 
second-lowest (three-body) self-consistent approximation to GS(t) by 
measuring the experimental time-dependent fluorescence components 
I „ ( t )  = Ae-t/xCl + 0.8 G S ( t ) ]  
( 6 . 2 )  
I j _ ( t )  = Ae'^/xCl - 0.4 G S ( t ) ]  
for rhodamine 66 (rh6G) in glycerol. By computing the three-body Green's 
function GS(t), which depends on the known rh6G concentration and on the 
isotropic dye lifetime t (which they measured at sufficiently high dilu­
tion so that GS(t) 1 for all t), they were able to check experimental 
fluorescence intensities against convolutions of their Gaussian ex­
perimental response function with theoretical profiles generated from 
equation (6.2). Excellent visual agreement was obtained, with divergen­
ces of for times up to ~2.5 t (~8 ns). 
GF obtained their fluorescence profiles by KDP sum-frequency mixing 
of rh6G fluorescence with variably delayed 1.06 um pulses from a cw mode-
locked Nd: YAG laser, and the resulting 390 nm up-converted pulses were 
detected by a cooled photomultipiier and lock-in amplifier. In this 
paper, we use time-correlated photon counting to obtain time-dependent 
fluorescences for rh6G in glycerol. This technique (10) offers far supe­
rior data statistics, and autocorrelation functions of the residuals (11) 
can elicit systematic deviations between data and theoretical profiles 
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which are too small to observe using sum-frequency mixing. Our data 
analysis in the next section provides a check on whether the polarized 
fluorescence components actually exhibit the form of equation (6.2), or 
whether the single-exponential factors are distorted, e.g., by excitation 
trapping at rh6G dimers, which accelerates fluorescence decay and renders 
it nonexponential in highly concentrated solutions. Our analysis also 
avoids parameter correlation (covariance) between the rh6G concentration 
(which influences GS(t)) and x in equation (6.2), so that it is unneces­
sary to rely on independent low-concentration measurements to obtain the 
isotropic dye lifetime T. This advantage is important, because T varies 
significantly with rh6G concentration even in 10 wn path-length fluores­
cence cells due to self-absorption (12) and (at higher concentrations) 
excitation trapping. It develops that because the absorption and 
fluorescence spectra of rhSG overlap so much near 540 nm (12), self-
absorption cannot be even approximately suppressed in such thick cells at 
the millimolar concentrations over which excitation transport competes 
efficiently with intramolecular decay. At the lowest rh6G concentra­
tions, our fluorescence decay profiles prove to be indistinguishable from 
theoretical profiles calculated using the three-body Green's function 
GS(t) in equation (6.2) when the autocorrelations of residuals are exam­
ined. Nonstatistical autocorrelations are obtained at the higher rh6G 
concentrations, but these differences are shown to arise largely from 
nonexponentiality in the isotropic decay function (i.e., excitation trap­
ping by rh6G dimers) and from self-absorption, rather than from inaccura­
cies in the three-body Green's function. 
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Experimental Section 
An acousto-optically mode-locked argon ion laser (Coherent Innova 90 
with 5 W plasma tube operated at 26A) pumped a cavity-dumped rh 590 dye 
laser (Coherent CR-599-01 tuned with three-plate birefringent filter) to 
produce tunable picosecond pulses which exhibited zero-background auto­
correlations with ~8 ps fwhm. The mode-locker was a Harris Corporation 
H-401 unit driven at 48 MHz. The 4.8 MHz cavity dumper included a Harris 
Corporation H-lOO acousto-optic modulator and H-102 driver, with folding 
reflectors mounted on Newport Research Corporation beam directors and 
Line Tool Co. translators. Laser performance was monitored and optimized 
with a rotating-mirror real-time autocorrelator (13). 
Commercial rhodamine 590 chloride (rh66) was obtained from Exciton; 
the unpurified dye showed only one TLC spot using Anal tech silica G 
plates and three different solvent systems (ethanol/acetone, ethanol/ 
acetic acid, and n-propanol/formic acid). Fluorescence cells were formed 
from A/4 fused quartz flats (treated with dichlorodimethylsilane) by com­
pressing a drop of solution between two flats. Optical density measure­
ments on rh6G solutions of known concentration in such cells showed that 
this procedure typically yielded solutions with ~10 ym path length. 
Thinner cells (~2 to 4 um) could be obtained by etching the A1 coating 
from a ~4 mm d iameter  c i rcular  area of  an opt ical ly  f la t  f ront -sur face 
reflector, and then bounding the sample between a surface so treated and 
a fused quartz flat. 
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Horizontally polarized dye laser pulses were incident on the horizon­
tal rh6G cell surface at ^75° from normal. Fluorescence was collected 
vertically with a 5 cm f.l. quartz lens and was focused by a 10 cm f.l. 
lens through a variable rectangular aperture prior to detection by a Ha-
mamatsu 1564U microchannel plate phototube (MCP) with bialkali photo-
cathode and borosilicate glass window. The MCP exhibited ~6 x 10^ gain 
at 3000V, 500 nm and a transit time spread of 76 ps at 3200 V. Laser 
scatter and filter fluorescence were minimized by two 3 mm Schott RG-590 
filters and a 3 mm Schott RH-610 filter. Excitation pulses were focused 
with a 10 cm f.l. quartz lens to ~0.1 mm diameter at the cell surface. 
The excitation and analyzer polarizers were Promaster Spectrum 7 photo­
graphic polarizers; the analyzer was placed between the cell and the col­
lecting lens. The differential detector sensitivity to fluorescence pho­
tons polarized parallel and normal to the excitation polarization was 
conservatively less than 2%. 
MCP photocurrent pulses were amplified and inverted using a B&H Elec­
tronics AC3011 MIC (3.15 GHz) 21 dB preamplifier and an EG&G ITIOO in­
verting transformer. Amplified pulses were passed through a Tennelec 
TC455 quad constant-fraction discriminator (CFD) and served as START 
pulses in an Ortec 457 time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). An EG&G 
FOD-100 photodiode operating in the photoconduction mode sampled dye 
laser pulses; its signal was processed through an Ortec 934 quad CFD to 
provide STOP pulses. TAC output was stored in a Canberra Series 30 MCA 
operated in the PHA mode to yield 5.0, 10.0, or 20.0 ps channel resolu­
tion. Instrument functions for deconvolution of raw data were obtained 
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by scattering 575 nm laser pulses from a clean quartz substrate, and 
typically exhibited ~80 ps fwhm. After a transfer to a Digital Equipment 
Corporation MINC-23 system with dual floppy disk drive operating in an 
RT-11 environment with FB monitor, fluorescence profiles were analyzed 
with a Marquardt nonlinear regression (14) program. 
Data Analysis 
For a given fluorescence decay law N(t), the convoiute-and-compare 
analysis forms the convolution Cp in the n^h channel of N(t) with the 
instrument function x(t), 
N 
Cn = % x(i - s)N(n - i), (6.3) 
i=l 
where s is a variable, integral shift parameter. For the trial function 
N(t), we use I^(t) or I_J[t) in equation (6.2), with the three-body ap­
proximation (9) to the Green's function given by the numerical inverse 
Laplace transform (15) of 
QS (e) = t{(it2y2c2/4) [l  -  [1+(32/tt2y2c2)2](eT:_0.1887y2c2)]l/2] 
+ 4(eT - 0.1887Y2C2)} / [4(eT - 0.1887y2C2)2]. (6.4) 
Here y = 0.846 is a constant which arises from the dipole-dipole orienta-
tional dependence of the excitation transfer probability (9), and the 
reduced concentration 
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C  =  G W R O  P  (6.5) 
depends on the dye molecule density p and on the Forster parameter Rq 
which characterizes the excitation hopping rate Wjk between molecules 
with transition moments oriented along dj and d^ separated by distance 
Kjk - dj • d|( - 3(dj • Rjk)(dk • Rjk)' 
Since GS(t) depends on the reduced concentration C and on the iso­
tropic lifetime convolutions of the model functions in equation (6.2) 
with the instrument function contain four adjustable parameters; A, t» 
C, and s. (Cavity-dumping at 4.8 MHz made it unnecessary to include the 
baseline as an adjustable parameter, or to build the mode-locked laser 
pulse periodicity into the modeling function as was done in earlier work 
(16).) These four parameters can be simultaneously optimized in the non­
linear regression program to minimize 
Rjk 
( 6 . 6 )  
N 
X? = Z (Ci -  Yi)2/Yi, (6.7) 
i=M 
where is the number of fluorescence counts accumulated in channel i 
and (M, N) is the channel range used in the analysis. Our 80 ps fwhm 
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instrument function was not wide compared to the 20 ps channel spacing. 
Since the convoiute-and-compare analysis was restricted to integral shift 
parameters s, choosing M=1 produced disproportionate contributions to 
from the rising-edge portion of the fluorescence profiles. Channel M was 
instead typically placed ~10 channels before the peak channel, and the 
continuous curves representing optimized fits to our data profiles 
(Results and Discussion) begin with channel M. 
Covariance can compromise the uniqueness of fits based on simul­
taneous variation of C and T, because increases in C can be compensated 
by increases in t to yield a Green's function which is nearly unchanged 
over the analyzed channel range. The isotropic lifetime x was, there­
fore, extracted from single-exponential fits to magic-angle fluorescence 
profiles, which were accumulated at all rh6G concentrations with an an­
alyzing polarizer aligned at 54.70 from the excitation polarization to 
yield profiles proportional to I,\(t) + 2Ij_(t). The results of such sin­
gle-exponential fits to magic-angle profiles are summarized in Table 6.1 
for five rh6G concentrations between 1.43 x 10-5 m and 4.12 x 10-3 M. 
The cell thickness in all cases was 10 ym. The visual quality of the 
fits is shown for four of the samples in Figure 6-1. Reduced values 
tend to increase with concentration, and they range from ^1.1 to 3.8. 
The relative inaccuracy of the single-exponential fit in the latter case 
arises from nonexponential decay behavior introduced by excitation trap­
ping (17) by rh6G dimers, which are more numerous at the higher con­
centrations. The autocorrelations of residuals (13) 
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(N-M)/2 . i 
E Y-j (Ci-Y-j) Yi+n (C-j+n -  Y-j+p) 
. _ .2N' Izl 
:  V i ( C , . V O ^  ( 6 . 8 )  
i=l 
with N' equal to the number of channels comprising the fluorescence pro­
file, provide a more discriminating test for quality of fit. The nearly 
statistical autocorrelation which is shown for the lowest concentration 
in Figure 6-1 shows that that magic-angle profile is nearly indistin­
guishable from single-exponential decay under present counting 
statistics. 
Table 6-1. Magic angle fits of rhodamine 6G fluorescence profiles 
Sample Concentration, M T , ns Xr 
1 1.43 X 10-5 3.40 1.180 
2 6.29 X 10-4 3.56 1.944 
3 1.62 X 10-3 3.72 2.306 
4 2.45 X 10-3 3.78 3.237 
5 4.12 X 10-3 3.32 3.782 
Of particular interest in Table 6-1 is the marked variation of the 
optimized lifetime ? with rh6G concentration. Though all of the magic-
angle profiles in this table were obtained with 10 ym fluorescence cells, 
self-absorption (which dilates the fluorescence lifetime without sensibly 
Figure 6^1. Magic-angle fluorescence profiles for samples 1, 3, 4, and 5 in Table 6-1. 
Continuous curves are optimized convolutions of single-exponential decay 
functions with the instrument function. Inset plots show autocorrelations 
of residuals. Time calibration is 20 ps per channel. Cell thickness was 
10 y m in each case 
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affecting its exponentiality (12) increases % from 3.40 to 3.78 ns in 
samples 1 through 4; excitation trapping reduces % to 3.32 ns at the 
highest concentration (sample 5). Much larger t variation with rh6G con­
centration (up to 4.83 ns at 2.45 x 10-3 m) was observed in a 100 ym 
cell. Following Hammond (12), the isotropic lifetimes x may be converted 
into lifetimes corrected for self-absorption via 
E(A) is the rh6G emission spectrum normalized to the fluorescence quantum 
yield Qg, ep is the rh6G absorption coefficient at the fluorescence 
wavelength, Ap is the sample absorbance at the fluorescence wavelength, c 
is the solution concentration, and 1 is the cell length. Using values of 
Ep, E(A), and Qq for rh6G in ethanol (12), one obtains the lifetimes xc 
corrected for self-absorption in Table 6-2. For the four lowest con­
centrations, Tc is between 3.37 and 3.39 ns; this mutual consistency 
strongly suggests that self-absorption is the primary origin of lifetime 
dilation in samples 1-4, and that a 10 ym cell is not thin enough to com­
pletely remove this artifact at any of these concentrations. The correc­
tion is almost negligible (^0.3%) in sample 1, but amounts to <12% in 
sample 4. For sample 5, is ~500 ps shorter than those found at lower 
concentrations, indicating that trapping is rapid at 4.12 x 10-3 M. 
Xc " x(l -  aQo) (6.9) 
with 
aQo = 2.65 cl ( 6 . 1 0 )  
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Table 6-2. Lifetime corrections for self-absorption 
Sample Path length (ym) a T, ns Te» ns 
1 10 0.003 3.40 3.39 
2 10 0.058 3.56 3.37 
3 10 0.106 3.72 3.35 
4 10 0.131 3.78 3.32 
5 10 0.160 3.32 2.82 
The magic-angle profile analyses provide initial t values for decon-
volution of the I„(t) and IjL_(t) profiles using equations (6.2) and (6.4) 
as model functions. Both of these profiles are deconvoluted simul­
taneously. with minimization of their combined x^. This procedure effec­
tively eliminates parameter correlation, because the effects of changing 
C (or T) have opposite sign in In(t) and I^^t) according to equation 
(6.2). This was demonstrated in trial deconvolutions of simulated pro­
files, computed by convoiuting a 100 ps fwhm Gaussian instrument function 
with In and Ijl decay laws calculated with equations (6.2) and (6.4) with 
C = 0.5 and T= 4.0 ns. Independent deconvolution of these simulated I„ 
and li profiles yielded optimized lifetimes of 4.016 and 4.008 ns, and 
optimized reduced concentrations of 0.535 and 0.468, respectively (Table 
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6-3). In the linked deconvolution, the conmion values of t and C con­
verged to 3.996 ns and 0.5008 instead. Table 6-3 also shows that con­
siderably larger fractional differences in C are obtained between in­
dependent and linked deconvolutions when C = 0.1 instead of C = 0.5 is 
used to simulate the data profiles; this occurs because GS(t) is less 
sensitive to C when the latter is small. In each of these tests, Gauss­
ian noise was added to the simulated profiles. 
Table 6-3. Deconvolutions of simulated I|, and Ij_ profiles 
T = 4.000 ns C = 0.5000 
Independent Linked 




















T = 4.000 ns C = 0.1000 
Independent Linked 





















Covariance can thus be ruled out as a source of artifacts in our data 
analysis. The magic-angle analyses we have described show that excita­
tion trapping by dimers considerably distorts the isotropic decay be­
havior at the highest concentration, and that lifetime dilation by self-
absorption is difficult to suppress in rh6G solutions. These phenomena 
affect the fluorescence anisotropy (and the measured Green's function 
GS(t)) in ways which are difficult to correct for rigorously. Excitation 
trapping reduces the fluorescence depolarization and the apparent value 
of C, because excitation transport is interrupted at a lifetime shorter 
than the intramolecular lifetime TQ. Self-absorption leads to inflated 
values of the measured reduced concentration, because absorption and 
reemission of fluorescence in solution contributes an additional 
mechanism for depolarization. A realistic assessment of these effects is 
important in a careful experimental test of excitation transport theory. 
Results and Discussion 
The polarized fluorescence profiles are displayed with the optimized 
convolutions of equation (6.2) with the instrument function for samples 
1, 3, 4 and 5 in Figure 6-2. These profiles exhibit the expected trend 
from slight to strong fluorescence depolarization over the rh6G con­
centration range (1.43 x 10-5 to 4.12 x 10-3 M) within the displayed time 
period of ~10 ns. In Table 6.4, we list the final fitting parameters for 
these I,|(t) and I^/t) profiles. The visual fits, the reduced values 
in Table 6-4, and the autocorrelations of residuals shown in Figure 6-2 
Figure 6-2, Fluorescence profiles In(t) and Ij_(t) for samples 1, 3, 4, and 5 in Table 6-1. 
Continuous curves are optimized convolutions of model functions computed from 
equations (6.2) and (6.4) with the instrument function. Upper and lower inset 
plots show autocorrelations of residuals for Iii(t) and IjL(t), respectively. 
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Table 6-4. Fitting parameters for anistropic fluorescence profiles 
I„(t) = Ae-t/x[l + 0.8GS(t)] 
IJt) = Ae-t/x[l - 0.4GS(t)] 
Sample t. ns C 
1 II 3.41 0.0675 1.141 
-L 1.172 
2 U 3.68 0.368 1.318 
i. 1.926 
3 3.77 0.927 1.270 
J- 2.153 
4 11 3.69 1.22 3.006 
i- 4.501 
5 » 3.22 1.26 6.170 
5.268 
all tend to worsen at the highest rh6G concentrations. The origin of 
part of these discrepancies is clearly the fact that the magic-angle pro­
files are not precisely single exponential (Figure 6-1), especially at 
the highest concentrations, so that the single-exponential isotropic fac­
tors in equation (6.2) cannot represent the true decay behavior. The 
least-squares program attempts to compensate for this nonexponentiality 
by adjustment of the parameters in GS(t) when fitting I,^(t) and Ij_(t), 
with the result that the autocorrelations in some cases (samples 2 and 3) 
are markedly better for the I„(t) profile than for the magic-angle pro­
file. The trend in optimized reduced concentrations C versus rh66 
molarity M is summarized in Figure 6-3 for samples 1-5, with additional 
Figure 6-3. Optimized reduced concentrations C of rh6G 
solutions, from nonlinear least-squares fits to 
In(t) and I_L(t) profiles of model functions cal­
culated from three-body Green's function G^(t). 
Data points are included for solutions in 10 ym 
cell (!) and 100 jjm cell (0). Straight lines give 
actual reduced concentration versus rh6G solution 
molarity for dyes with Forster parameters 
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data points added for a sample with M = 1.76 x 10-4 m. Solutions with 
cell thicknesses of both 10 urn and 100 ym (whose profiles and fitting 
parameters are not shown) are included in this plot. C should in princi­
ple be proportional to M through equation (6.5); this is approximately 
obeyed only by the 10 ym samples over the limited concentration range 
(6 X 10-4 to 2.4 X 10-3 M), where the proportionality factor corresponds 
0 
to Rq ~ 60A. At higher concentrations, C values obtained in both 10 m 
and 100 ym cells level off due to excitation trapping, which artificially 
depreciates the apparent reduced concentration. The separations between 
the 10 ym and 100 pm data points at the other concentrations are a con­
sequence of greater self-absorption in the thicker samples, and they show 
that this effect can materially influence the measured fluorescence an-
isotropy as well as the isotropic lifetimes in our samples (Table 6-2). 
Our method of data analysis formally differs from that of GF in that 
these authors varied C to most closely match their profiles with convolu­
tions of equation (6.2) at one concentration (2.6 x lO-^M, comparable to 
that of our sample 4). This optimized value of C (0.83) was used to in-
0 
fer that Rq = 50A, and this Forster parameter was used to calculate 
theoretical decay profiles for comparison with their data obtained at 
other concentrations, yielding visually excellent results. If they were 
so handled, our data would have yielded similar results, but with a some-
0 
what larger empirical value of Rq between 50 and 60A (Figure 6-3). What 
our present analysis shows is that the apparently small differences 
between the calculated and experimental profiles arise primarily from 
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self-absorption and excitation trapping artifacts, rather than from dis­
crepancies between the three-body and true Green's functions GS(t). 
Avoiding such artifacts would require better sample design: thinner sam­
ple cells and more effective inhibition of rh6G aggregation. GF employed 
cells ranging from 300 to 5 ym in thickness, and we used 10 y m cells at 
all of our concentrations. Figure 6-3 and Table 6-2 together suggest 
that cells thinner than ~2 ym should be used, at least at the highest 
concentrations. We constructed such cells by etching 4 mm diameter areas 
of A1 coating from V4 glass substrates using HF solution, only to find 
that the substrate material itself fluoresced in the red under 575 nm 
laser excitation. Experiments with a well-constructed wn thick cell 
are planned in our laboratory. Excitation trapping is clearly a more 
persistent problem, particularly in the dynamically interesting high-
concentration regime in which breakdowns in any self-consistent ap­
proximation to GS(t) will first become apparent. Self-absorption can be 
minimized in well-designed transient-grating experiments (18) to test the 
excitation transport theory. Such experiments do not offer data with the 
statistical quality available in photon counting, and their results are 
similarly influenced by excitation trapping if the latter is not properly 
taken into account. 
Our data points for the two lowest concentrations in Figure 6-3 lie 
significantly higher than would be expected for physically reasonable 
Forster parameters Rq. Self-absorption is not likely to contribute sig­
nificantly at such concentrations; the large divergences are in part a 
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consequence of the relative insensitivity of GS(t) to C for t ^  2T when 
C 5 0.1. 
In summary, a rigorous least-squares analysis of polarized photon-
counting fluorescence profiles from rh6G in glycerol shows that differen­
ces between the theoretical and experimental decay curves are dominated 
by trapping and self-absorption. These differences are not particularly 
large (especially when viewed on a linear scale as in Figure 6-2), and in 
this sense the three-body Green's function does provide a very good ap­
proximation to the true Green's function in the present three-dimensional 
disordered systems. An original motivation of this work was to determine 
whether systematic errors could be detected in the three-body Green's 
function, thereby identifying areas for further improvement in the theo­
ry. Our technology and data analysis are sufficiently well developed to 
achieve this in samples in which excitation trapping can be suppressed 
during the excited state lifetime, and work is in progress to develop 
such samples. 
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CHAPTER VII. EXCITATION TRANSPORT AND FLUORESCENCE ANISTROPY 
OF RHODAMINE 3B ON AMORPHOUS QUARTZ 
Introduction 
Electronic excitation transport and trapping in disordered systems 
have provided challenging problems to theorists interested in predicting 
time-dependent observables such as excited state populations, fluores­
cence depolarization, and the transient grating effect (1). Such proper­
ties may be extracted from solutions to the coupled master equations 
which govern the set of probabilities pj that electronic excitation re­
sides on molecule j at time t. In the absence of excitation trapping, 
these master equations assume the form (2) 
for a system of N identical donor molecules with intramolecular excited 
state lifetime -rg. The coefficients Wj|< are Forster dipole-dipole tran­
sition rates (3) 
where rjk is the position of molecule j relative to that of molecule k, 
dj and dj^ are unit vectors along the respective transition moments, and 
Rq is the intermolecular separation at which excitation transport and 
N 
E Wjk (Pk - Pj) - Pj/TD 
k 
(7.1) 
Wjk  =  [d j 'dk  -  3 (d j - r jk ) (d \ - r jk ) ]2 ,  (7.2) 
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intramolecular decay have equal probability. Since excitation can mi­
grate from molecule to molecule in sequences with unlimited length and 
topology, exact solutions to the master equations have not been achieved 
for arbitrary donor molecule number densities in systems of any dimen­
sionality. Early attempts to approximate the master equation solutions 
tended to assume either that one or two excitation migrations occurred at 
most during the donor excited state lifetime (4, 5), or that excitation 
sharing was limited to nearest (6) or nearest and next-nearest neighbors 
(7). 
Beginning in 1979, Andersen, Payer and their coworkers developed 
Green's function expansions of the master equation solutions (8-11) to 
yield successive self-consistent approximations to GS(t), the time-
dependent probability that electronic excitation will be found on the 
photon-excited donor molecule. GS(t) is experimentally observable using 
the transient-grating effect (12), and is also related to the time-
dependent fluorescence depolarization (13) by 
, Iu(t) - Ij.(t) 
® ° I,|(t) + Z l j t )  (7.3) 
in three-dimensional systems, where I,\(t) and Ij_(t) are the fluorescence 
intensity components polarized parallel and normal to the linearly 
polarized excitation. It has been verified (13) that the next-lowest 
(three-body) self-consistent approximation to GS(t) in three dimensions 
(8) yields calculated fluorescence polarization components in excellent 
agreement with those observed in concentrated dye solutions, and the 
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master equation has been considered essentially solved for three-
dimensional disordered systems. 
For two-dimensional systems (e.g., molecules adsorbed onto a flat 
surface, comparable master equation solutions are not available because 
in two dimensions the three-body Green's function GS(t) fails to converge 
at long times (14). The lowest-order, two-body approximation (11) is 
expected to be less reliable in two than in three dimensions because den­
sity expansions tend to converge less rapidly in systems with lower 
dimensionality. No experimental measurements of two-dimensional GS(t) 
have been reported to our knowledge. In this work, we have measured 
fluorescence anisotropies for rhodamine 3B (R3B) adsorbed onto optically 
flat fused quartz. Our experimental fluorescence components I^(t) and 
Ij_(t) are deconvoluted with model decay functions which incorporate the 
two-dimensional, two-body Green's function GS(t) for donor molecules ran­
domly distributed on a flat surface. At very low coverages, we find that 
essentially no fluorescence depolarization occurs within several donor 
lifetimes (or equivalently that GS(t)->• 1 for all t); this implies that 
dye reorientation contributes negligibly to the observed fluorescence 
depolarization, which then arises exclusively from excitation transport 
among motionless, adsorbed donors. R3B was chosen for the donor species 
because it dimerizes much less in our surface coating procedure than many 
dyes (including cresyl violet (15)), is free of acid-base equilibria 
which complicate the fluorescence profiles of rhodamine B (16, 17), and 
exhibits an Sj-^Sq absorption band (emax 1.2 x 10^ at 555 nm in ethanol) 
which can be pumped by a rhodamine 590 synchronously-pumped dye laser. 
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The relationship between GS(t) and the fluorescence components I (t) 
and I (t) depends on the angular distribution of fixed donor transition 
moments on the surface (18), so a knowledge of this distribution is im­
portant to the data analysis. It is possible to priori that R3B 
molecules adsorbed on V4 fused quartz can experience microscopic surface 
roughness with a mean periodicity small enough to produce transition mo­
ments which are nearly randomly oriented in three dimensions. Second-
harmonic anisotropy measurements on "optically flat fused quartz" sub­
strates coated with less than one monolayer of xanthene dyes (rhodamine 
66, rhodamine B, and acidic fluorescein (19, 20) have implied that the 
transition moments in these systems form characteristic fixed angles 0* 
from the macroscopic surface normal (Figure 7-1), with random distribu­
tions in the azimuthal adsorption angle <{i. The derived adsorption angles 
(e.g., 6* = 52 + 4° and 55 + 4° for the long-axis polarized Sj-^-Sq transi­
tions in rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B, respectively) support the hypothe­
sis that adsorption occurs through bonding of the -COOH or -COOR groups 
to the fused silica substrate. Since these substrates are not absolutely 
flat on a molecular scale, our transition moment distributions cannot 
actually be restricted to single, sharp cones of half-angles 6*. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 7-2(a), which compares fluorescence profiles (ob­
tained by techniques described in the Experimental Section) for R3B on 
V4 quartz excited by horizontally and by vertically polarized laser 
pulses. The fluorescence was collected along the vertical surface normal 
in both cases without an analyzing polarizer. The two profiles should 
Figure 7-1. Experimental geometry. The surface lies in the xy plane. Laser pulses are 
y-polarized in most of this work, and fluorescence is observed along the 
z-axis. For analysis, dye transition moments are assumed to be randomly 
distributed on a cone of half-angle e* from surface normal 
L A S E R  
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Figure 7-2. Fluorescence profiles from R3B on optically flat 
quartz, viewed along surface normal (a) without 
analyzing polarizer for out-of-plane (upper) and 
in-plane (lower) laser polarizations; (b) for in-
plane laser excitation with a perpendicular analyzing 
polarizer (upper) and with no analyzing polarizer 
(lower). Counting times were adjusted to yield 
10^ peak counts in each profile. R3B coverage is 
similar to that of sample 3 in Table 7-1. Time 
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exhibit identical time dependence if the transition moments are restrict­
ed to a single cone with its symmetry axis parallel to the surface nor­
mal. They would differ materially if the transition moments were random­
ly oriented in three dimensions, and would correspond to I\j(t) + Ij^(t) 
and 2I^(t) in the three-dimensional notation of equation (7.3). In Fig­
ure 7-2(b), we contrast horizontally excited fluorescence profiles col­
lected from the same R3B/quartz sample (i) with an analyzing polarizer 
oriented perpendicular to the excitation polarization and (ii) with no 
analyzing polarizer. Since the difference between the pair of profiles 
in Figure 7-2(b) is much larger than that in Figure 7-2(a), fluorescence 
depolarization in our R3B/quartz systems is dominated by changes in the 
azimuthal adsorption angle <}> attending excitation transport, rather than 
by ensemble variations in the orientation of the cone axis. As a first 
approximation, it will therefore be assumed that the R3B transition mo­
ments are restricted to lie on the surface of a single cone of half-angle 
e* (whose value does not enter in the relationship between GS(t) and the 
time-dependent fluorescence polarization components) aligned parallel to 
the macroscopic surface normal. 
In the next section, we derive expressions for yt) and I^^t) in 
terms of GS(t) for our experimental geometry, and obtain the two-
dimensional, two-body Green's function GS(t) using Forster dipole-dipole 
transition rates Wjx with the correct orientation dependence (12). The 
Experimental Section contains the experimental procedure. In the Data 
Analysis section, we describe the data treatment, a nonlinear least-
squares convoiute-and-compare analysis which uses model decay functions 
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derived from the two-body Green's function and which fits the isotropic 
and anisotropic parts of I,,(t) and I^(t) independently in order to avoid 
covariance between the isotropic lifetime parameters and the parameters 
in GS(t). In the section presenting Results and Discussion, several fac­
tors which specifically influence the interpretation of surface fluores­
cence anisotropy measurements are considered. These include surface 
flatness, positional randomness of fluorescing donors on the surface, 
effects of excitation trapping on fluorescence anisotropy, and effects of 
site inhomogeneity on the observed isotropic decay behavior. 
Calculation of Fluorescence Components and the Two-Body 
Green's Function GS(t) 
The long-axis polarized Si-^-Sq absorption and fluorescence transitions 
in R3B are assumed to have parallel transition moments which are aligned 
at a fixed angle e* from the surface normal the z-axis, but are randomly 
distributed in ((,. The excitation polarization lies in the surface plane 
(the xy-plane) and is parallel to the y-axis; the pumping pulses propa­
gate in the xz plane. The orientational probability distribution for 
excited state transition moments at time t after laser pulse excitation 
at t=0 is (21) 
W(e<|)t) = fà<i> Jde G(8o*o|8*t) W(8o*o), (7.4) 
0 0 
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where G(8Q*Q|8*t) is a Green's function propagator and W(6o*o) is the 
initial probability distribution created by electric-dipole absorption at 
t = 0. Since 6 is fixed at the adsorption angle 0*, this becomes 
W(<t>t) = / d* G(<|)ol't't) W(*o) (7.5) 0 
with 
W(*o) = 1 sinZe* cosZ^g. (7.6) 
The angles i|) and <J)o are measured from the y-axis. The propagator can be 
expanded in terms of $m(*) " (2n)-l/2 exp (im40, 
» * 
G ( # o l * t )  = 2  C m  ( t )  $  m  ( 4 ^ )  (  " I " )  ( 7 . 7 )  
m = 
and obeys the boundary conditions 
00 * 
G(*ol*0) = 6(* - *0)= : (*o) ®m (*) (7.8) 
m = -" 
|d(|) G (i^ol^t) = 1. 0 
This requires that Co(t) = 1 and c^ (0) = 1. Combining equations (7.5) -
(7.8) then implies that the orientational probability distribution must 
evolve as 
sin^e * 




The fluorescence components I^(t) and I^(t) observed along the z-axis are 
I,^(t) = P(t) /d({i W (*t) sin^e*cos?^ 
= P(t) sin^e* (1 +yC2(t))/2 (7.10a) 
Ztt 
Ii(t) = P(t) /d(j)W (^t) sinZ 0* sinZ* 
= P{t) sin4 0* (1 -lc2 (t))/2, (7.10b) 
where P(t) is the isotropic decay law. It may be shown that if all of 
the fluorescence depolarization proceeds via electronic excitation hop­
ping between stationary dye molecules on the surface, C2(t) can be iden­
tified with GS(t), the exact probability that the excitation is found on 
the laser-excited dye molecule at time t. Graver (18) has shown that for 
the present transition moment adsorption geometry and excitation 
polarization 
1,1 (t) - ii(t) 
°  '  i„ ( t ) .  y t ,  •  
which is consistent with equation (7.10). This equation supersedes equa­
tion (7.3), which describes fluorescence depolarization in a three-
dimensionally random distribution of transition moments. No knowledge of 
the adsorption angle e* is required to extract GS(t) from the fluores­
cence components using equation (7.11), provided fluorescence is observed 
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along the surface normal. If the surface were inclined by an angle X 
about the y-axis, equation (7.11) would be replaced by 
I,, cos^x (1 + 2 tan^x cot^e*) - I. 
GS(t) = 2 (7.12) 
1,1 COS^X + IjL 
Loring and Payer (11) derived a self-consistency equation for the 
Laplace transform of the two-body Green's function GS(t) in two dimen­
sions in the absence of excitation trapping, 
, . w 12 -1 
GS(E) = (E + p jdri2 : ) • (7.13) 
( 1 + 2  G S ( e )  W 1 2 )  
Here p is the surface number density of donor molecules. For simplicity 
the transfer rate W12 was set equal to the orientationally averaged 
Forster rate (Ro/ri2)®/TD, leading to 
ttC 4 1/2 26S(e) -2/3 -1 
GS(E) = (E + __ (__) ( ) ) . (7.14) 
27 TQ 
C = ttRq^p is the (dimension!ess) reduced donor coverage, and equals the 
mean number of donor molecules occupying a circle of radius Rq. Using 
the correct orientational dependence in W12 yields instead the self-
consistency equation 
= (s + al/3 dMii2|Kl2|2/3)"'. (7.15) 
"^D 27 ID 
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where 
Kl2 = di"d2 - 3 (di.ri2) (d2«ri2) 
and 
a = (cos^e* + i sin^e*)~l. 
4 
The integral in equation (7.15) is carried out over all orientations 
and ^2 of transition moment pairs randomly distributed on the 0* cone. 
Consideration of the anisotropy in wx2 therefore replaces the reduced 
coverage C in the two-body Green's function with YC, where 
is a constant which depends on the cone angle e*. A similar result is 
obtained when the anisotropy in wi2 is incorporated into calculating the 
two-body, three-dimensional Green's function (13); in that case, the re­
duced concentration of donor species becomes multiplied by 
This correction brings theoretical fluorescence profiles into excellent 
agreement with experimental fluorescence components emitted by rhodamine 
6G solutions in glycerol (13). Our reduced dye coverages are far less 
precisely known than then reduced dye concentrations used in solution 
work, since our submonolayer R3B coatings generally exhibit optical den­
sities <0.002 at their absorption maximum. We therefore approach com­
parisons of our experimental profiles with theory by determining to what 
(7.16) 
Y = (|-)l/2 Jdnidn21^12 I = 0.846. (7.17) 
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extent agreement is possible for optimized reduced coverages C in non­
linear least-squares analyses using the two-body, two-dimensional form of 
GS(t). 
Experimental Section 
A Coherent Innova 90 argon ion laser with 5W plasma tube operated at 
26A was acousto-optically mode-locked by a Harris Corporation H-401 unit 
driven at 48 MHz. It pumped a cavity-dumped rh 590 dye laser (Coherent 
CR-599-01 with three-place birefringent filter), which produced tunable 
picosecond pulses with ~8ps fwhm. The cavity dumper combined a Harris 
Corporation H-lOO AOM crystal, an H-102 driver synchronized with the 
mode-locker driver to provide a 4.8 MHz repetition rate, and optics 
mounted on Newport Research Corporation beam directors and Line Tool Co. 
translators. A real-time rotating-mirror zero-background autocorrelator 
(22) provided monitoring and optimization of laser performance. 
Rhodamine 38 perchlorate (R3B) was obtained from Eastman Kodak Laser 
Products and was used without further purification. TLC of R3B on Anal-
tech Silica Gel G plates revealed only one spot with ethanol/acetone, 
ethanol/acetic acid and n-propanol/formic acid solvents. The surface 
substrates were V4 fused quartz. In most experiments, substrates were 
treated with dichlorodimethylsilane prior to dipping in aqueous R3B solu­
tions with varied concentration (3.7 x 10-9 M to 7.4 x 10"? M), yielding 
hydrophobic surfaces with macroscopically uniform dye coatings of less 
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than one monolayer. To test for possible effects of adsorption site in-
homogeneity on fluorescence properties, some substrates were untreated, 
or treated with monochlorotrimethylsilane before dye coating. Untreated 
substrates yielded visibly less uniform coverage (observed by total 
fluorescence count rate monitoring during computer-controlled transla-
tional surface scanning), but the time-dependent fluorescence profiles 
were not markedly sensitive to surface pretreatment. Such surface scans 
identified fluorescence "hot spots" arising from surface scratches or 
other imperfections, and profile accumulations were limited to uniformly 
coated areas. 
Horizontally polarized dye laser pulses at 575 nm were focused to 
~0.1 mm diameter at ^75° incidence on horizontal quartz substrates coated 
with R3B. Fluorescence was collected vertically with a 5 cm f.l. quartz 
lens and condensed by a 10 cm f.l. lens through a variable rectangular 
aperture onto a Hamamatsu 1564U MicroChannel plate phototube (MCP) with 
bialkali photocathode and borosilicate glass window. The MCP exhibited 
~6xl05 gain at 3000V, 500 nm and a transit time spread of 76 ps at 3200V. 
3 mm Schott filters (two R6-590 and one RG-610) screened 575 nm laser 
scatter and filter fluorescence from the MCP. The dye laser polarization 
was purified with a Promaster Spectrum 7 polarizer; an identical 
polarizer was used as analyzer between the substrate and collecting lens. 
The differential sensitivity to parallel- and perpendicular-polarized 
light was less than 2%. 
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Photocurrent pulses were amplified and inverted with a B&H Elec­
tronics AC3011 MIC (3.15 GHz) 21 dB preamplifier and an EG&G ITIOO in­
verting transformer. The amplified pulses were processed in a Tennelec 
TC455 quad constant-fraction discriminator (CFD) and were used as START 
pulses in an Ortec 457 time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). The signal 
from dye laser pulses sampled by an EG&G FOD-100 photodiode in the photo-
conduction mode was passed through an Ortec 934 quad CFD to provide STOP 
pulses. TAC output was accumulated in a Canberra Series 30 MCA in the 
PHA mode, yielding 5.0, 10.0, or 20.0 ps channel resolution. Laser pul­
ses scattered from a clean quartz substrate were used for generating in­
strument functions (^80 ps fwhm) for deconvolution of raw data. 
Fluorescence profiles were transferred to a Digital Equipment Cor­
poration MINC-23 system with dual floppy disk drive operating in an RT-11 
environment and analyzed with a Marquardt nonlinear regression (23) 
program. 
Data Analysis 
Given a trial decay law N(t), the convoiute-and-compare analysis com­
putes the convolution C^ in the nth channel of N(t) with the instrument 
function x(t). 
n 




The variable shift parameter s allows for delay variations between pro­
files evaluated under changing experimental conditions. Following equa­
tion (7.10) and the subsequent discussion, we use as trial functions for 
I„(t) and Ij,(t) 
I„(t) = AP(t) (1 + GS(t)/2), 
(7.19) 
Wt) = AP(t) (1 - GS(t)/2), 
where GS(t), the two-body two-dimensional Green's function, is the in­
verse Laplace transform of 
GS(e) = {(!_ + {L. + 0.01637«M/2U/3 
2E 40^ 
+ (1_ - (1_ + 0.016370)1/2)1/313. (7.20) 
2e 4e^ 
At this level of approximation, GS(t) depends on the single parameter 
a = C3/td. (7.21) 
Equation (7.19) implies that the analyzing polarizer's magic angle, at 
which the detected fluorescence profiles will behave as P(t) for our as­
sumed adsorption geometry, is 45° (vs. 54.7° for fluorescence emitted 
from solutions). Three fluorescence profiles were typically accumulated 
from each sample: I„(t), I^^(t), and a magic angle profile. Ideally, 
P(t) should be a single-exponential decay function, and we have in fact 
obtained excellent single-exponential fits to magic-angle profiles from 
rhodamine 6G in glycerol in all but the most concentrated solutions, in 
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which excitation trapping by dye dimers distorts the isotropic decay 
function P(t) (23). For R3B on quartz, however, single-exponential fits 
to magic-angle profiles consistently yielded large values of 
N 
x2 = Z (Ci - Yi)2/Yi, (7.22) 
i=M 
where is the experimental number of counts in channel i and (M, N) is 
the channel range used in the analysis. Even at the lowest R3B 
coverages, excellent fits (reduced between 0.901 and 1.068) resulted 
from using a triexponential model function to analyze magic angle pro­
files obtained from most of our R3B/quartz samples (Table 7-1). This 
departure of the isotropic decay function P(t) from single-exponentiality 
can arise from adsorption site inhomogeneity, from dye inhomogeneity, or 
from excitation trapping by adsorbed dye aggregates. The first two caus­
es are unlikely because (i) we obtained results similar to those in Table 
7-1 for R3B coated onto untreated quartz substrates as well as substrates 
treated with dichlorodimethylsilane or monochlorotrimethylsilane; (ii) 
the R3B dye purity was verified by TLC (previous section), and its -CO^Et 
functional group cannot produce the carboxylic acid-base equilibrium ex­
hibited by dyes like rhodamine B (16); and (iii) the nonexponential 
character of P(t) increases markedly with surface coverage in Table 7-1. 
In samples 1-3, the magic-angle profiles were dominated by a long compo­
nent with lifetime T3 = 4.05 + 0.1 ns; in the two samples with higher 
coverage, T3 decreases to 3.63 and 2.67 ns and the shorter lifetime com­
ponents gain more importance. Excitation trapping by aggregates is 
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therefore a major origin of nonexponentiality in P(t) at our higher 
coverages. This concentration behavior parallels that observed in solu­
tion (13, 23) but is more pronounced because dyes form aggregates more 
readily on surfaces than in alcoholic solution (15). 
Table 7-1. Triexponential fitting parameters for magic-angle profiles 












1 3.7 X 10-9 1.0 3.59 19.10 1.86 54.1 4.07 1.068 
2 7.4 X 10-9 1.0 0.194 5.71 2.23 17.0 4.13 0.901 
3 3.7 X 10-8 1.0 0.976 6.27 2.36 17.8 3.95 0.948 
4 7.4 X 10-8 1.0 0.327 4.85 1.65 12.5 3.63 1.031 
5 7.4 X 10-7 1.0 0.186 2.12 1.08 2.88 2.67 1.070 
The experimental and Ij_ profiles are then deconvoluted using equa­
tions (7.19) and (7.20) with the isotropic lifetime parameters in P(t) 
fixed as determined in the analyses of the magic-angle profiles. 
Parameter correlation between P(t) and GS(t) is thus avoided. GS(t) it­
self contains only a (defined in equation (7.21)) as an adjustable 
parameter in the two-body approximation, so GS(t) contributes very little 
functional flexibility to I,|(t) and Ij_(t). Both of the latter profiles 
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are deconvoluted simultaneously, and their combined is minimized using 
a common, optimized « value. The inverse Laplace transform of equation 
(7.20) is evaluated numerically (24) in order to compute GS(t) during 
deconvolution. Our 80 ps fwhm instrument function is not wide compared 
to the 20 ps channel spacing used in most of this work. The convolute-
and-compare algorithm is restricted to integral shift parameters s (equa­
tion (7.18)), so that choosing M=1 as the initial channel for computing 
x2 (equation (7.22)) produces disproportionate contributions to from 
the sharply rising portions of the fluorescence profiles. Channel M is 
therefore typically placed ~10 channels before the peak channel, and the 
continuous curves which represent convolutions of the optimized model 
functions with the instrument function in the figures accompanying the 
Results and Discussion section all begin with channel M. 
The quality of data fits using the model functions in equation (7.19) 
can be estimated by evaluating the autocorrelations of residuals (25), 
(N - M)/2 
2N i = 1 Yi^^ (Ci - Yi) Yi(n (Ci+n - Yi+p) (7.23) 
An = TTW N ' 
E Yi (Ci - Yi)2 
i=l 
where N is the number of channels comprising the fluorescence profile. 
The autocorrelation Ag in channel 0 is unity. For model functions which 
are indistinguishable from the true decay functions, the autocorrelations 
An in other channels consist of random statistical fluctuations about 
Ap = 0. Such statistical autocorrelations were obtained for all of the 
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triexponential fits to the magic-angle profiles summarized in Table 7-1, 
meaning that the triexponential decay model is sufficiently flexible to 
replicate the observed isotropic decays P(t) to within photon counting 
fluctuations. These triexponential fits serve only as phenomenological 
descriptions of P(t) for deconvolution of the In and Ij, profiles using 
variable GS(t) in equation (7.19), and physical interpretations of the 
preexponential and lifetime parameters in Table 7-1 do not enter in the 
data analysis. Strictly speaking, excitation trapping by aggregates in­
fluences the fluorescence anisotropy as well as P(t) and the relation 
between the fluorescence components I„(t) and Ii.(t) and the Green's func­
tion GS(t) in equation (7.19) is applicable only in the limit where the 
donor-donor excitation hopping rate greatly exceeds the rate of excita­
tion trapping. This approximation is more nearly obeyed in samples 1-3 
(in which the isotropic decay behavior varies slowly with donor coverage) 
than in samples 4 and 5, where the long-component lifetime T3 in Table 7-
1 begins to decrease rapidly with increased coverage. Gochanour and 
Payer (13) observed isotropic lifetime shortening from 3.1 to ~2.85 ns in 
their most highly concentrated rhodamine 6G/glycerol solutions, and cor­
rected for this effect by using reduced lifetimes in the isotropic decay 
portion of their three-dimensional analogs to equation (7.19). Such cor­
rections are inherent in our procedure of using the least-squares triex­
ponential parameters from Table 7-1 in P(t) while varying a in GS(t) to 
fit the observed fluorescence anisotropy. 
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Results and Discussion 
The experimental I^(t) and Ij.(t) profiles are plotted for samples 2-5 
in Figure 7-3; the same spots were irradiated on these surfaces to obtain 
both these profiles and the magic-angle profiles described in Table 7-1. 
The continuous curves are convolutions of the model functions in equation 
(7.19) with the instrument function, optimized with respect to « and the 
shift parameters s in equation (7.18). The upper and lower inset plots 
in each part of Figure 7-3 show the autocorrelations of residuals (equa­
tion (7.23)) for I,/t) and Ij^(t), respectively. The time scale in Figure 
7-3 spans ca. 10 ns, or more than 2td for R3B on quartz. At the lowest 
coverage shown in Figure 7-3 (sample 2), the fluorescence depolarization 
is relatively small because Iil/Ij. changes comparatively little between 
t=0 and 2t0; much larger depolarizations are evident in samples 3-5. 
In Table 7-2, we list the final least-squares fitting parameter 
the reduced x^, and the reduced coverage computed from C=(ctT[))l/3 using 
T0=4.05 ns, for samples 1-5. The optimized reduced coverage C generally 
increases with the concentration of R3B coating solution used; a notable 
exception is the fact that C turns out to be larger for the irradiated 
point on sample 3 than for that on sample 4. At the highest coverage 
studied (C=0.651 for sample 5 in Table 7-2), the mean separation between 
0 
nearest-neighbor donor molecules is still larger than Ro~51 A for R3B on 
quartz (26). At and above such coverages, the fluorescence count rate 
decayed noticeably during a typical counting period of ~5 min. Stable 
Figure 7-3. Fluorescence profiles In(t) and Ij,(t) for samples 2-5 in Table 7-1. Continuous 
curves are optimized convolutions of the model functions in equation (7.19) with 
the instrument function. Upper and lower inset plots show autocorrelations of 
residuals for I„(t) and Ij.(t), respectively. Time calibration is 20 ps/channel; 
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count rates were obtained at lower coverages, implying that coverage-
dependent photochemistry depleted the surface density of R3B monomers at 
sufficiently high densities. This photochemistry precluded studying 
coverages higher than that in sample 5; in the latter case, excitation 
trapping visibly accelerates the decay in the profiles of Figure 7-2(5) 
in comparison to the decay observed in samples 2-4 (Figure 7-3(2-4)). 
Table 7-2. Fitting parameters for anisotropic fluorescence profiles^ 
Ii,(t) = P(t) (1+1 GS(t)) 
Ij.(t) = P(t) (1 - I GS(t)) 
Sample a. ns-1 cb Xr? 
1 II 1.29 X 10-4 0.0805 1.004 
J. 1.119 
2 M 2.75 X 10-4 0.104 1.104 
L 1.055 
3 W 2.16 X 10-2 0.444 1.009 
1 1.046 
4 \l 1.75 X 10-2 0.414 1.288 
1 1.229 
5 11 6.80 X 10-2 0.651 1.676 
1 2.155 
&Triexponential parameters in P(t) fixed at values listed in Table 7-
1. 
^Computed assuming o = 4.05 ns. 
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In Figure 7-4, we plot optimized reduced coverages versus concentra­
tion of aqueous R3B coating solution for triads of profiles obtained by 
(i) pumping of a given spot, (ii) consecutive pumping of the same spot, 
and (iii) pumping of a new spot. Photochemistry tends to produce spreads 
in C values which are largest at the highest coverage, although con­
siderable scatter is also observed at the lowest coverage because in this 
regime GS(t) is a weak function of a (GS(t) ^ 1 for all t when a-»-0). 
These reduced coverages are not linear in the coating solution concentra­
tion, but their locus resembles a Langmuir isotherm in that C levels off 
at the higher concentrations (27). The continuous curves are plots of 
the Langmuir type I isotherm function 
C = "M 
1 + BM (7.24) 
for several values of the ratio a/e, which equals the limiting coverage 
at large coating solution molarities M. Near-Langmuir adsorption be­
havior has been reported for rhodamine B solution-coated onto Sn02 and 
glass (28), and the implications of Figure 7-4 for the interpretation of 
our data will be discussed below. 
The visual agreement between the optimized convolutions and the 
fluorescence profiles in Figure 7-3 is so close that the autocor­
relation functions are useful for determining how well equation (7.19) 
models the decay behavior. The autocorrelations are statistical for the 
I„(t) and Ij^(t) profiles from samples 1 (not shown), 2, and 3; systemati­
cally nonstatistical autocorrelations appear in samples 4 and 5. The 
Figure 7-4. Optimized reduced coverages C for nonlinear least-squares fits to I„(t) and 
Ii(t) profiles for samples 1-5, plotted versus concentration M of R3B coating 
solution for (0) irradiation of an initial spot, (A) consecutive irradiation 
of the same spot, and (Q) irradiation of a new spot on R3B - coated quartz. 
Continuous curves are Langmuir adsorption functions C = aM/(l + gM) for 
limiting reduced coverages ot/3 = 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 (bottom through top), 
adjusted to pass through C = 0.1 at 5.0 x 10"^ M. The numerical value of 
Y = 1.10, computed using equation (7.16) with e* = 52° (19), was used to 
adjust the optimized reduced coverages for this figure 
1  I  I  I  I  1 1 1 1  I  I  I  I  I  1 1 1 1  I I I I I I 1 1  
—9 —8 —7 —6 
LOG CONCENTRATION (M) 
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latter deviations are not a consequence of modeling artifacts in the iso­
tropic decay functions P(t), since our triexponential fits to the magic-
angle profiles (Table 7-1) yielded statistical autocorrelations similar 
to those in Figure 7-3(2) in all five samples. Close inspection of the 
unreduced plots for Figure 7-3(5) reveals that the deviations in and Ij_ 
anticorrelate, and so they arise from disagreement between the optimized 
two-body Green's function GS(t) and the observed anisotropy function 
C2(t), which enters with opposite sign in the parallel and perpendicular 
components of equation (7.10). The two-body Green's function contributes 
appreciably to the observed decay in Iu(t) and Ij_(t) even for C = 0.08 
(sample 1), since GS(t) in this approximation decays from 1.0 to 0.916 by 
t = 2t[) for this value of C. The nonexponential character in GS(t) evol­
ves rapidly as C is increased from 0.1 to 1.0 (Figure 7-5), and it ap­
pears remarkable that statistical autocorrelations are obtainable for C 
as large as 0.444 (sample 3). The quality of any self-consistent ap­
proximation to GS(t) declines as the reduced coverage or concentration is 
increased (8, 15), and in this context the nonstatistical autocorrela­
tions obtained at the highest coverages in Figure 7-3 are not surprising. 
However, a likelier cause for the larger deviation at higher coverage 
is excitation trapping. The R3B coverages which are spanned in Figure 
7-4 are all too low for direct spectroscopic measurement of the actual 
R3B surface number density P(= C/'^RQ^). The optical density of a quartz 
surface coated with 7.4 x 10"^ M aqueous R3B was determined to be 0.002 + 
.00025 using a Perkin-Elmer 320 UV-visible spectrophotometer, correspond­
ing to a reduced coverage of C ~ 9.0. This fixes a minimum value for 
Figure 7-5. Two-body approximation to the two-dimensional Green's function G^(t), 
plotted versus (t/xp) for reduced coverages C = 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 
0.2, and 0.1 (bottom through top, respectively) 
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ot/B~9.0 in the isotherms of Figure 7-4 (all of which are adjusted to 
pass between the sets of points representing samples 1 and 2), if 
Langmuir adsorption behavior is indeed followed. The isotherms for C = 
5.0 and C = 10.0 pass near the points for samples 1-3, but at the higher 
coverages (samples 4 and 5) the optimized coverages from least-squares 
fitting of the fluorescence profiles lie far below the isotherms. These 
shortfalls arise physically from the fact that lifetime shortening by 
excitation trapping interrupts the depolarization process, so that the 
apparent value of the dynamical parameter C becomes smaller than the 
actual reduced coverage of donors. It appears certain that the true iso­
therm in the neighborhood of coating solution concentrations lO"? to 
10-6 M resembles the plotted isotherm for C = 10.0 more than it resembles 
the locus of optimized reduced coverages from the fluorescence data, 
since C must be on the order of 9.0 at 4.7 x lO-^M. At the highest 
coverage, then, the optimized reduced coverage is about an order of mag­
nitude too low. 
In summary, the model functions which use the two-body Green's func­
tion GS(t) in equation (7.19) yield optimized convolutions which are 
statistically indistinguishable from the experimental profiles from the 
three samples with lowest coverage (1-3). Figure 7-4 shows that large 
distortions in the optimized reduced coverage are caused by excitation 
trapping in the other samples, and poorer autocorrelations are found in 
those samples. These disagreements do not arise primarily from inaccura­
cy in the two-body Green's function at these higher coverages; an effec­
tive test of the theory for C larger than ~0.4 requires samples in which 
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aggregation and excitation trapping are more completely suppressed than 
was possible in our systems. Other desiderata for two-dimensional ex­
citation transport systems are improved surface flatness and/or uniformi­
ty of adsorption geometry (as evidenced by the profiles in Figure 7-2), 
and a knowledge of the spatial donor distribution on the surface. In the 
present systems, aggregation of R3B on quartz shows that the donor dis­
tribution is not truly random, so that strictly speaking the surface den­
sity p cannot be factored out of the integral over ri2 in equation 
(7.13). These drawbacks may be avoided by studying fluorescence 
depolarization in dye-dodecanoic acid layers at N2 - water interfaces 
(29), where better surface flatness, more uniform transition moment dis­
tributions, and true spatial randomness may yield a more controlled test 
of two-dimensional excitation transport theory. 
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CHAPTER VIII. SUMMARY 
The experiment investigating energy transfer in aniline induced by 
collisions with carbon dioxide was the first in a series of experiments 
designed to study the effect of molecular rotation on energy transfer 
rates. These later experiments (158) have shown that the Moore correla­
tion (44) of up-pumping probabilities with partner rotational parameters 
yields no evidence of V-R processes in aniline-partner collisions. This 
is contrary to previous experience with vibrational relaxation governed 
by close-range repulsion in small molecules in their electronic ground 
states. 
The propensity rules for mode-to-mode energy transfer in aniline-
partner collisions appear to be determined primarily by intramolecular 
anharmonic or Coriolis coupling within aniline. This observed behavior 
is contrary to the assumptions which underlie the modified SSH theories 
(14, 15). 
Recently, Freed (159) has formulated a theory for efficient 
collision-induced mode-to-mode energy transfer in large molecules which 
accounts for many of our observed results. His theory postulates a pure­
ly intramolecular coupling mechanism for collision-induced vibrational 
energy transfer. It is applicable to large molecules in which the high 
density of vibrational states leads to mixing of levels whose energies 
lie within a few hundred wave numbers of each other. 
An important property successfully explained by the Freed theory is 
the fact that energy transfer rates in Sj state aniline and other large 
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polyatomics are so large, amounting to appreciable fractions of the hard-
sphere collision rates. There has been speculation (24) that the elec­
tronic excitation endows the polyatomic species with enhanced energy 
transfer rates as a consequence of presumably larger van der Waal s force 
constants between the excited state molecule and collision partners. 
However, the long-range potential dominance of mode-to-mode transfer and 
large cross sections both arise naturally as consequences of intramolecu­
lar anharmonic coupling in the Freed large-molecule theory. Experiments 
by Lawrance and Knight (37) provide support to this hypothesis. Their 
work shows that large collisional energy transfer rates also occur in 
ground state p-difluorobenzene. The predominance of the long-range 
potential in aniline-perturber collisions is also suggested by our lack 
of evidence for V-R processes, which depend large on the short range 
potential anisotropy in collisions between small molecules. 
The first experiment investigating the GAP three-body theory's abili­
ty to describe excitation transport in a three-dimensional system was 
performed by Gochanour and Payer (109). Gochanour and Payer obtained 
their fluorescence profiles by KDP sum-frequency mixing of rh6G fluores­
cence with the variably delayed fundamental output from a CW mode-locked 
NdtYAG laser, and the resulting 390 nm upconverted pulses were detected 
by a photomultiplier and lock-in amplifier. The noise present on 
Gochanour and Payer's decay curves using this arrangement, however, pre­
vented precise comparisons between theoretical curves and experimental 
data. 
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Our goal was to reinvestigate the GAF three-dimensional, three-body 
theory using picosecond laser excitation and time-correlated photon 
counting. This system facilitated collecting data with a high signal-to-
noise ratio and, therefore, the data obtained provided a more stringent 
test of the GAF excitation theory in three dimensions. 
In performing the experiments, it was found that excitation trapping 
by rh6G dimers considerably distorts the isotropic decay behavior in the 
higher concentration solutions. Additionally, lifetime dilation due to 
self-absorption is difficult to suppress in these solutions, due to the 
small Stoke's shift for rh66. These phenomena affect the fluorescence 
anisotropy in ways which are difficult to correct for rigorously. 
Gochanour and Payer's data were affected similarly by these experimental 
artifacts. 
Due to the presence of artifacts, no statement can be made regarding 
the accuracy of the GAF three-body theory. Subsequent work in testing 
the three-body theory at high reduced donor concentrations will require 
reducing the effects of trapping. This can be accomplished by using a 
donor molecule such as DODCI, which has a large Rq. Self-absorption can 
be minimized by using thinner sample cells. 
Fluorescence profiles collected from rh3B adsorbed to fused silica 
provided the first data from which the GAF two-dimensional, two-body 
theory could be analyzed. Fluorescence profiles agreed well with the 
theory for reduced surface coverages up to 0.4. At higher coverages, 
excitation trapping by rh3B dimers truncates the depolarization process. 
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yielding apparent reduced coverages which are appreciably lower than the 
true coverages. 
The motivation behind the two-dimensional excitation transport ex­
periment was to determine whether systematic errors in the Green's func­
tion calculated from the two-body theory could be identified. Several 
experimental difficulties prevented us from making an absolute statement 
regarding the accuracy of the Loring and Payer (70) two-body theory. The 
difficulties included photodecomposition and trapping at higher surface 
coverages, lack of single exponential magic-angle decays, unknown rh3B 
surface number densities and dye molecule transition dipole adsorption 
geometries which did not form a well defined cone on the fused silica 
surface. 
An improved system for studying the two-dimensional, two-body theory 
could be constructed by preparing in a Langmuir-Blodgett trough a mono­
layer film of dye (such as octadecyl rhodamine B) interspersed in a fatty 
acid. This would provide improved surface flatness and permit dye sur­
face number densities to be determined. By choosing a proper fatty acid 
spacer, aggregation among dye molecules may be eliminated. 
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APPENDIX: OPTIMIZATION OF FREQUENCY DOUBLING CONDITIONS 
Both LilOg and KDP crystals were considered for frequency doubling 
the dye laser output. Obviously, the crystal which could produce the 
highest SHG conversion efficiency at the frequency of the aniline 0° 
transition would be the preferred choice for this work. The SHG power 
obtainable from a frequency doubling crystal depends not only on the 
crystal thickness and orientation but also on conditions such as focus­
ing of the laser fundamental and absorption of light by the crystal. 
The purpose of this appendix is to determine the optimum conditions for 
generating second harmonic light from the dye laser fundamental with each 
crystal. A final comparison between the two crystals under these condi­
tions will determine which is to be used in experiments. 
Certain parameters which affect the conversion efficiency will be 
fixed and not considered as variables for increasing the SHG output. 
Among these, the crystal lengths IfLilOg) and l(KDP) are fixed at 2 mm and 
12.5 mm, respectively. The dye laser output fundamental will be tuned to 
600 nm. Initially, the dye laser output will be focused into each dou­
bling crystal with a 7.0 cm focal length lens. The focused beam radius 
a^ will be approximately 13 pm. It follows that the confocal parameter 
(62) 
b = kja^, (A.l) 
a measure of the length of the focal region, is equal to 1.7 mm. k^ is 
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equal to —— p mm"^. It is convenient to define a focusing param-
6.00x10"* 
eter 
I = Vb, (A.2) 
which for LilOg and KDP is 1.18 and 7.37, respectively. 
The ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction for LilOg and 
KDP are listed in Table A-1 for 300 nm and 600 nm wavelengths. 
Table A-1. Indices of refraction for LilOg and KDP at 300 nm and 600 nm 
Refractive index^ 
Wavelength 
(nm) "oC-IIOj)" rigfLilOg): n^fKOP) ng(KDP) 
300 2.063 1.847 1.563 1.512 
600 1.887 1.739 1.524 1.478 
^Refractive indices for KDP are from ref (151). Refractive indices 
for LilOg are calculated from the Sellmeier dispersion formula in ref (152). 
^n^ is the ordinary index of refraction. 
^n^ is the extraordinary index of refraction. 
Symbols for the indices of refraction may be written as n^, where i 
is equal to 1 or 2, and j is equal to o or e, or as nj^, where k is either 
1, 2, 0, or e. The latter notation will be used when one of the param­
eters in the refractive index is inferred. The symbols 1 and 2 designate 
refractive indices for 600 nm and 300 nm light, respectively. When the 
crystal is rotated to the phase matching angle 
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4 2 [("2)2 - (n?)Z] . 
° [(n°)2 -
the refractive index (74) 
(n^sln^ + ' ' 
for LilOg and KDP, respectively, is 1.887 and 1.524. Under phase match­
ing conditions, the Poynting vector and phase propagation direction of 
the SHG deviate by (153) 
p = arc tan Ci(n5)^{(n|)"^ - (ng)"^} sin28^] . (A.5) 
For LilOg and KDP, p is 84 mrad and 27 mrad, respectively. The absorp­
tion coefficients of the laser fundamental and SHG are symbolized by 
dj and ctg, respectively. Several additional formulas which will be use­
ful are 
a - - ^«2» (A.6) 
a'  = + iog* (A.7) 
B = p(lki)*/2, (A.8) 
= 2a^/b, (A.9) 
g = p/<Sq, (A.10) 
K = ab/2, (A.11) 
; = (l-2f)/l, (A.12) 
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where f is the distance traveled through the crystal to reach the laser 
focal point, and 
a = bAk/2,  (A.13) 
where Ak equals (Ew^/cifn^-ngfo)) with and c being the frequency of the 
laser fundamental and the speed of light, respectively. Some of the terms 
presented above are illustrated in Figure A-1. 
SHG power may be expressed as (154) 
Pg = KP^lkje""'^ h(a,0,K.5,p), (A.14) 
where is the input laser power, K is a function defined as 
128ïï^6o?d^ 
K = q p ^ , (A.15) 
c "ingfem) 
and h is a function containing all of the optimizable parameters. The 
effective nonlinear coefficient d in equation A.15 is equal to 1.0 for 
KDP and 11.9 for LilOg. Since only relative SHG powers for each crystal 
are required for this analysis, it is convenient to redefine K as 
where 
For LilOg, is equal to 21.5, and for KDP it equals 0.3. Similarly, 
the SHG power Pg may be redefined as P|^^, where 
= Kgff 1 e"*'! h(a,B,K,ç,u). (A.17) 
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Figure A-1. Phase matching conditions for a negative uniaxial crystal. 
The symbol OA represents the optic axis of the crystal 
whose orientation, relative to the point where n° equals 
n|(9), establishes the phase matching angle 9^. Also illus­
trated is the walk-off angle p between the dye laser funda­
mental 0)^ and the SHG ug. From ref (155) 
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To determine the effect of focusing on SHG power, initial conditions 
are set where all absorption of light by the crystal is assumed to be 
negligible (a=0), and the focus is set at the center of the crystal 
(f=T/2). This leads to 
k(KDP) = cfLilOg) = p(KDP) = pCLilOg) = 0 (A.18) 
in equations A.11 and A.12. The function h in equation A.17 will, there­
fore, be dependent on only three parameters, a, g and ç. From equations 
A.2, A.8 and A.10, it is clear that g may be expressed as 
B = Bg-l , (A.19) 
leading to an expression for h in terms of a, g and ç. Since 1 is not 
considered here as an optimizable parameter, the value of B is conse­
quently not variable, ç can be varied by changing the focusing lens 
preceding the SHG crystal. Experimentally, the phase matching parameter 
a is optimized for each B and ç by fine adjustment of the crystal orien­
tation to maximize the second harmonic power. The function h(a,6sç) is 
expressed as h^(B,ç), whenever a is assumed to be optimized. For LilOg, 
with a 7.0 cm lens focusing the 600 nm laser fundamental, values of B, 
Ç and h^ are 6.08, 1.18 and ^0.15, respectively. For KDP, under identi­
cal conditions, B, ç, and h^ are 4.88, 7.37 and ^0.1, respectively. From 
Figure A-2a, it is clear that ^(LilOg) is very close to the optimum value 
for obtaining high SHG conversion efficiency. Approximately 50% more SHG 
power could be obtained from the KDP crystal, however, if ç(KDP) were 
reduced to ^1.8. This could be accomplished by replacing the 7.0 cm 
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focal length lens with a 15.0 cm focal length lens. 
If p is reconsidered as an optimizable parameter, results similar to 
those depicted in Figure A-2b are obtained for all values of B and g. 
Thus, assuming no absorption by the crystal, the focus of the laser 
1 
fundamental should always be at f = /2. Under the optimum conditions 
presented thus far for each crystal, a ratio for the SHG power obtained 
from the two crystals Pg^^^LilOg) : P^f^^KDP), is approximately 10:1. 
The LilOg absorption coefficients at 600 nm and 300 nm are 0.128 mm'^ 
and 0.715 mm"^, respectively (156). For KDP, the absorption coefficients 
at 600 nm and 300 nm are both equal to 0.031 mm"^(157). When crystal ab­
sorption is included as a factor affecting SHG conversion efficiencies, 
the effective SHG powers can be obtained by multiplying the previously 
calculated values of P|^^ by exp(yal - a'l). For clarity, a new term 
pff I 
Pg is used for the effective SHG power when absorption effects are 
pff 
included. Thus, Pg is defined as 
exp(yal - a'l). (A.20) 
The ratio P®^^ (LilOg) : P^^^ (KDP) is still approximately 10:1, after 
pff I 
absorption of light by the crystal is accounted for. Values for Pg 
are a maximum for LilOg when y is equal to -1 and for KDP when # is equal 
to 1. This corresponds to a laser fundamental beam focus near the rear 




















Figure A-2. Influence of focusing parameters on SHG power. In (a), 
the effect of variations in g on h^ for several values 
of B is illustrated. In (b), the effect of a third 
parameter w on h^ is presented for cases where B=0, 
5=2.8 and 8=2, ç=1.7. From ref (155) 
